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Abstract

Adaptive Cross Approximation Methods for Fast Analysis of
Antenna Arrays

K. Sewraj
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,

University of Stellenbosch,
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa.

Dissertation: Ph.D
March 2021

This work is focused on developing efficient numerical electromagnetic algorithms for
the analysis of large antenna arrays, such as being considered as part of the international
Square Kilometre Array (SKA) radio astronomy project currently under development.
Numerical electromagnetic simulation is a vital tool to evaluate performance during the
antenna design process, and it is common to iterate through thousands of simulations
to fine-tune parameters. However, these simulations are often expensive and can be a
limiting factor in the available design choices.

The Method of Moments (MoM) is a numerical technique used to solve electromag-
netic field problems, and is highly suitable for radiation problems such as the analysis
of antenna arrays. However, the memory and runtime requirement of the MoM scale as
O(N2) and O(N3), respectively, where N is the number of Degrees of Freedom. As such,
electromagnetic analysis performed by the MoM is limited by the electrical size of the
problem. For larger structures, fast MoM-based techniques tailored to specific problems
need to be devised.

In this work, a variety of techniques based on cross approximation is explored and
implemented, for array analysis. In this context, two Directional Cross Approximation
(DCA)-based solvers are devised. The DCA is a nested multilevel algorithm which ef-
ficiently compresses MoM sub-blocks due to far interactions as a product of low-rank
factors. During the computation of these factors, the far-field is segmented in angular
sectors to ensure the numerical rank is limited irrespective of the cluster size.

Firstly, the DCA is combined with the Macro Basis Function (MBF) method. In this
technique, physics-based MBFs are defined over each antenna element, through linear
combinations of the low-level basis functions defined on that domain, in order to create
a reduced matrix system, which can then be solved directly. However, one of the MBF
solvers’ bottlenecks is the high cost associated with the computation of reaction terms
during the fill-in of the reduced matrix. As such, the DCA algorithm is used to efficiently
represent and compute the reaction terms in MBF solvers. The accuracy of using the
MBF-DCA solver is validated, and a favorable memory scaling is obtained.

Secondly, the single-level version of the DCA is formulated together with a sparse
direct solver scheme, based on the Inverse Fast Multipole Method (IFMM), to solve for
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vi ABSTRACT

antenna array MoM solution directly. The original IFMM formulation is extended for
the directional case, and a new procedure to eliminate and redirect compressible fill-ins
during the Gaussian elimination of the sparse matrix is devised.

Lastly, a hybrid single-level compression scheme is devised to accelerate the Iterative
Radius-Based Domain Green’s Function Method (IRB-DGFM) solver, for array analysis.
The compression algorithm combines the standard Adaptive Cross Approximation (ACA)
to compress intermediate interactions, and the single-level Nested Cross Approximation
(NCA) to represent far interactions efficiently.
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Opsomming

Aanpassingsvaardige Kruis-Benadering Metodes vir Vinnige
Analise van Antenna Samestellings

K. Sewraj
Departement van Elektriese en Elektroniese Ingenieurswese,

Universiteit van Stellenbosch,
Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid-Afrika.

Proefskrif: Ph.D
Maart 2021

Hierdie werk fokus op die ontwikkeling van doeltreffende numeriese elektromagnetika
algoritmes vir die analise van groot antenna samestellings, soos oorweeg word as deel van
die internasionale “Square Kilometre Array (SKA)” radiosterrekunde projek tans onder
ontwikkeling. Numeriese elektromagnetika simulasie is ’n onontbeerlike gereedskapstuk
om antenna werkverrigting gedurende die ontwerpsproses te bepaal, aangesien duisende
simulasies dikwels benodig word tydens veelvuldige ontwerpsiterasies. Sulke simulasies is
egter tipies duur en kan ’n beperkende faktor tot ontwerpskeuses wees.

Die moment metode (MoM) is ’n numeriese tegniek om elektromagnetiese veldpro-
bleme op te los en is hoogs gepas vir stralingsprobleme soos die analise van antenna
samestellings. Die geheue en looptyd vereistes van die MoM skaleer egter as O(N2)
en O(N3), onderskeidelik, waar N die aantal vryheidsgrade aandui. In die lig hiervan
word elektromagnetiese analise met die MoM beperk deur die elektriese grootte van die
probleem. Vir groter strukture moet versnelde MoM tegnieke wat pasgemaak is vir die
spesifieke probleem, geskep word.

’n Verskeidenheid van tegnieke gebaseer op kruis-benadering word in hierdie werk on-
dersoek, vir samestellingsanalise. Binne hierdie konteks word twee Rigtingsgewyse Kruis-
Benadering (RKB)-gebaseerde oplossers daargestel. Die RKB is ’n geneste multivlak
algoritme wat MoM sub-blokke doeltreffend saampers as produkte van lae-rang faktore
vir vêr-interaksies. Tydens die bepaling van hierdie faktore word die vêrveld gesegmen-
teer in hoeksgewyse sektore wat verseker dat die numeriese range beperk word, ongeag
die tros-grootte.

Eerstens word die RKB gekombineer met die Makro Basis Funksie (MBF) metode.
Met hierdie tegniek word fisika-gefundeerde MBFs gedefinieer oor elke antenna element,
as linieêre kombinasies van die laevlak basis funksies op elke domein, om sodoende ’n
gereduseerde matriks stelsel te skep, wat op direkte wyse opgelos kan word. ’n Bottelnek
van die MBF-oplosser is egter die hoë koste verbonde aan die berekening van reaksie-terme
met die vul van die gereduseerde matriks. In hierdie verband word die RKB algoritme
gebruik om die MBF reaksie-terme doeltreffend te bereken. Die akkuraatheid van die
MBF-RKB oplosser word nagegaan en gunstige geheue-skalering word gedemonstreer.
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viii OPSOMMING

Tweedens word ’n yl-matriks direkte oplossingskema geformuleer wat geskoei is op die
enkel-vlak weergawe van die RKB, vir direkte oplossing van antenna samestelling MoM
matriksvergelykings. Dit is ’n aangepaste weergawe van die Inverse Vinnige Multipool
Metode (IVMM). Die oorspronklike IVMM formulering word uitgebrei na die rigtingsge-
wyse geval, en nuwe prosedures vir die eliminasie en herkanalisering van saampersbare
invullings gedurende die Gaussiese eliminasie proses, word daargestel.

Laastens word ’n hibriede enkel-vlak saampersingskema daargestel om die Iteratiewe
Radius-Gebaseerde Domein Green Funksie Metode (IRG-DGFM) oplosser te vernel, vir
samestellingsanalise. Die saampersingskema kombineer die standaard Aanpassingsvaar-
dige Kruis-Benadering (AKB) vir saampersing van intermediêre interaksies, met die enkel-
vlak Geneste Kruis-Benadering (GKB) vir doeltreffende saampersing van vêr-interaksies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The aim of this thesis is to develop fast and efficient numerical electromagnetic algorithms
to analyze large antenna arrays. The primary motivation for fast array analysis in this
research is due, but not limited, to the radio astronomy project, the Square Kilometre
Array (SKA) [7]. The SKA is an international collaboration to build the next generation
of highly sensitive radio telescopes in South Africa, Australia and other partner African
countries listed in [8] to form part of the Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). Part
of this project consists of arrays of individual antennas, called Aperture Arrays (AA),
which will be used as a collective to act as a single radio telescope through the principle
of interferometry such as in the Low Frequency Aperture Array (LFAA) [9] and the Mid
Frequency Aperture Array (MFAA) [10] during the first and second phases of the SKA,
respectively. The LFAA will operate on frequencies ranging from 50MHz to 350MHz and
consisting of 1024 stations of approximately 35m diameter, each with 256 wideband LPDA
antennas [11] arranged in an irregular configuration. The MFAA is expected to operate
on a frequency range of 450MHz to 1450MHz, and the design is still in the research phase
at the time of writing. Depending on the design, the inter-element spacing will be dense
(less than a wavelength) or sparse, and the array will either have a regular or irregular
configuration. Some of the proposed antenna elements for the MFAA are the Vivaldi
[12], Orthogonal Ring Antenna (ORA) [13], Dense Dipole [14], and Log Periodic Dipole
Array [15]. The number of antennas per station will vary depending on the choice of
antenna and array configuration, however, a few thousands of antennas per station can
be expected because of the high sensitivity requirement. An artist impression of the SKA
MFAA stations is shown in Fig. 1.1.

To design antenna arrays, numerical electromagnetic simulation is a vital tool to val-
idate the performance of the design. It is very common to iterate through thousands of
simulations to fine tune the parameters of both the antenna geometry and array synthe-
sis, to meet the desired criteria. However, electromagnetic solvers can often be a limiting
factor in the available design choices since computational costs in terms of runtime and
memory grow rapidly with problem size. The geometries of the antenna arrays to be
used for the SKA are both electrically very large, that is in terms of wavelengths, and
consist of fine structures. A single simulation of such an array with a naive approach
might be expected to run for many months on a desktop workstation. As such, there
is the need to devise tailored and efficient algorithms to deal with these large arrays,
for instance, an algorithm targeted to analyze the stations of the LFAA is developed in

1
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Artist impression of the SKA MFAA. Source:
www.skatelescope.org/aperture-arrays

[16]. The number of antennas in an MFAA station is expected to be significantly larger,
hence the continuing drive to improve fast algorithms and develop new ideas. Despite the
SKA being the motivation for this research, it should be noted that developing these fast
electromagnetic algorithms is beneficial to other applications of antenna arrays, such as
for example telecommunications, radar systems and remote sensing.

1.2 Computational Electromagnetics for Array
Analysis

The Method of Moments (MoM) [17] is a full-wave integral equation technique used to
solve electromagnetic field problems. The MoM converts the integral equation, derived
from Maxwell’s equations and electromagnetic boundary conditions, into a linear matrix
equation which can be solved numerically. The MoMmatrix equation is commonly written
as ZI = V , where Z is the impedance matrix, V is the excitation vector and I is the
unknown current coefficient vector. Once I is known, the responses of interest such as the
radiation pattern and input impedance can be computed. The MoM is highly suitable to
radiation problems such as the analysis of antenna arrays due to the nature of the integral
equation. Moreover, unlike differential equation based methods such as the Finite Element
Method (FEM) [18], and Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method [19], the MoM
only requires surface discretization hence requiring fewer Degrees of Freedom (DoFs).
However, the MoM produces a fully populated impedance matrix. As such, the fill-in time
and memory requirement of the impedance matrix scale as O(N2) and the computational
time to solve the MoM matrix equation through Gaussian elimination scales as O(N3),
where N refers to the number of DoFs of unknown current coefficients. Storing and
solving the linear equation rapidly becomes impractical and therefore electromagnetic
analysis performed by the MoM is limited by the electrical size of the problem.

For larger structures, a plethora of MoM-based fast techniques have been developed
specialized to address different problems. Non-asymptotic fast methods can be classified
as either being iterative or direct solvers. The use of Krylov subspace iterative methods,
together with fast techniques to accelerate matrix-vector products in the solver such as
the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) [20] and its multilevel version [21], among others, have
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1.2. COMPUTATIONAL ELECTROMAGNETICS FOR ARRAY ANALYSIS 3

successfully been used in computational electromagnetics, especially for large scattering
problems.

For antenna array analysis, direct methods are preferred when simulating multiple
excitation schemes. In iterative solvers, we have to start anew for each excitation scheme.
One such direct solution which has succesfully been used to analyze large antenna arrays,
is the Macro Basis Function (MBF) [22] method. In this technique, physics-based MBFs
are defined over each antenna element, through linear combinations of the low-level basis
functions defined on that domain. Since the number of MBFs defined can be fewer than
the initial DoFs by a few orders of magnitude, the MBFs are used to create a reduced
matrix system, which can then be solved directly. However, computing reaction terms to
fill the reduced matrix system is still costly, and has been the focus of various research
works. In this thesis, new methods to efficiently create the reduced MBF system will be
explored. As an alternative approach to fast direct array analysis, a sparse direct solver
is formulated, which is based upon the recently-proposed Inverse Fast Multipole Method
(IFMM) scheme [23, 24].

A general advancement for fast integral-equation based solvers are the hierarchical
matrix structures. Hierarchical matrices exploit the data-sparse structure of the MoM
impedance matrix, and block entries due to far-interactions are compressed efficiently
into low-rank factors. These representations broadly form the cornerstone of all the work
presented in this thesis. The standard Adaptive Cross Approximation (ACA) [25, 26],
the Nested Cross Approximation (NCA) [27] and Directional Cross Approximation (DCA)
[28], which are hierarchical matrices, are employed.

1.2.1 Contributions

The following research contributions to fast array analysis have been made:

• Use of the DCA to compute reaction terms for MBF solvers. This work is partly
documented in [3, 4]. The author intends to write a journal paper on this work in
the near future.

• A sparse direct solver based on the single level version of the DCA is formulated
and evaluated. This work is documented in [1, 5, 6].

• A single-level omnidirectional cross approximation scheme is formulated to acceler-
ate an Iterative Radius-Based Domain Green’s Function Method (IRB-DGFM) for
array analysis, developed by M. Chose. This work is documented in [2, 6].

1.2.2 Outline of the thesis

• Chapter 2: Electromagnetic field theory and MoM formulation relevant to this
thesis are reviewed. The Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE) which relates
the incident electric field to the unknown surface current is derived. The EFIE is
discretized and the MoM matrix equation is formulated.

• Chapter 3: The background and formulation of the MBF solver for array analysis
are reviewed.

• Chapter 4: Various hierarchical matrices from the literature are reviewed. Their
application to accelerate the computation of reaction terms in the MBF solver is
discussed. The DCA is found suitable for this task.
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• Chapter 5: The DCA algorithm is used for fast computation of reaction terms in
the MBF solver, and the reduced impedance matrix is efficiently created. Numerical
results are presented to assess the performance.

• Chapter 6: The single-level DCA factors are used as inputs to a sparse direct
solver, based on the Inverse Fast Multipole Method (IFMM) [23, 24] to solve for the
MoM solution. The formulation of the original IFMM is extended to the directional
case. Related to the above single-level compression scheme (but not in a direct
solver context), a hybrid single-level ACA-based compression scheme is formulated
to accelerate the IRB-DGFM. The compression scheme is based on the single-level
NCA and the ACA.

• Chapter 7: Conclusion.

1.3 List of appended papers
The details of this research work is presented in two journal papers [1, 2] and four con-
ference papers [3, 4, 5, 6] and are included as Appendices. The appended papers are:

1.3.1 Journal papers

1. Appendix A: A Sparse Direct Solver Based on Directional Cross Approx-
imation for Antenna Array Analysis [1]: The single-level DCA is combined
with a newly formulated directional version of the IFMM, to solve for the MoM
solution directly.

2. Appendix B: Iterative Radius-Based Domain Green’s Function Method
with ACA for Antenna Array Analysis [2]: This paper is primarily the work
of M. Chose to formulate an IRB-DGFM algorithm for array analysis. The author’s
contribution is the formulation of a hybrid compression scheme to accelerate the
IRB-DGFM algorithm. The hybrid scheme consist of the ACA and the single-level
NCA. The single-level NCA is termed as translation-based ACA (TACA) in the
paper.

1.3.2 Conference papers

1. Appendix C: Computation of MBF reaction matrices for antenna array
analysis, with a directional method [3]: A multilevel DCA algorithm is used
to rapidly compute the reaction terms in MBF solvers.

2. Appendix D: Directional method to compute reduced matrix system in
MBF solvers [4]: Further results of the DCA-MBF solver are presented.

3. Appendix E: Application of the inverse fast multipole method to antenna
array analysis [5]: The factors of the single-level NCA are used in an IFMM solver
to solve for the MoM solution.

4. Appendix F: Developments in the analysis of large antenna arrays with
disjoint elements [6]: Overview conference paper of work on array analysis from
the authors. The factors of the single-level NCA are reduced with MBF definitions,
and then used in an IFMM solver to solve for the MBF solution.
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Chapter 2

Electromagnetic Field Theory and the
Method of Moments

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the background of electromagnetic field theory necessary for the numer-
ical analysis of antenna arrays is introduced. The EFIE is derived, which describes the
relationship between the surface current over the antennas (assumed Perfect Electric Con-
ductor (PEC)) and the incident electromagnetic field. The aim is to solve for the unknown
surface current in the integrand of the EFIE. However, since no analytical solution exists
for arbitrary shapes, the EFIE is solved numerically. As such, the Method of Moments
(MoM) [17] is introduced. The MoM is a powerful numerical technique that converts
the EFIE through discretization and weighting, into a linear matrix equation that can
be solved numerically. In this thesis, an inhouse MoM library [29] is used. The MoM
function is called when MoM matrix entries are needed in the solvers discussed in later
chapters.

2.2 Electromagnetic Field Theory

Maxwell’s set of equations form the foundation of the classical electromagnetic theory.
These equations describe the electric and magnetic fields which arise due to electric
charges, currents. The differential form of Maxwell’s equations in the frequency domain
[30, 31] in a homogeneous medium with permittivity, ε, and permeability, µ, are as follows:

∇×E = −jωµH (2.1)
∇×H = J + jωεE (2.2)
∇ ·D = qe (2.3)
∇ ·B = 0. (2.4)

The field quantities in (2.1) to (2.4) are time-varying and phasors, and their time de-
pendence, ejωt, is suppressed for simplicity. The quantities featuring in (2.1) to (2.4) are
defined as follows:

• E: Electric field intensity

• H : Magnetic field intensity

5
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• D: Electric flux density

• B: Magnetic flux density

• J : Electric current density

• qe: Electric charge density.

The relations between electric and magnetic fields and their respective flux densities
are as follows:

D = εE (2.5)
B = µH . (2.6)

2.2.1 Boundary Conditions

Electromagnetic boundary conditions describe how the fields and flux densities behave
at the interface between two media. Boundary conditions are required so as Maxwell’s
set of equations has a unique solution in order construct the EFIE. In the formulation of
the EFIE for the MoM derived in this chapter, the metallic surfaces of the antennas are
considered to be PEC, hence only the boundary conditions between PEC and free space
are relevant, as follows:

−n̂×E = 0 (2.7)
n̂×H = Js (2.8)
n̂ ·D = qe (2.9)
n̂ ·B = 0 (2.10)

where n̂ is the unit normal at the interface pointing into the free space region and Js is
the electric surface current density.

2.2.2 Relationship Between Radiating Field and Electric
Current

In this section, an expression is derived that allows the computation of the radiated
electric field everywhere is space due to an electric current distribution. The magnetic
vector potential is used as an intermediate to solve for the radiated field. The magnetic
vector potential is described by an integral of the electric current, and the electric radiated
field is then evaluated directly from the potential.

The magnetic vector potential is first defined. Since, the magnetic flux is solenoidal
(2.4), it can be written as the curl of an arbitrary vector, A, as in (2.11). A is referred
to as the magnetic vector potential.

∇ · (∇×A) = 0. (2.11)

The magnetic field intensity in Faraday’s law (2.1) is substituted byH =
1

µ
B using (2.6)

and B is then replaced by the curl of A, to obtain

∇×E = −jωµH = −jω∇×A. (2.12)
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Equation (2.12) can be re-written as

∇× (E + jωA) = 0. (2.13)

A curl-free vector field can be expressed as the gradient of an arbitrary scalar potential,
therefore

E = −jωA−∇φe (2.14)
where φe is a scalar defined as the electric scalar potential. Equation (2.14) is an expression
of the radiated field in terms of the vector magnetic potential and scalar electric potential.
By taking the curl on both sides of µH = ∇×A (from (2.6) and (2.11)) and using the
identity

∇×∇×A = ∇(∇ ·A)−∇2A (2.15)
the following equation is obtained

µ∇×H = ∇(∇ ·A)−∇2A. (2.16)

Equation (2.16) is equated to the Maxwell-Ampere’s law (2.2), leading to

µJ + jωµεE = ∇(∇ ·A)−∇2A. (2.17)

Substituting (2.14) into (2.17) leads to

µJ + jωµε(−jωA−∇φe) = ∇(∇ ·A)−∇2A. (2.18)

Rearranging (2.18) yields

∇2A+ k2A = −µJ +∇(∇ ·A+ jωµεφe) (2.19)

where k is the wavenumber, k = ω
√
µε. Only the curl ofA is defined so far. Its divergence

may be freely defined as long as the definition is consistent. To simplify (2.19), the Lorenz
gauge condition is used, that is

∇ ·A = −jωεµφe, (2.20)

thus simplifying (2.19) into an inhomogeneous vector Helmholtz equation of A as

∇2A+ k2A = −µJ . (2.21)

The solution of the inhomogeneous vector Helmholtz equation can be written as a convo-
lution of the current, J , and the Green’s function G(r, r′), such as

A(r) = µ

∫∫∫

V

J(r′)G(r, r′)dr′ (2.22)

where r′ and r are source and observer position vectors, respectively. The Green’s function
is defined as

G(r, r′) =
e−jk|r−r′ |
4π|r− r′| . (2.23)

By making φe the subject of (2.20) and substituting into (2.14), an expression describing
the electric field in terms of A can be written as

E = −jωA−∇φe = −jωA− j

ωµε
∇(∇ ·A). (2.24)

The electric field due to the current distribution can now be computed as a superposition
integral, by substituting (2.22) into (2.24), yielding

E(r) = −jωµ
∫∫∫

V

J(r′)G(r, r′)dr′ − 1

k2
∇
∫∫∫

V

∇′ · J(r′)G(r, r′)dr′. (2.25)
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2.3 Electric Field Integral Equation
In Section 2.2.2, a general expression for the electric field everywhere in free-space due to
an electric current distribution was derived. In this section, the EFIE is derived which
relates the unknown surface current, Js, to the known incident electric field, Ei. The
total electric field, E, can be expressed as

E = Es +Ei (2.26)

where Es is the scattered electric field and Ei is the incident electric field. By restricting
r to the PEC surface of the antenna and using the boundary condition in (2.7), the
following can be obtained:

−n̂×E = −n̂×Es − n̂×Ei = 0 (2.27)
n̂×Es = −n̂×Ei. (2.28)

The scattered field is the field radiated by the induced surface current, Js. Thus, re-
stricting the observation point in (2.25) to locations on the PEC surface, and further
substituting it into (2.28), yields the final EFIE:

n̂×Ei(r) = n̂× [jωµ

∫∫

S

Js(r
′)G(r, r′)dr′ +

1

k2
∇
∫∫

S

∇′ · Js(r
′)G(r, r′)dr′]. (2.29)

During the rest of this thesis, the aim is to solve for the unknown surface current, Js, in
(2.29) for large antenna arrays, using the MoM, as described next.

2.4 Method of Moments
In this section, the Method of Moments (MoM) is introduced. By using basis and testing
functions, the MoM allows for converting the EFIE into a matrix format which can be
solved numerically using a computer.

2.4.1 Background

Consider the general problem:
Lf = g (2.30)

where L is a linear integro-differential operator, g is the excitation source, and f is the
unknown function to be solved for. It is assumed that (2.30) cannot be solved analytically.
To solve for the unknown function, f , using a numerical technique, the problem must first
be discretized with finite elements. The function, f , can be approximated into a sum of
weighted basis functions, fn, such as

f ≈
N∑

n=1

αnfn (2.31)

where αn are unknown weighting coefficients to be solved for. Substituting (2.31) into
(2.30) leads to

N∑

n=1

αnLfn ≈ g. (2.32)
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To enforce the boundary condition equality, the fields are integrated over testing functions,
fm, such as

N∑

n=1

αn 〈fm,Lfn〉 = 〈fm, g〉 . (2.33)

The integration process is defined using an inner product, 〈·〉, in (2.33). Enforcing bound-
ary condition in the case of the EFIE refers to an averaged zero tangential electric field
on the testing function domain. Equation (2.33) can be expressed as the MoM matrix
equation:

ZI = V (2.34)
where Z is the impedance matrix, V is the right-hand side excitation vector and I is the
unknown coefficient vector. The matrix and vectors entries in (2.34) are expressed as

Zmn = 〈fm,Lfn〉 (2.35)
Vm = 〈fm, g〉 (2.36)
In = αn (2.37)

where m,n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and N is the total number of basis and testing functions
defined over the geometry. The impedance matrix, Z, is a fully populated matrix since
each basis function interacts with all testing functions (self and non-self). The fill-in
time and memory cost of Z scale as O(N2). The runtime to solve (2.34) using Gaussian
elimination scales as O(N3).

2.4.2 Rao-Wilton-Glisson Basis Function

In the previous section, a generalized overview of the MoM was given. In this section,
the EFIE will be discretized with finite elements, and basis and testing functions will
be employed to create the MoM matrix equation. The first step is to approximate the
surface current, Js, as a sum of weighted basis functions as was done for the generalized
unknown function, f , in (2.31). It can be approximated as

Js ≈
N∑

n=1

Jnfn (2.38)

where Jn is the n-th unknown current coefficient and the basis function, fn, is vector-
valued. The Rao-Wilton-Glisson basis function [32], commonly referred to as the RWG
basis function, will be used after discretizing the entire surface with a conformal mesh of
flat triangles. The RWG function is defined over two adjacent triangles with a common
edge, shown in Fig. 2.1, and the n-th RWG function is formally described as

fn(r) =





ln
2A+

n
ρ+
n ∀r in T+

n

ln
2A−n
ρ−n ∀r in T−n

0 otherwise

(2.39)

where T+
n and T−n are triangles with the shared n-th edge as shown in Fig 2.1. A±n are the

areas of triangles T±n and ln is the length of the n-th edge. The factors ln
2A±n

are normalizing
constants in (2.39). And, ρ±n are position vectors within the triangles T±n and are defined
as

ρ+
n = r − v+ r in T+

n (2.40)
ρ−n = v− − r r in T−n (2.41)
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where v± are the free vertices of triangles T±n .

Figure 2.1: Triangle pair with common edge, over which the n-th RWG function is
defined.

The RWG functions have the following properties:

1. The RWG function has no normal components to the non-shared edges on both
triangles.

2. The component of the RWG function normal to the shared edge is unity.

3. The surface divergence of fn(r) within triangles T+
n and T−n are − ln

A+
n

and ln
A−n

,
respectively. Since the divergence of the current is proportional to the surface charge
density, the total charge associated with an RWG function is zero.

2.4.3 Applying Galerkin Testing to the EFIE

In the previous section, the RWG basis function was employed to approximate the sur-
face current, Js. The next step is to choose a testing function to enforce the boundary
condition. There is freedom in choosing the testing function, however, this choice will
have an impact on the accuracy and also the simplicity of the formulation. In the MoM,
it is very common practice to use the Galerkin formulation, that is using identical basis
and testing functions. Basis and testing RWG functions are employed to the EFIE. The
resulting equation for the m-th testing function is

∫∫

Tm

fm(r) ·Ei(r)ds = jωµ
N∑

n=1

Jn

[∫∫

Tm

fm(r) ·
∫∫

Tn

fn(r′)G(r, r′)ds′ds

]

+
N∑

n=1

Jn

[
1

k2

∫∫

Tm

fm(r) ·
[
∇
∫∫

Tn

∇′ · fn(r′)G(r, r′)ds′
]
ds

]
. (2.42)

Using the vector identity

f(r) · ∇S(r) = ∇ · [f(r)S(r)]− [∇ · f(r)]S(r) (2.43)

the expression
∫∫

Tm

fm(r) · ∇S(r)ds =

∫∫

Tm

fm(r) ·
[
∇
∫∫

Tn

∇′ · fn(r′)G(r, r′)ds′
]
ds (2.44)
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can be re-written as
∫∫

Tm

fm(r) · ∇S(r)ds =

∫∫

Tm

∇ · [fm(r)S(r)] ds−
∫∫

Tm

[∇ · fm(r)]S(r)ds (2.45)

The first term on the right hand side of (2.45) can be transformed using the 2D divergence
theorem. The term goes to zero when the normal component of the integrand is integrated
over the contour of the triangles supporting the RWG function.

∫∫

Tm

∇ · [fm(r)S(r)] ds =

∫

C

n̂ · [fm(r)S(r)] dl = 0 (2.46)

Hence, (2.42) can be re-written as

∫∫

Tm

fm(r) ·Ei(r)ds = jωµ

N∑

n=1

Jn

[∫∫

Tm

fm(r) ·
∫∫

Tn

fn(r′)G(r, r′)ds′ds

]

−
N∑

n=1

Jn

[
1

k2

∫∫

Tm

∇ · fm(r)

(∫∫

Tn

∇′ · fn(r′)G(r, r′)ds′
)
ds

]
. (2.47)

This must hold for every testing function, m = 1, . . . , N . The N equations can be
formatted into MoM matrix equation, ZI = V , as in (2.34). The Zmn entry in the MoM
impedance matrix, Z, can then be written as

Zmn =

∫∫

Tm

∫∫

Tn

[
fm(r) · fn(r′)− 1

k2

]
G(r, r′)ds′ds (2.48)

and, the m-th entry in the excitation vector, V ,

Vm =
−j
ωµ

∫∫

Tm

fm(r) ·Ei(r)ds. (2.49)

Finally, the m-th entry of the solution vector is

Im = Jm. (2.50)

2.5 Conclusion
Starting with Maxwell’s set of equations and the electromagnetic boundary conditions,
the EFIE is derived, which relates the unknown surface current to the incident electric
field intensity. The EFIE cannot be solved analytically for arbitrary structures, hence the
MoM, which is a numerical technique, is employed. After discretizing the geometry with
triangular patches and using RWG basis and testing functions, the MoM matrix equation,
ZI = V , is derived from the EFIE.
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Chapter 3

Macro Basis Functions

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the MBF technique [22] is introduced. MBFs belong to a class of domain
decomposition techniques that can be used to analyze large antenna arrays directly (non-
iteratively). In these techniques, MBFs are defined over each antenna in the array by ag-
gregating linear combinations of low-level basis functions (e.g. RWGs). Since the number
of MBFs is fewer than the initial DoFs, the technique results in easing the computational
burden by creating a reduced matrix system which can be solved directly. Various ways of
constructing the physics-based MBFs have been proposed in the literature. Some of these
are the Characteristic Basis Function Method (CBFM) [33], Synthetic-Function Approach
(SFX) [34], Eigencurrent method [35], the sub-entire-domain basis function method [36]
(the “windowed MBF” scheme proposed in [37] is very similar), and iteratively refined
MBFs [38], among others.

Equation (3.1) is the partitioned MoM matrix equation resulting from an antenna
array containing M elements. Each subdomain after the domain decomposition is an
antenna element.




Z11 Z12 . . . Z1M

Z21 Z22 . . . Z2M
...

... . . . ...
ZM1 ZM2 . . . ZMM







I1
I2
...
IM


 =




V1
V2
...
VM


 . (3.1)

The block-diagonal entries, Zaa (a ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}), in the partitioned impedance ma-
trix (3.1) represent the self-interactions of isolated subdomains. And, non block-diagonal
entries, Zab (a, b ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}, a 6= b), are the mutual interactions between two subdo-
mains. An MBF solver consists of 3 steps, namely:

1. generation of MBFs;

2. creating the reduced matrix;

3. solving the reduced matrix.

3.2 Generation of MBFs
MBFs are generated over each antenna and can be classified as primary, secondary [33]
and higher-order MBFs. A primary MBF takes into account the effect of self-interaction of

13
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an antenna, that is, the current coefficient of an isolated radiating antenna. The primary
MBF, Iprim, is obtained as:

ZiiIprim = Vi. (3.2)

Secondary MBFs take into account the effect of mutual coupling between neighboring
antennas. The secondary current is the induced current by the radiated field produced
by primary MBFs belonging to neighboring antennas within a pre-defined radius. The
secondary MBF, Isec, can be obtained as:

ZjjIsec = −ZjiIprim. (3.3)

Higher-order MBFs (e.g. tertiary MBFs [39]) are obtained by allowing MBFs of a lower
order (e.g. secondary MBF) to radiate onto neighboring antennas. The MBFs belonging
to an antenna are then grouped in a matrix, J̃ , such that

J̃ = [Iprim Iall
sec I

all
HO . . . ], (3.4)

where Iall
sec is a matrix of size Ni × Ksec containing all the secondary MBFs, where Ksec

and Ni are the number of secondary MBFs and low-level basis function defined on the
antenna, respectively. And, Iall

HO contains all the higher-order MBFs, with size Ni ×KHO

where KHO is the number of higher-order MBFs. A Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
operation is then performed on J̃ , such that

J̃ = ŨΣṼ H , (3.5)

where Ũ and Ṽ are unitary matrices, and H in the superscript refers to the Hermitian
transpose. Σ is a diagonal matrix containing singular values of J̃ and are ordered in
descending order. The n-th column of the Ũ matrix corresponds to the n-th singular
value in Σ. The singular values are normalized, and entries greater than a pre-defined
threshold, τSVD, are retained. The number of selected singular values is denoted as K.
The final set of MBF, J , is the first K-th columns of Ũ , such that

J = [Ũ1 . . . ŨK ]. (3.6)

The SVD operation is performed to generate orthogonal basis functions to avoid ill-
conditioning. Moreover, by trimming out redundant MBFs, only a minimum number of
MBFs are kept which further reduce the matrix system. For arrays of identical and disjoint
elements, the primary MBF is computed only once for all antennas. However, secondary
and higher-order MBFs are computed individually for every antenna. In the case of regular
arrays, the symmetry of the array can be exploited by computing non-primary MBFs for
only a few scenarios (e.g. central and the various edge element positions).

3.3 Creating the Reduced Matrix
The MBFs obtained for each antenna are used to create a reduced matrix system which
can be solved directly. The block entries of the reduced matrix are obtained by pre and
post-multiplying impedance matrix blocks with the corresponding MBF definitions. The
reduced impedance matrix equation can be written as:



〈
JT1 , Z11J1

〉 〈
JT1 , Z12J2

〉
. . .

〈
JT1 , Z1MJM

〉
〈
JT2 , Z21J1

〉 〈
JT2 , Z22J2

〉
. . .

〈
JT2 , Z2MJM

〉
...

... . . . ...〈
JTM , ZM1J1

〉 〈
JTM , ZM2J2

〉
. . .

〈
JTM , ZMMJM

〉







I1
MBF

I2
MBF

...
IM

MBF


 =




〈
JT1 , V1

〉
〈
JT2 , V2

〉
...〈

JTM , VM
〉


 . (3.7)
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The size of the reduced impedance matrix is MK ×MK, instead of MNi ×MNi for the
original MoM matrix, where M is the number of antennas in the array. Since K � Ni,
the reduced impedance matrix can be of one or two orders of magnitude smaller than the
original MoM matrix [40, 22].

Creating the reduced matrix is the most time consuming step of an MBF solver. This
step is not expensive memory-wise since the entire problem is divided into subdomains.
Referring to (3.7), the block entry of the reduced impedance matrix for the interaction
between antennas p and q can be expressed as ZRed

pq =
〈
Jp

T , ZpqJq
〉
. Thus, the memory

requirement is O(N2
i ). This operation needs to be performed M2 times (every possible

interaction among subdomains), leading to a computational time scaling of O(M2N2
i K).

The computational cost of creating the reduced impedance matrix is not much of an im-
provement compared to the MoM. However, as the source and observer antennas become
electrically well-separated, fewer DoFs can be used to represent the interaction, that is,
sub-blocks for far interacting antennas are low-ranked. This is shown in Figure 3.1, where
the normalized singular values (obtained after normalizing the entries of the diagonal
matrix in an SVD operation) for different sub-blocks in the MoM impedance matrix is
shown. The singular values indicate the numerical rank of a matrix. The self-interaction
of a subdomain (an antenna element) is full ranked, and as the distance between the
source and observer subdomains increases, the sub-block becomes low ranked.

From literature [22], both the transpose and Hermitian transpose of the MBF (JT and
JH , respectively) have been used to compute the entries of the reduced impedance matrix
and the reduced excitation vector. In this thesis, the transpose operation is preferred.
This is because, the observer and source ‘cluster bases’ (to be defined in Chapter 4) of an
antenna are transposed. Using the transpose of the MBF when creating ‘reduced cluster
bases’ (to be defined in Chapter 5), the observer and source ‘reduced cluster bases’ of
an antenna will also be transposed. Hence, only the observer ‘cluster basis’ and ‘reduced
cluster basis’ of an antenna need to be computed, and the source counterpart can be
obtained through a transposed operation.

3.3.1 Fast Computation of Reaction Terms

Based on the observation that fewer DoFs are sufficient to represent far-interacting sub-
domains, efficient and fast fill-in of the reduced matrix has been the subject of various
research works. For instance, in [41], the Adaptive Cross Approximation (ACA) [26]
method is used in a CBFM solver. The ACA is an algebraic technique which can be used
to factorize a rank-deficient MoM sub-block, Zpq, on-the-fly without prior knowledge of
all the entries in the sub-block. A comprehensive description of the ACA algorithm is
provided in [26]. Using the ACA, Zpq can be approximated as

Zpq ≈ UV. (3.8)

U and V have sizes of Ni × R and R × Ni, respectively, where R is the approximated
numerical rank (depending on a pre-defined threshold) and R � Ni. The block entry
between subdomain p and q in the MBF reduced matrix can then be approximated using
ACA such as

ZRed
pq ≈ (JTp U)(V Jq). (3.9)

The computational cost to compute the reduced impedance matrix still scales as O(M2),
however the use of ACA drastically reduces the time to compute each sub-block since the
computation in (3.9) scales as O(2KNiR + K2R). The CBFM-ACA solver in [41] was
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Figure 3.1: (a) Normalized singular values of MoM impedance matrix sub-blocks, gen-
erated by a linear array of 9 blade dipole antennas. Each sub-block represents the in-
teraction between an antenna pair (self- or non-self-interaction). Self-interaction blocks
are full-rank, while non-self-interaction blocks are rank deficient. (b) Blade dipole array
configuration used to generate the MoM impedance matrix. The inter-element spacing is
half wavelength.
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employed to analyze periodic antenna arrays. By exploiting the Toeplitz structure of the
MoM matrix, O(M) interactions need to be computed using (3.9).

In [42], the multipole expansion was used to rapidly compute the interaction between
MBFs. The computational time to construct a reduced impedance block scales with
Ni. However, the approximation error was found to be too large for small inter-antenna
distance [43]. For the application of irregular array analysis in [40], the interactions among
MBFs were computed over a few “baseline” cases in a two-dimensional plane. After some
physical transformations, namely subtraction of the far-field function, phase extraction
and change of distance variable, a smooth function is fitted in a harmonic-polynomial
representation. During the reduced matrix fill-in phase, the reaction term of any sets
of MBFs can rapidly be computed using the harmonic-polynomial representation. Other
approaches worth mentioning is MLFMA-CBFM in [44, 45] which also alleviate the need
of computing the low-level coupling coefficients and AIM-SFX in [46] which improves the
computational time of computing the matrix-vector product ZpqJq in the reaction term.

In Chapter 4, matrices with hierarchical structures will be introduced. And, the use
of hierarchical matrices to accelerate computation of reaction terms in MBF solvers will
be discussed.

3.4 Solving the Reduced Impedance Matrix
The MBF matrix equation is computed in (3.7), and can be written succinctly as

ZRedIMBF = V Red. (3.10)

IMBF is the unknown MBF coefficient vector and as previously mentioned, the size of
the reduced impedance matrix, ZRed is MK ×MK. For up to moderately large prob-
lems, the reduced system can be solved directly through LU decomposition, with memory
requirement and runtime scaling as O((KM)2) and O((KM)3), respectively.

For extremely large problems, where (3.9) cannot be solved directly despite the reduc-
tion in DoFs, a variety of methods have been proposed in the literature. In the MLFMA-
CBFM [44, 45] approach, an iterative solver is used to solve the reduced impedance matrix.
Only near field entries (block and near block diagonal entries) are stored fully. Far-field
entries are not stored as full blocks and the fast multipole method is used for a fast matrix-
vector product. Moreover, in [47], an MBF-GMRES iterative solver has been proposed for
large antenna arrays. However, the drawback is that the iteration process needs to start
anew for each excitation scheme. Preconditioners for the reduced impedance matrix have
been developed to reduce the number of iterations, for instance a Sparse Approximation
Inverse (SAI) preconditioner is proposed in [48] for an iterative-MBF solver. Sparse direct
solutions to address this issue will be discussed in later sections.

3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the MBF approach has been introduced. It aims to reduce the DoFs
through the introduction of physics-based functions defined over each antenna. The main
bottlenecks of an MBF solver is the computational time to compute reaction terms of
the reduced matrix; and solving the reduced matrix directly for the case of extremely
large problems. Propositions based on advanced ACA-based methods, to address these
drawbacks will be discussed in later chapters.
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Chapter 4

Hierarchical Matrices

4.1 Introduction
A flat or non-hierarchical structure is usually employed to create the reduced impedance
matrix in an MBF solver for array analysis, for instance in the CBFM-ACA solver in
[41]. In this partitioning strategy, each subdomain is an antenna element, and thus the
subdomains are of equal sizes. An example of the resulting partitioned matrix structure is
shown in Figure 4.1. The blue blocks are full MoM entries for self- and near-interactions,
whereas the far-interactions are represented in a compressed form as the factors resulting
from a fast low-rank factorization technique such as the ACA. However, this flat structure
requires the factorization of all non-neighboring interactions and can still be improved
upon, with respect to computational cost.

Figure 4.1: Representation of a flat/non-hierarchical block matrix structure.

In this chapter, hierarchical matrices will be introduced as an alternative approach to
create the reduced impedance matrix in MBF solvers. In hierarchical matrices, the entire
geometry is partitioned in a multi-level fashion using a binary tree partitioning strategy.
At the leaf level (finest level), a cluster (or subdomain) is an antenna element, and,
at higher levels, a cluster contains multiple neighboring antennas. Interactions between
admissible clusters at all levels are then factorized as Zpq ≈ UpSpqVq or Zpq ≈ UpqVpq,
depending on the technique used. The meaning and generation of these factors will
be detailed during the remainder of the chapter. The motivation to use hierarchical
structures is twofold, firstly to reduce the computational cost of creating the reduced

19
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Buffer Refined off-diagonal Nested
HODLR No No No

HSS No No Yes
H-matrix Maybe Yes No
H2-matrix Maybe Yes Yes

Table 4.1: Description of the four hierarchical matrices.

impedance matrix. Instead of reducing the computational cost of computing the reaction
terms by a constant factor using the flat partitioning structure, hierarchical matrices can
achieve a log-linear scaling through the use of a binary tree partitioning. An MBF solver
for antenna array analysis where computation of reaction term for the reduced matrix is
accelerated through the use of factors from a hierarchical matrix technique is the subject
of Chapter 5. Secondly, together with the full MoM sub-blocks for near interactions,
the factors arising from the far interactions can be used in an approximate direct solver
without the need of creating a fully populated matrix, which is the subject of Chapter 6.
Thus, the reduced impedance matrix will not be stored entirely.

Four types of hierarchical matrices will be discussed in this section, namely, Hierarchi-
cally Off-Diagonal Low-Rank (HODLR) [49], Hierarchically Semi-Separable (HSS) [50],
H-matrix [51, 52], and H2-matrix [53, 52]. Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1 show the differences
among the four types of hierarchical matrices.

Figure 4.2: Structure of various hierarchical matrices: (a) HODLR, (b) HSS, (c) H
matrix and (d) H2 matrix.
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4.1.1 HODLR and HSS

HODLR and HSS matrices have the same matrix partitioning strategy (shown in Figure
4.2 (a)-(b)); HSS matrices have a nested structure (shown using shorter rectangles to
represent low-rank approximation in Figure 4.2(b)) while HODLRmatrices do not. Nested
structure means that the low-rank factors of a cluster at a parent level (e.g. level l) can be
constructed from that of its children clusters (level l + 1), thus leading to a reduction in
memory usage. The whole geometrical domain is first decomposed into two subdomains,
this will lead to a partitioning of the impedance matrix into four sub-matrices. The non-
self-interacting subdomains are considered to be rank-deficient and hence are compressed
using low-rank approximations, while the diagonal blocks are further decomposed. This
step is repeated for various levels until the diagonal blocks are small enough (e.g. by a
pre-defined number of levels or finest block size). All off-diagonal blocks at every level
are approximated with low-rank factors. In [49], a fast direct solver for HSS and HODLR
matrices was proposed, where the impedance matrix, ZMoM, is factorized as a product of
block diagonal matrices such as

ZMoM = ŻLZLZL−1ZL−2 · · ·Z1, (4.1)

where L is the leaf level. Considering a single-level algorithm,

ZMoM =

[
Z11 U12V12

U21V21 Z22

]
=

[
Z11 0
0 Z22

] [
I Z−111 U12V12

Z−122 U21V21 I

]
, (4.2)

where I and 0 are identity and zero matrices, respectively. Upq and Vpq (p, q ∈ {1, 2}, p 6= q)
are low-rank factors of non-self interactions. Following (4.2) and generalizing to L levels,
the block diagonals of the matrix ŻL are the self-interactions at leaf level, while the block
diagonals of the matrices Zl (l = 1, 2, · · ·L) have the form of (I + Û V̂ ). Considering a
MoM matrix equation: ZMoMIMoM = V MoM, the MoM current coefficient can be obtained
using the factorized matrix in (4.1), such as

IMoM = Z−11 Z−12 · · ·Z−1L Ż−1L V MoM. (4.3)

Because of the special structure of the block diagonals in matrices Zl (l = 1, 2, · · ·L)
in (4.3), the solution can rapidly be obtained using the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury
(SMW) [54] identity.

4.1.1.1 Application to MBF Solvers

In [55], the HODLR matrix structure was used when computing the reaction terms within
a CBFM solver to analyze large scattering problems. ACA was used for low-rank approx-
imation of the non-self interactions. Both the ACA factors at all levels and the full MoM
self-interacting blocks at the leaf level were pre- and post-multiplied by the corresponding
CBF definitions to create the reduced system in the HODLR format. The direct solver
proposed in [49] was then used to compute the CBF coefficients.

The computational cost and memory scaling of the fast HODLR solver in [49] is
reported to scale as O(N log2N) and O(N logN) respectively. This is the case when
the problem in question has a smooth kernel or is in the low frequency regime. For
higher frequency problems, the ranks are expected to increase with the electrical size
of the domain. In the application to electromagnetic scattering by large structures, the
computational time and memory scaling tend to be poorer, especially as the electrical size
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increases. To improve this situation, in [56] a multiscale ACA followed by SVD operation
is proposed for the low-rank factorization of interactions between sibling clusters.

The fast HODLR/HSS matrix factorization is not an appropriate solution for the large
antenna array problems, because of the assumption made that all non-diagonal blocks at
every level are low-ranked. For large 2D (planar antenna arrays) and highly oscillatory
kernel problems, the rank of the off-diagonal blocks might be too large (especially at levels
with large subdomains), and hence harmful to the computational scaling of the solver. In
the coming sections, other structures are discussed which are more suitable for the planar
antenna array analysis problem.

4.1.2 H-Matrix

In H-Matrix [51] partitioning, the non-self-interacting blocks can be refined as opposed
to HODLR/HSS partitioning. An example of the H-Matrix structure is shown in Figure
4.2(c). The original impedance matrix is partitioned using a block cluster tree as shown
in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: (a) Decomposition of a geometrical structure. (b) Block cluster tree which
depicts the partitioning of source and observer clusters. Green dotted arrow represents
interaction between admissible blocks (Low-ranked blocks); Red dotted arrow represents
interaction between inadmissible blocks (Non-compressed blocks).

The blocks are classified as admissible (rank deficient and compressible) or inadmissi-
ble (non-compressible) blocks. The admissible blocks can be approximated using low-rank
factorization such as Zpq ≈ UpqVpq. To determine which blocks are admissible, an admis-
sibility criterion is used, which reads as follows:

max(Dp, Dq) 6 ηlow dist(p, q), (4.4)

where Dp and Dq are the diameters of bounding boxes enclosing clusters p and q, re-
spectively, and dist(p, q) is the minimum distance between the bounding boxes of cluster
p and q. ηlow is a constant parameter to be set. Starting from the roots of the block
cluster trees (whole geometrical domain), interactions at every level are verified using
the admissibility criterion. If met, the block is qualified as being admissible and hence
no further partitioning is required. If the criterion is not met, the clusters are further
partitioned into their children clusters. This procedure is repeated until the finest level
(leaf) is reached. Narrowing down to our application, the inverse of a block [51, 52], Z,
can be obtained using its children as follows:

Z−1 =

[
Z−111 + Z−111 Z12C

−1Z21Z
−1
11 −Z−111 Z12C

−1

−C−1Z21Z
−1
11 C−1

]
, (4.5)
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where C is the Schur complement, denoted as C = Z22 − Z21Z
−1
11 Z12. Using (4.5), inver-

sion of the entire matrix can be obtained in a recursive manner. This concept is exploited
for electromagnetic problems in a technique called Multiscale Compressed Block Decom-
position (MS-CBD) [57]. ACA followed by SVD (for optimal compression) is applied
to admissible blocks in MS-CBD. The memory storage and computational time for the
method scales as O(N1.5) and O(N2) respectively.

4.1.2.1 Application to MBF Solvers

In [58], the CBFM is combined with the MS-CBD to reduce the DoFs associated with the
problem. In other words, the reduced impedance matrix is constructed in a multiscale
manner as in MS-CBD, and is solved using the recursive factorization procedure. A Fast-
ACA algorithm [59] is used in [58] instead of the ACA-SVD in MS-CBD to improve the
performance. CBFs are generated for leaf-level clusters. At level l, the CBF group of
cluster i, J li , is a block diagonal matrix and is obtained by aggregating leaf-level CBFs,
such as

J li =




Ji,1
Ji,2

. . .
Ji,G


 . (4.6)

Ji,g (g ∈ {1, 2, · · ·G}) in (4.6) is the CBF definition for the g-th leaf-level child (or
grandchild) of cluster i. This method has been applied to electromagnetic scattering
problems with multiple excitations, and good performance is achieved.

4.1.3 H2-Matrix

H2-Matrices have a similar matrix partitioning strategy as that of H-Matrices, as shown
in Figure 4.2(d). However, the first difference is that rank-deficient admissible blocks in
H2-Matrices are factorized as

Zpq ≈ UpSpqVq, (4.7)

where Up and Vq are the cluster bases and Spq is the coupling matrix. The sizes of Up and
Vq are Ni × Rp and Rq × Ni, respectively, and the size of Spq is Rp × Rq, where Rp and
Rq are the numerical ranks of clusters p and q. Unlike the factorizations in H-Matrix or
ACA, Zpq ≈ UpqVpq, the cluster bases in H2-Matrices, Up and Vq, are strictly associated
with the observer p and source q domains, respectively. The coupling matrix, Spq, relates
the clusters p and q.

Secondly, H2-Matrices have a nested property, meaning that at non-leaf levels, cluster
bases can be created using their children cluster bases and transfer matrices. Transfer
matrices are the interpolation and anterpolation terms which link parent-children clusters
across levels, and are smaller in size compared to cluster bases. The size of a transfer
matrix is Rp×Rc (or, Rc×Rp depending if one is marching up or down the cluster tree)
where Rp and Rc are the numerical ranks of the parent and children clusters respectively.
For instance in (4.8), a cluster basis at level L−1, V L−1, is constructed using its leaf-level
children clusters, vL1 and vL2 and source transfer matrices, C1 and C2.

V L−1 =

[
vL1

vL2

] [
C1

C2

]
(4.8)
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The nested property in H2-Matrices aims at improving the memory requirement by per-
mitting an efficient reuse of information across the cluster tree. Cluster bases are only
stored at the leaf level, and for non-leaf levels, only smaller transfer matrices and coupling
matrices are stored.

For problems with a smooth kernel in the EFIE formulation (e.g. the electro-quasistatic
case), a constant rank across the levels can be expected. In these cases, since the scaling
of H2-Matrices are independent of the depth of the cluster tree, the memory cost of H2-
Matrices scale as O(N), whereas that of H-Matrices scale as O(N logN) [52]. However,
this statement is not true for an oscillatory kernel since the numerical rank increases with
the electrical size of the structure. To deal with this, directional H2-Matrices [60] will
be discussed in later sections. For the rest of the thesis, H2-Matrices and directional
H2-Matrices will be employed for the fast computation of reaction terms in MBF solvers
for antenna array analysis.

4.2 Nested Cross Approximation

The Nested Cross Approximation [27] (NCA) is an extension to the ACA algorithm and
has an H2-Matrix structure. As already mentioned in Section 4.1.3, a compressible block
is factorized as Zpq ≈ UpSpqVq.

4.2.1 Partitioning and Admissibility Condition

The antenna array is partitioned through the use of a binary tree and clusters are created
at every level. The number of antennas in a cluster is halved at every level. Level 0 is the
entire array and the leaf level clusters (finest level) contain only one antenna element. An
example of the binary partitioning of an irregular antenna array is shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Binary partitioning of an irregular antenna array containing 256 elements.
Each dot represents the position of an antenna element. The radius of the circular array
is 15λ.
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At each level, an admissibility criterion test for the NCA, as described in (4.9), is per-
formed to verify if the interactions between observer-source cluster pairs are compressible.
The admissibility criterion is similar to the one described for H-matrices, and is repeated
here for convenience.

max(Dp, Dq) 6 ηlow dist(p, q) (4.9)

If an observer-source cluster pair at a given level satisfies the criterion, the interaction is
compressed, and the children interactions are not considered. However, if a pair does not
satisfy the criterion, the observer and source clusters are partitioned, and the children
interactions are tested. This process continues till the leaf level and a list of admissible
pairs at every level is stored. Non-admissible pairs at the leaf level are self and neighboring
interaction which are not compressed, rather the full MoM sub-blocks of these interactions
are stored.

4.2.2 Generation of NCA Factors

At the leaf level, the observer and source cluster bases are obtained through an inverse
source process and is defined as

U = Ztσt(Zτtσt)
−1 (4.10)

V = (Zτsσs)
−1Zτss. (4.11)

The symbols t, s, τt, σt, τs, and σs denote sets of local and far-field RWG indices for the
observer and source clusters. The descriptions of these indices are given in Table 4.2 and
shown in Figure 4.5. The term ‘local domain’ in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.5 simply refers to
the cluster (observer or source) over which the U and V cluster bases are defined. And,
the ‘far-field domain’ is the region within which clusters satisfy (4.9) with respect to the
local domain.

Index Description
t All the testing functions on the observer’s local domain
s All the basis functions on the source’s local domain
τt Subset of testing functions on the observer’s local domain
σt Subset of basis functions on the antennas within the observer’s

far-field domain
τs Subset of testing functions on the antennas within the source’s

far-field domain
σs Subset of basis functions on the source’s local domain

Table 4.2: Description of indices during the construction of cluster bases.

The details on how to obtain the sets of indices described in Table 4.2 will be explained
in Section 4.2.2.1. The coupling matrix, S, is then denoted as the interaction between
the σs basis functions on the source domain and the τt testing functions on the observer
domain as

S = Zτtσs . (4.12)

Figure 4.6 is a depiction of the local and far-field domains of both the source and observer
clusters. The S interaction between the σs basis functions on the source cluster and τt
testing functions on the observer cluster is also shown.
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Figure 4.5: Depiction of RWG indices described in Table 4.2 at leaf level. Red RWG
functions: Subset of RWGs within the local domain, the set of indices is denoted as τt
(observer) or σs (source). Blue RWG functions: Subset of RWGs within the far-field
domain, the set of indices is denoted as σt (observer) or τs (source). The set of indices on
all the RWGs on the local domain is denoted as t (observer) or s (source). The antennas
in the neighboring region are omitted for simplicity.

Figure 4.6: Local and far-field domains for the source and observer clusters.

For non-leaf levels, transfer matrices (defined B and C for observer and source clusters,
respectively) are used to interpolate or anterpolate from their children clusters. The C
transfer matrix is obtained as

C = (Zτsσs)
−1Zτsσsc . (4.13)

The symbols σs and τs are similar to the descriptions in Table 4.2 and belongs to the parent
cluster. The symbol σsc is the σs indices of the child cluster, where the subscript ‘c’ refers
to child. The transfer matrix described in (4.13) is obtained through an inverse source
process between the child’s cluster and the far-field of the parent. For instance, current
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coefficients defined on the σsc basis functions (RWGs indices on the child’s local domain)
is radiated onto the τs testing functions in the parent’s far-field region. The resulting field
on the testing functions will in turn induce a current on the σs basis functions on the
parent cluster’s local domain. The transfer matrix on the observer side is also obtained
through an inverse source process, and is formally described as

B = Zτtcσt(Zτtσt)
−1. (4.14)

Similarly, the τt and σt are local and far-field indices of the parent cluster, and τtc is a set
of local indices on the child cluster. Figure 4.7 illustrates a child and parent clusters, and
the far-field of the parent cluster to form the transfer matrix during the inverse source
process. After obtaining the transfer matrices, the interaction between two antennas (pc

Figure 4.7: Local domain of the child and parent clusters, and the far-field domain of
the parent cluster.

and qc) using a 2-level NCA can be written as:

Zpcqc ≈ UpcBpc,pSpqCq,qcVqc , (4.15)

where pc and qc are the children clusters of p and q, respectively.

4.2.2.1 Selecting Basis and Testing Functions for NCA Factors

As a consequence of the EFIE MoM matrix symmetry, the cluster basis, V , and transfer
matrix, C, for a given cluster are the transposes of U and B, respectively. Hence, only
the U and B factors are computed. As described in (4.10) and (4.13), the local domain
indices, τt, and far-field domain indices, σt, must be available to compute U and B. To
obtain these indices, the matrix Zτ̃tσ̃t is first constructed which represents an incomplete
interaction between the antenna and its far-field, where τ̃t and σ̃t are sampled indices of
the local and far-field RWGs such that t ⊇ τ̃t ⊃ τt and Nf ⊃ σ̃t ⊃ σt, and Nf is a set of
indices of all RWGs belonging to antennas in the far-field region. The ACA algorithm with
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thresholding is then performed on the matrix Zτ̃tσ̃t , and the selected rows and columns
indices through the ACA process are denoted as τt and σt respectively. Ideally, ACA
should have been perfomed on the matrix ZtNf , however this operation is impractical
from a computational point of view since Nf is too large and will also lead the runtime
to be proportional to M .

The sample σ̃t is obtained by placing a Chebyshev grid on top of bounding boxes of
all antennas belonging to clusters in the far-field region. Figure 4.8 shows an example
of Chebyshev nodes on top of a planar bow-tie antenna. RWGs with midpoints closest
to a pre-defined number of Chebyshev nodes are then selected for every far-field antenna
and the union of all sampled RWGs is denoted as σ̃t. The number of Chebyshev nodes
per antenna, Ci = ceil

(
c Ni
Mf

)
, where Mf is the number of far-field antennas and c is a

constant set to 1 in this implementation. However, Ci → 1 asMf →∞, hence a minimum
constraint of Ci is included so as Ci ≥ 2∇d , where ∇d is the number of dimensions of the
bounding box (e.g. 2D or 3D). Moreover, the number of Chebyshev nodes on each axis is
set to be proportional to the lengths of the bounding box axes. In the special case where
the cluster’s far-field is empty, σ̃t is obtained by sampling the RWGs in the parent’s far-
field region, through the same procedure. At leaf level, τ̃t = t since c = 1. Otherwise if
t is too large, τ̃t can be obtained by placing a Chebyshev grid on the local domain, and
the ceil (cNi) closest RWGs to the nodes are selected, where c < 1. To avoid uncontrolled
errors, c < 1 can only be set if Ni is much larger than the anticipated rank, and also
diversity in the orientations of the selected RWGs must be ensured. At non-leaf levels, τ̃t
is obtained as a union of the children clusters’ τt indices. Thus, τt at the child level must
already be available in order to obtain τ̃t for a non-leaf cluster.
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Figure 4.8: Meshed bow-tie antenna. Red dots represent the midpoints of RWG func-
tions; Blue dots represent the Chebyshev nodes.
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4.3 Directional Cross Approximation

The NCA scales as O(N) for problems with smooth kernels such as in electrostatic or
magnetostatic cases, with the assumption that the rank is constant across levels. However,
for the analysis of antenna arrays, the EFIE contains an oscillatory Green’s function as

G(r, r′) =
e−jk|r−r′ |
4π|r− r′| . (4.16)

In this case and when operating in the high frequency regime, the DoFs required to
represent an interaction between two clusters, for a pre-defined accuracy, can no longer
be assumed to be constant irrespecive of the size of the clusters. In fact, the numerical
rank increases with the electrical size of the domains. A high frequency regime is defined
as in (4.17), where k is the wavenumber.

kmin(Dq, Dp) > 1. (4.17)

For high-frequency problems, the rank can be kept constant by using a directional H2-
Matrix structure. In this formulation, the far-field of a cluster when computing the
factors is not omnidirectional, rather it is limited by an angular field of view as shown in
Figure 4.9. Some examples of the directional H2-Matrix structure include the directional
H2-Matrix with interpolation [60], Directional Cross Approximation (DCA) [28] and the
Wideband Nested Equivalent Source Approximation (WNESA) [61]. The WNESA is
inspired by the DCA algorithm, and has been applied to the MoM for high-frequency
problems in [61]. However, the major difference is that the low-rank factors are created
through the use of equivalent sources in WNESA, while the ACA is employed on selected
basis and testing functions in the DCA. In this thesis, the focus will be on DCA which is
an extension of the NCA discussed in Section 4.2.

Figure 4.9: Inverse source process to obtain directional cluster bases.

In DCA, a low-rank sub-block, Zpq, can be factorized as

Zpq ≈ U e
pSpqV

−e
q , (4.18)

where U e
p and V −eq are the directional cluster bases and the superscript ‘e’ and ‘−e’ refers

to the direction of the cluster bases. Each cluster will have multiple U e and V e factors, one
for each direction, as opposed the NCA, where a cluster has only one U and one V cluster
basis. A similar partitioning of the array through the use of a binary tree is performed.
However, the admissibility criterion is changed and contains both a distance and angular
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condition, to ensure directional asympotic smoothness for the oscillatory Green’s function
[28]. The admissibility criterion for the DCA algorithm is expressed as

ηhigh dist(p, q) ≥ k max
(
D2
p, D

2
q

)
(4.19)

β ∝
(

1

kDq

)
. (4.20)

Equation (4.19) is the distance criterion, where the square of the diameter of the cluster
(D2

p or D2
q) is used instead of the diameter itself. Moreover, the distance criterion takes

into account the frequency by including the wavenumber, k, in the equation. The term
ηhigh is a constant to be set, which can be a different value from that of ηlow in the NCA.
Equation (4.20) is the angular criterion, where the angle of the sector is inversely propor-
tional to the wavenumber, k, and the diameter of the cluster, Dq. The far-field region is
segmented into 2π

β
angular regions, and each cluster satisfying the distance criterion will

fall in one of the angular regions based on the position of the centroid of its bounding
box. Clusters at the leaf level have the widest angle since the clusters are smallest in
size (only one antenna), thus the leaf level has the least number of directional far-field
regions. Moving up the binary tree, at every level, the angle is halved and the number
of directional far-field sectors is doubled. Moreover, the directional far-field of a parent
cluster is a subset of the children’s directional far-field. In the implementation, an angular
far-field of π

2
rad has been found suitable at the leaf level (as discussed in [1]), meaning

the far-field is segmented into four regions.
The directional cluster bases are obtained through a similar inverse source process

as in the NCA, however the far-field is limited as shown in Figure 4.9. The U e and V e

directional cluster bases are defined as follows:

U e = Ztσet (Zτet σet )
−1 (4.21)

V e = (Zτesσes)
−1Zτes s. (4.22)

The symbols τ et , σet , τ−es , and σ−es from (4.21) and (4.22) are defined in Table 4.3.

Index Description
τ et Subset of testing functions on the observer’s local domain in

regards to the directional far-field, e
σet Subset of basis functions on the antennas within the observer’s

directional far-field domain, e
τ−es Subset of testing functions on the antennas within the source’s

directional far-field domain, −e
σ−es Subset of basis functions on the source’s local domain in regards

to the directional far-field, −e

Table 4.3: Description of indices during the construction of directional cluster bases.

The coupling matrix, S, in the DCA is the interaction between σ−es basis functions on
the source cluster and the τ et testing function on the observer cluster, and is written as:

S = Zτet σ−es . (4.23)
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And finally, the transfer matrices are expressed as in (4.24) and (4.25), respectively. The
suffix ‘ec’ in (4.24) and (4.25) refers to the direction of the child cluster.

Be = Zτectc σ
e
t
(Zτet σet )

−1 (4.24)

Ce = (Zτesσes)
−1Zτesσecsc (4.25)

4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, four variants of hierarchical matrices from the literature are explored for
the fast computation of reaction terms in MBF solvers for array analysis. Among the
methods, HODLR and HSS are found not be efficient for the application of array analysis
since all non-self interactions are considered to be low-ranked and compressible. H- and
H2-Matrices are more suitable for electromagnetic analysis because of the partitioning
strategy and use of admissibility conditions. H2-Matrices have a higher efficiency due to
their nested property. To ensure constant ranks for the oscillatory kernel of the EFIE,
irrespective of the cluster size across levels in the H2-Matrix, the far-field is partioned into
directional sectors when computing the factors. As such, the DCA technique, which has
a directional H2-Matrix structure, has been found to be appropriate for array analysis.
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Chapter 5

Fast Computation of MBF Reaction
Terms with DCA Factors

5.1 Introduction

MBFs were introduced in Chapter 3, and one of the bottlenecks in the MBF solver is
the expensive computational cost associated with calculation of reaction terms to create
the reduced impedance matrix. In Section 3.3.1, various ways proposed in literature
to accelerate the reduced matrix setup were mentioned. In particular, the single-level
version of the original ACA algorithm was used to rapidly compute the reaction terms.
However, the computational cost still scales as O(M2), hence this approach might not be
suitable for the analysis for large irregular arrays. In this chapter, the DCA, which is the
most recent extension of the ACA specifically for oscillatory kernels, in multilevel format
and with nested factorizations, as mentioned in Chapter 4, is employed with the aim of
yielding better scaling. It is the first application of the algorithm to MoM matrices and
especially to accelerate MBF reaction terms, to the author’s knowledge.

5.2 Memory requirement

In the DCA algorithm, the following factors must be stored for non-near interactions:

• O(M) directional cluster bases at leaf level. Only U e cluster bases are computed
and stored since V e = (U e)t.

• O(M l+1) directional transfer matrices at every non-leaf level, where M l is the num-
ber of clusters on level l. Only Be transfer matrices are computed since Be = (Ce)t.

• O(M l
f
2
) coupling matrices at every level, where M l

f is the number of far-field (or
admissible) clusters per level.

The above, together with the leaf-level near and self interactions which are stored directly,
make up the total compressed MoM matrix memory requirement for the solver. The leaf
level groups are set as the individual antennas, to facilitate the use of MBFs with elemental
supports, as described next.

33
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5.3 Using DCA for Fast Computation of MBF
Reaction Terms

As discussed in Chapter 3, a block representing the interaction between antenna p and q
in the MBF reduced impedance matrix can be written as

ZRed
pq =

〈
JTp , ZpqJq

〉
. (5.1)

With the sub-block Zpq being represented in single-level DCA compressed format, (5.1)
can be written as

ZRed
pq ≈

〈(
JTp U

e
p

)
, Spq

(
V −eq Jq

)〉
. (5.2)

In multilevel DCA, (5.2) is exactly the format encountered at leaf level. The product
of the MBF definition and directional cluster basis, JTU e, is computed on the fly while
generating the cluster bases, hence there is no need to store U e. The term JTU e will be
referred to as ‘reduced cluster basis’ in the rest of the text. The reduced cluster bases
together with the rest of the original DCA factors at non-leaf levels gives a full repre-
sentation of the reduced impedance matrix in compressed format, for non-neighboring
interactions. Self and near interactions in the reduced matrix are computed using (5.1).

At level L − 1 (where L is the leaf level), the reduced interaction between the level
L− 1 clusters, p and q, is expressed as

ZRed
pq ≈

〈[(
JTpc1U

ec
pc1

)
Be
pc1,p(

JTpc2U
ec
pc2

)
Be
pc2,p

]
, Spq

[
C−eq,qc1

(
V −ecqc1

Jqc1
)

C−eq,qc2
(
V −ecqc2

Jqc2
)
]〉

. (5.3)

Since p and q in (5.3) are level L− 1 clusters, they each support 2Ni DoFs. The children
of cluster p are referred as pc1 and pc2 in (5.1), and ec is the direction of the child cluster.
Be
pc1,p

is the transfer matrix which represents the interaction between the parent cluster
p to its child cluster pc1. These definitions extends for cluster q and transfer matrix C.
In (5.3), the product of reduced cluster bases and their respective transfer matrices for
all children clusters at leaf level are computed and concatenated. These concatenated
matrices for the observer and source clusters are then used together with the coupling
matrix, Spq, to compute the ZRed

pq .

5.4 Numerical Experiment Setup
A bent LPDA antenna shown in Fig. 5.1, designed using the Antenna Magus software [62],
is used for numerical experiments. The antenna operates over the band of 500 MHz to
1350 MHz and meshing of the antenna in Fig. 5.1 is performed at 750 MHz with average
mesh size of 0.05 wavelengths, resulting in Ni = 848. The antenna is used as the element
in irregular antenna arrays with minimum inter-element spacing of 0.9m, consisting of 32,
64, 128, 256, and 512 elements. The arrays are used in the numerical experimentations.
An example of the antenna positions in the 256-elements irregular array is shown in Fig.
5.2.

For efficient performance of the algorithm, parameters in the DCA and MBF need to
be set. The following DCA parameters are set:

• The distance parameter, ηhigh, in (4.19) is set as ηhigh = 5.5. Setting the value of
ηhigh is a trade-off between the memory requirement to store near MoM interactions,
and the numerical ranks of the DCA factors. A large value of ηhigh implies that the
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Figure 5.1: Mesh of bent LPDA antenna at the frequency of 750 MHz, resulting in 848
Dofs.

directional far-field is nearer, and thus less near interaction blocks need to be stored,
but far field ranks are higher. In general, the aim in the multilevel algorithm is to
have ηhigh as high as possible, since the benefit of more nested levels outweigh the
drawback of higher far-field ranks.

• The angle of the directional far-field sectors, β, in (4.20) is set as β = π
2
at leaf

level, leading to four directional far-field regions for every cluster at leaf level. For
non-leaf levels, the number of directional far-field regions is doubled at every level.

• An ACA threshold of 10−3 is used during the ACA process on the matrix Zτ̃et σ̃et to
obtain the sets of indices τ et and σet . This ACA threshold controls the numerical
rank of the factor and the accuracy of the DCA compression.

The following parameters are set in the MBF algorithm:

• Up to tertiary MBFs are included, to ensure good accuracy.

• A radius of influence of 2m is used, within which the influence of secondary and
tertiary MBFs are included. This radius of influence is specific to the array config-
uration. The radius of influence for the MBFs is larger than the near-field region of
the DCA (determined from (4.19)).

• An SVD threshold value of 10−4 is used during the construction of the final set of
MBFs.
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Figure 5.2: Antenna array configuration containing 256 elements with minimum inter-
element distance of 0.9m.

Stringent MBF parameters have been set to ensure the MBF algorithm yeids accurate
result, and error norm can be attributed to the DCA.

5.5 Numerical results
The current coefficients of an antenna array of 32 elements, solved by the MoM is shown
in Fig. 5.3. The current coefficient errors relative to the MoM when using an MBF only
solver and the MBF-DCA solver are also plotted in Fig. 5.3, and a good accuracy can
be observed. The traces in Fig. 5.3 are plotted for every 20-th point to avoid the graph
being overcrowded. The relative error in the global current solution is defined as

Current Error Norm =
||IMoM − Ix||2
||IMoM||2

, (5.4)

where Ix refers to current coefficients being compared to the MoM solution. The current
error norms for the MBF and MBF-DCA solvers are 4.5×10−3 and 4.6×10−3, respectively.
The electric far-fields obtained by the MoM, and the MBF only and MBF-DCA solvers are
plotted in Fig. 5.4, and an excellent agreement among the three traces can be observed.
The results in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 serve as validation for the accuracy of the MBF-DCA
solver, before moving to large arrays.

The MBF-DCA solver is used to analyze irregular arrays with 32, 64, 128, 256 and
512 elements. In Table 5.1 the memory requirement to store the DCA factors and near
interactions, for varying array sizes are shown. Moreover, the memory requirement after
the directional cluster bases and near interaction blocks are reduced with MBF definitions
are also shown. Taking advantage of the EFIE MoM matrix symmetry, only the U e, Be
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Figure 5.3: MoM current coefficient for antenna array of 32 elements, and the current
errors using MBF only and MBF-DCA solvers.
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Figure 5.4: Electric far-field of antenna array of 32 elements using the MoM, and MBF
only and MBF-DCA solvers.

are stored, and only half of the near interactions and coupling matrices are stored. A very
good improvement in the total required memory due to the MBF reduction can be noted.
In Fig. 5.5, the average number of neighbors and average ranks at level L, L − 1, and
L− 2 are shown, where L is the leaf level. A fairly constant average number of neighbors
can be noted. As for the rank, it can be observed that the ranks at level L converge as the
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array size increases. The rank at level L− 1 is not converged yet, since for smaller arrays
only a fraction of the L − 1 clusters have admissible interaction. Only the 512-element
array has level L − 2 interactions, as seen in the graph. Moreover, the total memory
associated with the DCA before and after the MBF reduction for varying array sizes are
plotted in Fig. 5.6. The total memory requirement of the MBF reduced matrix is also
shown in Fig. 5.6. The memory scaling for the DCA before MBF reduction conforms to
the expected log-linear scaling, which is due to the directional and nested properties of
the DCA algorithm.
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Figure 5.5: Average number of neighbors and ranks for varying array sizes.

5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the DCA algorithm has been used to efficiently represent and compute
the reaction terms in MBF solvers. Firstly, the accuracy of using the MBF-DCA solver
has been validated by comparing its solution to that of the MoM, for analysis of a 32-
element array. Secondly, very favorable, log-linear memory scaling when using the DCA
to compute MBF reaction terms has been shown for large-scale antenna array analysis.

If the objective was to only compress the original MoM matrix as efficiently as possible
with the multilevel nested DCA, then the antenna elements would be subdivided to form
further levels. However, for representing the reduced matrix in compressed format, these
results do represent optimal values.
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Figure 5.6: Memory requirement for the DCA, before and after combining with MBFs.
Memory requirement for the reduced MBF matrix is also shown.
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Before MBF
Reduction

(MB)

After MBF
Reduction

(MB)
Array size: 32 elements; Number of DoFs 27136 (DoFs) 414 (DoFs)
Near Interaction 378.56 0.09
Directional cluster Bases (U e) 37.92 0.60
Directional Transfer Matrices (Be) - -
Coupling Matrices (S) 7.32 7.32

Total 423.80 8.01
Array size: 64 elements; Number of DoFs 54272 (DoFs) 852 (DoFs)
Near Interaction 790.03 0.19
Directional cluster Bases (U e) 87.39 1.37
Directional Transfer Matrices (Be) 0.51 0.51
Coupling Matrices (S) 37.08 37.08

Total 915.01 39.15
Array size: 128 elements; Number of DoFs 108544 (DoFs) 1795 (DoFs)
Near Interaction 1711.73 0.47
Directional cluster Bases (U e) 186.98 3.09
Directional Transfer Matrices (Be) 4.02 4.02
Coupling Matrices (S) 163.68 163.68

Total 2066.41 171.26
Array size: 256 elements; Number of DoFs 217088 (DoFs) 3556 (DoFs)
Near Interaction 3379.57 0.91
Directional cluster Bases (U e) 394.55 6.46
Directional Transfer Matrices (Be) 16.01 16.01
Coupling Matrices (S) 599.39 599.39

Total 4389.52 622.77
Array size: 512 elements; Number of DoFs 434176 (DoFs) 7536 (DoFs)
Near Interaction 7614.99 2.29
Directional cluster Bases (U e) 831.65 14.43
Directional Transfer Matrices (Be) 45.34 45.34
Coupling Matrices (S) 1936.69 1936.69

Total 10428.67 1998.75

Table 5.1: Memory requirement for various antenna array sizes.
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Chapter 6

Inverse Fast Multipole Method Based
on DCA Factors

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the single-level version of the DCA is formulated together with a sparse
direct solver scheme to obtain antenna array MoM solutions directly. The direct solver
is an extension of the single-level Inverse Fast Multipole Method (IFMM) [23, 24] for the
directional case. This represents the first combination of the IFMM scheme with direc-
tional low-rank factorization, as well as its application to high-frequency electromagnetic
analysis, to the author’s knowledge.

Related to the above work and also reported in this chapter, is a single-level com-
pression scheme which is devised for a domain Green’s function method (DFGM) based
solver.

6.2 IFMM

The IFMM is an error-controllable direct solver based on the H2-matrix formulation.
In the IFMM, an extended sparse matrix is created by introducing auxiliary variables.
Despite the extended sparse matrix being larger in size compared to the MoM impedance
matrix, the idea is to exploit the sparsity of the matrix to obtain a favorable complexity.
However, performing Gaussian elimination on the sparse matrix will lead to undesirable
fill-ins which are harmful to the complexity. In the IFMM algorithm, some of the fill-
ins will be discarded and redirected by updating existing interactions. Extending the
system allows for such redirection. To formulate the extended sparse matrix based on the
single-level DCA, the MoM impedance matrix, Z, is written as

Z = ZNear + U e1,...,ed S V e1,...,ed . (6.1)

ZNear is a sparse matrix, where the block entries are the self and near MoM interactions.
U e1,...,ed is a block-diagonal sparse matrix, where each diagonal block is the concatenated
directional cluster bases of an antenna. The superscript ‘ed’ is the number of directional
far-field regions. The matrix V e1,...,ed is the transpose of U e1,...,ed . S is matrix whose block
entries are the coupling matrices. The next step is to define the x, y and z auxiliary

41
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variables, such that

x = IMoM (6.2)
y = V e1,...,edx (6.3)
z = Sy. (6.4)

By substituting equations (6.2) to (6.4) into (6.1), the MoM matrix equation, ZIMoM = V ,
can be re-written as

ZNearx+ U e1,...,ed z = V. (6.5)

Using equations (6.3) to (6.5), the extended sparse matrix equation, EJ = B, is expressed
as follows, where the −I are negative identity matrices:



Znear U e1,...,ed

V e1,...,ed −I
−I S





x
z
y


 =



V
0
0


 . (6.6)

However, unlike in the non-directional H2-Matrix IFMM in [23] and [24], it is found that
the resulting block diagonals are not well-conditioned during the Gaussian elimination
process for the directional case, thus leading to inaccurate results. For this reason, a row
permutation is performed on (6.6) so that the −I blocks are on the diagonal, ensuring
well-conditioned diagonal blocks throughout the Gaussian elimination process:

x :
z :
y :



Znear U e1,...,ed

−I S
V e1,...,ed −I





x
y
z


 =



V
0
0


 . (6.7)

The implication of performing the row permutation on the extended sparse matrix is that
a new set of rules for the elimination and re-direction of fill-ins must be devised. These
are explained in [1].

6.2.1 Application of Non-Directional IFMM to the MoM in
Combination with MBFs

Intermediate works regarding the application of IFMM to the MoM for array analysis is
presented in [5, 6]. In [5], the NCA factors from Section 4.2 serve as an input to the
single-level non-directional IFMM, that is (6.6), to obtain the MoM solution for antenna
arrays. As mentioned, performing Gaussian elimination will lead to fill-ins. The proce-
dures described in [24] is used for the elimination and redirection of the fill-ins. In [6], the
IFMM is used to solve the reduced MBF system, rather than the original MoM system.
The NCA cluster bases are pre-multiplied by the MBF definitions similarly as with the
DCA in Chapter 5.

6.2.2 Application of Directional IFMM to the MoM

As previously explained, the NCA is not suitable for electromagnetic simulation in the
high-frequency regime, since the rank will increase with the increasing size of clusters if the
far-field region is not partitioned while computing the low-rank factors. As such, the DCA
is combined with the directional IFMM in [1]. As mentioned, using the row permuted
extended sparse matrix in (6.7) leads to a new set of rules regarding the elimination
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Scenario Runtime (s) Memory (GB)
Array size: 32 elements; Original E memory: 4.21 GB; Full MoM
memory: 10.97 GB
No elimination and redirection of fill-
ins

398.94 10.16

Elimination and redirection of all com-
pressible fill-ins

153.68 5.80

No elimination and redirection of xy
fill-ins

145.02 6.06

Array size: 64 elements; Original E memory: 8.27 GB; Full MoM
memory: 43.89 GB
No elimination and redirection of fill-
ins

− −

Elimination and redirection of all com-
pressible fill-ins

674.88 14.21

No elimination and redirection of xy
fill-ins

585.12 15.87

Table 6.1: Runtime and memory requirements for Gaussian elimination of extended
sparse matrices.

and redirection of fill-ins. Three types of re-directable fill-ins will occur, namely the xx-
interaction fill-ins, xy-interaction fill-ins and zy-interaction fill-ins. The details of these
re-directions are explained in [1].

The runtime and memory requirements to perform Gaussian elimination on (6.7) for
irregular antenna arrays of 32 and 64 elements, using the LPDA antenna element shown
in Fig. 5.1 is presented in Table 6.1. The results are shown for three scenarios, namely,
‘No elimination and redirection of fill-ins’, ‘Elimination and redirection of all compressible
fill-ins’, and ‘No elimination and redirection of xy fill-ins’. The case of ‘No elimination
and redirection of fill-ins’ means performing Gaussian elimination without removal of any
fill-ins. This case has the highest runtime and memory requirement. In fact no results is
presented for the 64 element array since the simulation exceeded the available memory.
Elimination of xy-interaction fill-ins are expensive since a large amount of these fill-ins
occur which needs to be re-directed individually. As seen in Table 6.1, the case of ‘No
elimination and redirection of xy fill-ins’ is actually faster than the ‘No elimination and
redirection of fill-ins’. In both solutions, the direct solver requires less than twice the
storage of the original compressed matrix itself, which is considered a very good result.
In future work, the possibility of redirecting the xy-interactions in a faster way could be
investigated.

6.3 Hybrid Single-Level ACA Compression for the
IRB-DGFM

Another application of single-level ACA technology for efficient array analysis came in the
form of a hybrid compression scheme developed by the present author for the iterative
radius-based domain Green’s function method (IRB-DGFM) developed by M. Chose [2, 6].
The IRB-DGFM is a substantial extension of the standard DGFM formulation [63, 64, 65].
It allows for convergence to the true MoM solution via iterations involving only solving
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Array elem. Tot. DoFs ACA IRB-DGFM MLFMM (FEKO)

625 442, 500 8.22 GB 6.67 GB

961 680, 388 13.71 GB 10.78 GB

1225 867, 300 17.43 GB 14.91 GB

Table 6.2: Memory requirements for solving bent log-periodic dipole antenna arrays
of various sizes, at 300 MHz. For the ACA IRB-DGFM solutions the optimal value of
Rτ = 8λ is used.

local problems associated with each array element. A single-level ACA approach with
each element constituting a group of DoFs, is well suited to efficiently and repeatedly
set up the many required local matrices (requiring the reconstitution of inter-antenna
coupling blocks). It is a hybrid scheme, meaning that standard ACA (see Section 3.3.1) is
used for non-self interactions up to an inter-element distance denoted Rτ , beyond which
the ranks are stabilized at close to their lowest value. For all these low-rank interactions
beyond inter-element distance Rτ , single-level NCA is employed [5]. In [2] this latter
scheme is referred to as translation-based ACA (TACA). Given the requirement that any
inter-antenna coupling block should be easy to reconstitute, the hybrid single-level scheme
is very efficient.

Consider the bent log-periodic dipole antenna shown in Fig. 6.1. The antenna is de-
signed for a −10 dB bandwidth of 100 MHz to 1.5 GHz [62]. The average mesh size is set
at λ/20. The mesh shown in the figure is for the analysis frequency of 300 MHz, yielding
708 DoFs per antenna. Three arrays with antennas placed regularly on a rectangular grid
are considered, with λ/4 inter-element spacing in both directions. The configurations are
square with 25× 25 = 625, 31× 31 = 961 and 35× 35 = 1225 elements, respectively. For
each of these arrays, the value of Rτ is varied and the total storage recorded. Fig. 6.2
shows the results, which affirms that for sufficiently large arrays Rτ will have an optimal
value independent of the exact array layout and the total array diameter. Furthermore,
the nature of the memory dependence upon Rτ is as expected. For small values of Rτ

the TACA ranks will be large which result in the translation factors requiring more stor-
age. For large values of Rτ the TACA ranks have already converged and increasingly,
matrix blocks are unnecessarily being compressed with more expensive standard ACA
factorization. Table 6.2 lists the memory requirements at the optimal value of Rτ = 8λ.
For comparison, the memory requirements for the MLFMM solver in FEKO [66], are
also listed in the table. It can be seen that the hybrid ACA scheme is quite competitive
with the MLFMM for these large arrays, though for sufficiently large arrays the MLFMM
scaling is well known to be superior. However, the MLFMM is not suitable for IRB-
DGFM acceleration due to its nested multilevel structure. A comprehensive description
of the compression scheme, further performance assessments and further discussion of the
IRB-DGFM scheme’s merits are provided in [2].

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the factors from the single level versions of the NCA and DCA algorithms
described in Chapter 4 serve as inputs to a sparse direct solver, namely a modified ver-
sion of the IFMM, for array analysis. Additionally, a hybrid single-level ACA compression
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Figure 6.1: Mesh at 300 MHz, of a bent log-periodic dipole antenna, with dimensions
l = 468.05 mm, w = 926.10 mm, h = 270.23 mm and θ = 120◦.
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Figure 6.2: Storage requirements for the ACA IRB-DGFM solution of arrays with
varying numbers of elements, of the bent log-periodic dipole antenna shown in Fig. 6.1, at
300 MHz. Each trace is obtained by varying Rτ and recording the total memory required
for the ACA factors and then normalizing the data for each array with respect to the
minimum storage achieved for that array. The actual minimum values are listed in Table
6.2.

scheme is devised for the acceleration of the IRB-DGFM solver. The acceleration algo-
rithm combines standard ACA and single-level NCA compression. Both fast schemes are
shown to be very efficient.

The possibility and challenges of combining DCA-based IFMM with MBFs is discussed
in [1].
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This work is focused on developing efficient MoM-based algorithms for the analysis of
large antenna arrays, such as being considered as part of the international SKA radio
astronomy project currently under development. A variety of techniques based on cross
approximation is explored and implemented. In this context, two DCA-based solvers are
devised for antenna array analysis. The DCA is a nested multilevel algorithm, which
efficiently compresses MoM sub-blocks due to far-interactions as a product of low-rank
factors. During the computation of these factors, the far-field is segmented in angular
sectors to ensure the numerical rank is limited irrespective of the cluster size.

Firstly, the DCA is combined with the MBF technique. One of the MBF solvers’ bot-
tlenecks is the high computational cost associated with the fill-in of the reduced impedance
matrix due to matrix-vector products. As such, the DCA algorithm is used to efficiently
represent and compute the reaction terms in MBF solvers. The accuracy of using the
MBF-DCA solver is validated, and a favorable memory scaling is obtained.

As a second contribution, the single-level version of the DCA is formulated together
with a sparse direct solver scheme, based on the IFMM, to obtain antenna array MoM
solutions directly. The original IFMM formulation is extended for the directional case,
and a new procedure to eliminate and redirect compressible fill-ins during the Gaussian
elimination of the sparse matrix is devised. This is the first use of a directional H2-matrix
based IFMM for high-frequency electromagnetic analysis, to the author’s knowledge.

Lastly, a hybrid single-level ACA compression scheme is devised to accelerate the
IRB-DGFM solver. The compression algorithm combines the standard ACA to compress
intermediate interactions, and the single-level NCA to represent far interactions efficiently.

This work has shown the potential benefits of the recently proposed DCA scheme (both
in multilevel and single-level), as well as the NCA, to improve the efficiency of MoM-based
electromagnetic simulation of antenna arrays, with prospective applications well beyond
this niche application. The DCA factorization scheme is fairly complex, but never the
less it can be implemented on top of any existing RWG MoM code without having to
implement alternative representations of the Green’s function. In this respect, it has a
distinct advantage over the multilevel-FMM. It is expected that beneficial applications
of the DCA within full-wave electromagnetic analysis will continue to be explored in the
coming years.

An interesting objective for future research would be to extend the DCA-IFMM solver
to a multilevel version, combined with the MBFs for further improved efficiency for sparse
direct solutions of large antenna arrays.
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Journal paper — DCA-based IFMM
solver [1]

K. Sewraj and M. M. Botha, “A Sparse Direct Solver Based on
Directional Cross Approximation for Antenna Array Analysis,”
in preparation.
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A Sparse Direct Solver Based on Directional Cross
Approximation for Antenna Array Analysis

Keshav Sewraj, and Matthys M. Botha, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The well-established method of moments (MoM) is
highly suitable for analyzing antenna arrays; however, limited by
the electrical size due to the high computational cost associated
with the MoM. An MoM-based direct solver is presented in
this paper to analyze large antenna arrays. A rank-revealing
method, namely the single-level version of the directional cross
approximation (DCA) technique, is used to approximate and
compress interactions of far antennas. The DCA factors and
near interaction MoM sub-blocks are then used to construct an
extended sparse matrix. The matrix equation is then solved using
an approximate direct solver called the inverse fast multipole
method (IFMM). In this technique, the compressible fill-ins
which occur during the Gaussian elimination of the sparse
matrix are discarded and redirected, to preserve the sparsity
of the matrix. This is the first extended sparse direct solver
based on the DCA, as well as its application to high-frequency
electromagnetic analysis, to the authors’ knowledge. Finally, the
idea of incorporating macro basis functions (MBF) in the DCA-
IFMM solver for antenna array analysis will be discussed.

Index Terms—Antenna array, directional cross approximation
(DCA), inverse fast multipole method (IFMM), electric field
integral equation (EFIE), method of moments (MoM).

I. INTRODUCTION

LARGE antenna arrays have a growing importance in
many areas such as communication, radar systems, re-

mote sensing, and radio-astronomy, to name a few. One
such radio-astronomy project is the Square Kilometre Array
(SKA) [1], which intends on building large antenna arrays
as interferometers within the Mid-Frequency Aperture Array
(MFAA). The antenna design to be used and the array structure
(regular or irregular, and dense or sparse) are still in the
research phase, however, a few thousands of antennas can be
expected due to the high sensitivity requirement.

During the design phase of such arrays, numerical electro-
magnetic analysis is an essential tool. The well-established
Method of Moments (MoM) is often the technique of choice
for antenna analysis due to the nature of the integral-equation,
which makes it appropriate for radiation problems. However,
the memory requirement and computational time to solve
the MoM matrix equation scale as O(N2) and O(N3) re-
spectively, where N is the number of basis functions. Thus,
electromagnetic analysis with the MoM is restricted by the
electrical size of the problem. For large structures, a variety
of fast numerical techniques have been developed on top of the

This work was supported in part by the South African Radio Astronomy
Observatory (SARAO) and in part by the National Research Foundation under
Grant 75322 and Grant 106033. (Corresponding author: Matthys M. Botha.)

The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engi-
neering, Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch 7600, South Africa (e-mail:
20635958@sun.ac.za, mmbotha@sun.ac.za).

MoM over decades, and these fast techniques can be catego-
rized as either being an iterative or direct solution. The use of
techniques such as the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) [2] and
its multi-level version, Adaptive Integral Method [3], among
others, have been very successful in drastically accelerating
matrix-vector products in Krylov subspace iterative solvers.
However, for antenna array analysis, the iterations need to start
anew for each excitation scheme, e.g. for Embedded Element
Pattern (EEP) analysis of multiple elements, which is costly.
Thus, direct solvers are important for antenna array analysis.

One such direct solution is the Macro Basis Function
(MBF) method [4], with variants and related techniques such
as the Characteristic Basis Function Method (CBFM) [5],
Synthetic-Function Approach (SFX) [6], Eigencurrent method
[7], among others. In the MBF method, physics-based func-
tions called MBFs are defined for each antenna, through linear
combinations of the low-level basis functions defined on that
domain. Since the number of MBFs defined is fewer than
the initial degrees of freedom (DoFs) by a few orders of
magnitude, the MBFs are used to create a reduced matrix
system, which can then be solved directly. The computation
of reaction terms during the fill-in of the reduced matrix can
be very expensive, and fast techniques are used to improve
the computation time. The concept of using macro basis
functions for array analysis has proven to be very effective; for
instance in [8], the CBFM was used to analyze large regular
arrays and the Adaptive Cross Approximation (ACA) [9] was
employed to rapidly compute the reaction terms during the
fill-in process of the reduced matrix. The ACA is an algebraic
algorithm which factorizes a low-rank MoM sub-block, Zpq ,
without the knowledge of all the entries in the block, such that
Zpq ≈ UpqVpq . The size of Upq and Vpq are Ni×R and R×Ni,
where Ni is the number of basis function per antenna and R
is the numerical rank of the interaction according to a pre-
defined threshold. For large irregular arrays, the ACA might
not be very effective since the low-rank factorization algorithm
needs to be performedO(M2) times during the reduced matrix
fill-in phase, where M is the number of antennas in the array.
There is also a more recently proposed version of the ACA,
namely the Directional Cross Approximation (DCA) [10],
which strictly retains the efficiency of the ACA for oscillatory
kernels, as the standard ACA ranks will grow for blocks of
increasing electrical size. The DCA in multilevel form has
very recently been applied to electromagnetic field analysis
for the first time, to construct the reduced system efficiently
[11], [12]. For the analysis of large irregular arrays in [13],
the interactions between pairs of MBFs over a “baseline” were
computed beforehand. After some physical transformations,
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a smoothened function was fitted in a harmonic-polynomial
representation. During the fill-in phase of the MBF reduced
matrix, the reaction terms were rapidly computed using the
harmonic-polynomial representation. Moreover, in [14], the
multipole expansion was used to rapidly compute interaction
between MBFs.

Another advancement for fast integral-equation based
solvers is the H2-matrix structure. H2-matrices can exploit
the data-sparse structure of the MoM impedance matrix. The
matrix sub-blocks between far interacting antennas are low-
ranked as discussed and can be approximated as Zpq ≈
UpSpqVq . Multilevel versions of the H2-matrix have a nested
property, that is, factors at a parent level can be constructed
from that of its children. The H2-matrix formulation can
then be solved iteratively or using a direct solver. One such
direct solver for H2-matrix is the Inverse Fast Multipole
Method (IFMM) introduced in [15]. The IFMM creates an
extended sparse matrix equation which satisfies the MoM
H2-matrix formulation. The extended sparse matrix consists
of the Up, Spq and Vq factors, and also near and self MoM
sub-block interactions. Solving the sparse matrix through
Gaussian elimination will lead to fill-ins. Compressible fill-ins
are discarded and re-routed during the elimination process in
order to preserve the sparsity of the matrix and the favourable
complexity of the algorithm.

In this paper, a sparse direct solver based on the DCA
factorization combined with an IFMM approach modified to
the DCA, is presented for array analysis. The formulation is
for the full MoM system. The possibility and challenges of
combining this new solver in future with MBFs for sparse-
direct solution of the reduced system, is discussed. In Section
II, the integral equation formulation which forms the basis of
the MoM will be introduced. In Section III, the single-level
version of the DCA is employed to efficiently compress far
interactions. The DCA has a directional H2-matrix structure,
and the term ‘directional’ will be explained in Section III;
however, it is used to limit the numerical rank of the DCA
factors. The new sparse-direct DCA-IFMM solver is presented
in Section IV. Finally, the noted discussion on possible future
extensions of this work follows in Section V, with the paper
concluded in Section VI.

II. MOM FORMULATION

The Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE) described in
(1) is used in the paper and is defined over the surface of
the antennas in the array, assumed to be Perfectly Electrical
Conductor (PEC).

(1)
n̂× Einc(r) = n̂×

∫

S

[
jkηJ(r′)G(r, r′)

+
η

jk
(∇′ · J(r′))∇′G(r, r′)

]
dS′,

where n̂ × (·) is the tangential component, k is the wave
number, η is the intrinsic impedance, and G(r, r′) is the
Green’s function, with r′ and r being position vectors on
the source and observer domains, respectively. Einc(r) is the
incident electric field and J(r′) is the unknown surface current

that needs to be solved for. The Green’s function in (1) is given
as in

G(r, r′) =
e−jk|r−r′ |
4π|r− r′| . (2)

After discretizing the EFIE with Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG)
[16] basis and testing function, the MoM matrix equation is
obtained as

ZIMoM = VMoM, (3)

where Z (N × N) is the impedance matrix containing the
interactions between basis and testing functions, VMoM is the
excitation vector, and IMoM is the unknown current coefficients
to solve for. N is the total number of RWG functions defined
over the M antennas. As mentioned in Section I, Ni refers to
the number of RWG functions per antenna.

III. DIRECTIONAL CROSS APPROXIMATION

In this section, the background of the DCA [10] is reviewed,
which will be used to compress the far interactions in the MoM
impedance matrix. In the DCA, a rank-deficient sub-block,
Zpq , is factorized as follows:

Zpq ≈ UepSpqV −eq , (4)

where Uep (Ni ×Rp) and V −eq (Rq ×Ni) are called direc-
tional cluster bases belonging to antennas p and q, respectively.
Rp and Rq are the numerical ranks of antennas p and q
respectively, where max (Rp, Rq) � Ni. The directional
cluster bases describe the interaction between an antenna and
its directional far-fields. For a given antenna in the array, the
far-field (to be defined in (5)) is subdivided into a pre-defined
number of sectors, with the angle being dependent on the size
of the antenna. The superscript ‘e’ and ‘−e’ in (4) refers to the
direction of the cluster bases. Spq (Rp ×Rq) is the coupling
matrix representing the interaction between the source and
observer domains, analogous to the translation operator in the
FMM.

If an omnidirectional far-field is used, the numerical rank of
the cluster basis increases with the size of the domain when
the integral equation contains an oscillatory Green’s function
(described in (1) and (2)), and operating in the high-frequency
realm, that is, kD > 1, where k is wavenumber and D is the
diameter of the bounding box enclosing an antenna. For high-
frequency problems such as the analysis of large arrays of
wideband antennas, a directional approach can be used instead
of a non-directional H2-matrix structure so as to ensure that
the rank is bounded irrespective of the domain size by limiting
the angular far-field.

The distance and angular admissibility criteria to compress
an observer-source interaction with the DCA are respectively
described as:

ηhigh dist(p, q) ≥ kD2 (5)

β ∝
(

1

kD

)
. (6)

In (5), dist(p, q) refers to the minimum distance between the
bounding boxes enclosing the antennas p and q, ηhigh is a
parameter to be set, D2 refers to the square of the diameter
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of the bounding box enclosing an antenna element, and β is
the angle of the sector representing a directional far-field.

In the single-level DCA, O(M) directional cluster bases
with sizes Ni × R and O(M2) coupling matrices with sizes
R × R need to be computed and stored, as opposed to the
ACA, where O(M2) Upq and Vpq factors need to be stored.
Since, R� Ni, the use of the DCA is more efficient than the
ACA for the analysis of large irregular arrays.

A. Computing DCA Factors

The Ue and V −e cluster bases are obtained through an
inverse source process and are defined as in (7) and (8).

Ue = Ztσet (Zτet σet )−1 (7)

V −e = (Zτ−es σ−es
)−1Zτ−es s (8)

In (7) and (8), t, s, τet , σet , τ−es , and σ−es are sets of indices
on the source and observer antennas, and their directional far-
fields. The descriptions of the indices are given in Table I, and
the details on how to obtain these indices is explained later in
this section.

TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF INDICES DURING THE CONSTRUCTION OF DIRECTIONAL

CLUSTER BASES.

Index Description
t All the testing functions on the observer antenna
s All the basis functions on the source antenna
τet Subset of testing functions on the observer antenna

in regards to the directional far-field, e
σe
t Subset of basis functions on the antennas within

the observer’s directional far-field, e
τ−e
s Subset of testing functions on the antennas within

the source’s directional far-field, −e
σ−e
s Subset of basis functions on the source antenna in

regards to the directional far-field, −e

The coupling matrix is then denoted as the interaction
between the σ−es basis functions on the source domain and
the τet testing functions on the observer domain as:

S = Zτet σ
−e
s
. (9)

As a consequence of the EFIE MoM matrix symmetry,
the cluster basis V e of an antenna with directional far-
field ‘e’ is the transpose of Ue, hence only Ue bases are
computed. As described in (7), the local domain indices,
τet , and far-field domain indices, σet , must be available to
compute Ue. To obtain these indices, the matrix Zτ̃et σ̃et is
first constructed which represents an incomplete interaction
between the antenna and its directional far-field, where τ̃et and
σ̃et are sampled indices of the local and far-field RWGs such
that t ⊇ τ̃et ⊃ τet and Nf ⊃ σ̃et ⊃ σet , and Nf is a set of
indices of all RWGs belonging to antennas in e. The ACA
algorithm with thresholding is then performed on the matrix
Zτ̃et σ̃et , and the rows and columns indices selected through
the ACA process are denoted as τet and σet respectively.
Ideally, ACA should have been performed on the matrix ZtNf ,
however this operation is impractical from a computational
point of view since Nf is too large and will also lead to the
runtime being proportional to M . The sample σ̃et is obtained

Fig. 1. Mesh of bent LPDA antenna, with 5 teeth, used in this paper. Number
of DoFs is 790.

by placing a Chebyshev grid on top of bounding boxes of
each antenna in the directional far-field. RWGs closest to a
pre-defined number of Chebyshev nodes are then selected for
every directional far-field antenna and the union of all sampled
RWGs is denoted as σ̃et . The number of Chebyshev nodes
per antenna, Ci = ceil

(
c NiMf

)
, where Mf is the number

of far-field antennas and c is a constant set to 1 in this
implementation. However, Ci → 1 as Mf → ∞, hence a
minimum constraint of Ci is included so as Ci ≥ 2∇, where
∇ is number of dimensions of the bounding box (e.g. 2D or
3D). Moreover, the number of Chebyshev nodes on each axis
is set to be proportional to the lengths of the bounding box
axes. In this implementation, τ̃et = t since c = 1. Otherwise
if t is too large, τ̃et can be obtained by placing a Chebyshev
grid on the local domain, and the ceil (cNi) closest RWGs
to the nodes are selected, where c < 1. To avoid uncontrolled
accuracy, c < 1 can only be used if Ni is much larger than the
anticipated rank, and diversity in RWG orientation is ensured.

Once τet and σet are available for all the antennas, cluster
bases and coupling matrices are computed according to (7)
and (9). The IFMM algorithm to be described in Section IV
takes these DCA factors (Ue, V e, S) as input.

B. Selecting DCA Parameters

In this section, numerical experiments are performed to
determine the distance parameter, ηhigh, in (5) and angle of
directional far-field sectors, β in (6) for efficient compression
performance. A bent LPDA antenna as shown in Fig. 1 is
used, operating over the band of 500 MHz to 900 MHz,
and the antenna is designed using the Antenna Magus [17]
software. The meshing of the antenna is performed at the
highest frequency with average mesh size of 0.05 wavelengths,
resulting in Ni = 790. An irregular antenna array consisting of
64 antennas with a minimum inter-element distance of 0.6 m,
as shown in Fig. 2, is analyzed.

In Fig. 3, the average number τet indices (similar to the
average number of σet and the numerical average ranks of the
DCA factors) of all antennas and directions are plotted by
varying the parameters ηhigh = {2, 3, 4}, β = {2π, π, π

2 }
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Fig. 2. 64-element irregular array of bent LPDA antennas. The minimum
inter-element distance is 0.6m, and the size of the array is 3.5m by 3.5m.
Each dot represents the midpoint an RWG function.

rad, and frequency = {500, 700, 900} MHz. Moreover, an
ACA threshold value of 1e − 4 is used when performing the
ACA algorithm on the matrix Zτ̃et σ̃et . The angle β = 2π refers
to the omnidirectional version of the DCA. As discussed in
Section III and from the traces of β = 2π in Fig. 3, the
numerical rank for the omnidirectional version of DCA is high
and tend to increase strongly with frequency. For the cases of
β = π and β = π

2 (referring to 2 and 4 directional sectors,
respectively) in Fig. 3, the average numerical rank decreases
as more directional far-field sectors are included. A high
rank is not desired for the performance of the algorithm, but
more importantly, a constant rank is required to preserve the
asymptotic complexity of the algorithm. Based on observations
from Fig. 3, a segmented far-field is needed when computing
the indices τet and σet for the efficient analysis of large arrays.
Additionally in Fig. 3, the distance constant, ηhigh is varied,
where ηhigh = 2 refers to far-field being furthest from the
local antenna and ηhigh = 4 being the closest. As expected,
the average numerical rank decreases with decreasing ηhigh.
The notable increase in numerical rank with frequency for the
trace of ηhigh = 4 and β = π

2 rad suggest that the far-field
is too close for the case of ηhigh = 4. The desired constant
rank is effectively achieved from Fig. 3, since the number of
directions should be increased with frequency according to (6),
for a given value of ηhigh.

The average number of neighboring antennas for ηhigh =
2, 3, and 4 are shown in Fig 4. The number of neighbors is
larger for smaller values of η since the far-field is further away.
The number of neighbors for the case of η = 2 is considered
to be too large especially at 900 MHz since these interactions
need to be stored in full MoM sub-blocks, hence increasing
the computation cost and memory.

The graphs of computational time to generate Ue and S
for different values of ηhigh, β, and frequency are shown in
Fig 5 and Fig 6 respectively. It should be noted that the
MoM code is not optimized and the importance of the runtime
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Fig. 3. Average numerical rank of DCA factors when varying ηhigh and β.
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Fig. 4. Average number of neighbors for η = 2, 3, and 4.

results is to show the effect of the parameters, rather than the
absolute values. For a given value of ηhigh, it can be observed
that the computational time to generate Ue increases with the
number of directional far-field, since for each antenna multiple
cluster bases need to be computed. Secondly, for a given value
of β, the computational time to generate Ue decreases with
decreasing ηhigh due to the lower rank. For coupling matrices,
the computational time is dependent on the numerical rank
and number of far-field antennas. Thus, the case of ηhigh = 2
and β = π

2 rad leads to the lowest computational cost.
Based on a trade off between average rank and neighbors,

and computational time, the values of η = 3 and β = π
2 rad

are chosen for this paper.

C. Perfomance of DCA Algorithm

In this section, the performance of the DCA algorithm will
be demonstrated for irregular antenna arrays consisting of
64, 128, 256 and 512 bent LPDA antennas, with minimum
inter-element distance of 0.6 m. The values of η = 3 and
β = π

2 rad are chosen as in Section III-B. The average
numerical ranks of DCA factors, together with the average
neighboring antennas and average far-field antennas, for the
different array sizes are shown in Table II. The numerical
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Fig. 5. Computational time to generate directional cluster bases, Ue for
various values of η and β.
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ranks in Table II are converging with the increasing size of
the array. The lower ranks associated with the smaller arrays
can be explained by the fact that the ratio of edge elements to
middle elements is larger, and edge antennas are expected to
have a lower rank.

Fig. 7 shows the computation time to generate the direc-
tional cluster bases, Ue, for varying array sizes. The compu-
tation time consist of two parts. Firstly, the time to perform
the ACA algorithm on the matrix Zτ̃et σ̃et to obtain the local
and far-field selected RWG indices, τet and σet respectively.
Secondly, the fill-in time of the matrix Ztσet and computation
time of creating Ue cluster bases according to (7).

Two traces for the time to generate Ue are plotted in Fig. 7,

TABLE II
AVERAGE NUMERICAL RANK FOR VARYING ARRAY SIZES

Array size Average
Neighboring
Antennas

Average Far-
Field Antennas

Average
Numerical
Rank

64 7.56 60.63 32.84
128 8.38 124.26 34.64
256 10.59 251.16 36.56
512 9.85 507.55 37.56
Average rank for array of 512 is 38.06 for special case of
Ci ≥ 2∇.
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Fig. 7. Computational time to generate directional cluster bases, Ue for
varying array size. M refers to the number of antennas in the array.

namely with and without the minimum criteria of Chebyshev
nodes on far-field antennas, Ci ≥ 2∇. As observed in Fig. 7,
a higher time is required for the case of 512 antennas when
the minimum criteria is used. This is because for large arrays,
ceil

(
c NiMf

)
< 2∇ and Ci is set to 2∇ at many instances,

thus the number of columns in the matrix Zτ̃et σ̃et is no longer
independent of the array size. One possible solution for large
arrays is to include a radius, Rf � kD2

ηhigh
, which is much

larger than the admissibility distance criteria defined in (5). A
Chebyshev grid will be placed on only a subset of antennas
belonging to the region further than Rf . The subset could
be based on selecting antenna belonging to angular regions
which have not been represented yet. Another solution might
be to not include a minimum criteria for Ci, and different sets
of RWGs are selected from the far-field antennas to ensure
variation of RWGs orientations throughout the directional far-
field region. The memory scaling for Ue is plotted in Fig.

8 and scales as O
((

M∑
i=1

d∑
j=1

ei,j

)
R

)
, where

M∑
i=1

d∑
j=1

ei,j is

the sum of all valid directions for all antennas, and R is the
average rank.

The fill-in time to generate coupling matrices and the
memory requirement for different array sizes is shown in Fig.
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Fig. 8. Memory requirement for directional cluster bases, Ue for varying
array size. M refers to the number of antennas in the array.
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Fig. 9. Computational time to generate coupling matrices, S for varying array
size. M refers to the number of antennas in the array.

9 and Fig. 10. Both the computational time and memory scale
as O(Mf R)2, which is higher than the expected scaling of
O(M2) since the rank is still converging.

IV. INVERSE FAST MULTIPOLE METHOD

The Inverse Fast Multipole Method (IFMM) is an error-
controllable approximate direct solver based on the H2-Matrix
introduced in [15] and used as a preconditioner in [18]. A
directional version of the single-level IFMM solver tailored
to antenna array analysis, is introduced in this section. In
this method, an extended sparse matrix is created using the
DCA factors and the near and self MoM sub-blocks to be

26 27 28 29

102

103

104

Array Size

M
em

or
y

(M
B

)

Memory - Coupling matrix, S

S Coupling Memory
(
Mf × R

)2

M2

Fig. 10. Memory requirement for coupling matrices, S for varying array size.
M refers to the number of antennas in the array.

solved directly. Even if the extended sparse matrix is larger
than the original fully-populated impedance matrix, better
computational performance can be expected by exploiting the
sparse structure of the matrix. To create the extended sparse
matrix system, start with the MoM impedance matrix, Z,
expressed as

Z = ZNear + Ue1,...,ed S V e1,...,ed . (10)

ZNear is a sparse block containing the near and self MoM
interactions. Ue1,...,ed and V e1,...,ed are sparse block diagonal
matrices, where each diagonal block is the concatenated direc-
tional cluster bases of an antenna. The superscript ‘ed’ refers
to the total number of directional sectors. S is a sparse matrix
containing the coupling matrices for all admissible interactions
in the array. A pictorial representation of the matrix equation
in (10) is shown in Figure 11.

Next, the variable x is defined as the unknown current
coefficient, and two auxiliary variables, namely y and z are
defined as

x = IMoM (11)
y = V e1,...,edx (12)
z = Sy. (13)

By substituting equations (12) and (13) into (10), the MoM
matrix equation, ZIMoM = VMoM, can be re-written as

ZNearx+ Ue1,...,ed z = VMoM. (14)

Using equations (12) to (14), the extended sparse matrix
equation, EJ = B, is expressed as follows, where the −I
are negative identity matrices:




Znear Ue1,...,ed

V e1,...,ed −I
−I S





x
z
y


 =



VMoM

0
0


 . (15)
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Fig. 11. Pictorial representation of the single-level DCA factorization of the MoM impedance matrix, Z, as described in (10).

Fig. 12. Sparsity pattern of extended sparse matrix, E, before Gaussian
elimination; nz refers to the number of matrix non-zero entries.

However, unlike in the non-directional H2-Matrix IFMM in
[15] and [18], it has been observed that the resulting block di-
agonals are not well-conditioned during the Gaussian elimina-
tion process for the directional case, thus leading to inaccurate
results. For this reason, a row permutation is performed so that
the −I blocks are on the diagonal, ensuring well-conditioned
diagonal blocks throughout the Gaussian elimination process.
Performing the row permutation on (15) leads to

x :
z :
y :




Znear Ue1,...,ed

−I S
V e1,...,ed −I





x
y
z


 =



VMoM

0
0


 . (16)

However, the downside of the row permutation is that E is no
longer symmetric. The implication of the row permutation is
a new set of rules when redirecting fill-ins.

The sparsity pattern of matrix E resulting from an antenna
array of 16 elements is shown in Fig. 12 with the various
matrix sub-blocks described in (16). Once (16) is constructed,
the next step is to perform Gaussian elimination to solve for
J . However, performing elimination on the sparse matrix E
will lead to undesirable fill-ins as shown in Fig. 13. The fill-
ins which occurs during the elimination affects the sparsity
of the matrix, hence the complexity of the solver. However,
some of the fill-ins which represent interaction between distant
antennas can be compressed, removed and re-directed through
existing interaction path during the Gaussian elimination pro-
cess, thus preserving the sparsity to a large extent.

Fig. 13. Sparsity pattern of extended sparse matrix, E, after Gaussian
elimination with fill-ins.

Fig. 14. Partial graph of extended sparse matrix. The blue dots are called
‘nodes’ and the arrows connecting the nodes are called ‘edges’. Antennas i,
j and k each have four z and y nodes, implying each antenna in the graph
has four directional far-fields.

To perform the elimination and re-direction of compressed
fill-ins, the graph of the extended sparse matrix must first
be introduced, as shown in Fig 14. The blue dots are called
‘nodes’, and each node represent a variable of an antenna. And,
the arrows connecting the nodes are called ‘edges’. Along
the vertical axis in the graph are the x, y and z variables,
and along the horizontal axis are three antennas in the array,
denoted as i, j and k. Antennas i and j, and antennas j and
k are neighbors. And, antennas i and k are far-interactions
(admissible interaction). The edges in the graph show the in-
teractions between pairs of the x, y and z nodes. The xx edges
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Fig. 15. Graph of fill-ins after eliminating x-nodes. Only one direction for
every antenna is shown here to simplify the diagram.

are self and neighboring interactions. The intra-antenna zx and
xz edges represents the Ue1,...,ed and V e1,...,ed clusters. The
intra-antenna zy and yz edges represent the −I interactions.
Finally, inter-antenna yy edges represent directional coupling
between admissible antennas.

A. Elimination and Redirection of Fill-ins

1) xx-interactions: During the Gaussian elimination of the
matrix E, eliminating the x-node of antenna i as shown in
Fig. 15 will lead to updates of existing non-zero entries in the
matrix E or fill-ins if the block matrix entry was previously
empty. Eliminating an x-node in Fig. 15 means eliminating
the self-interaction MoM sub-block of an antenna and block-
diagonal entry in Fig. 12. Eliminating the x-node of antenna
i will lead to the following fill-ins (as depicted in Fig. 15):
• xx compressible interactions between antennas j and k,

where j, k ∈ N{i}, j /∈ N{k} and j 6= k. N{i} means
the neighbor antennas of antenna i. The xx compressible
fill-ins are denoted as E

′
jk and E

′
kj .

• xz and zx non-compressible interactions between anten-
nas i and j, where j ∈ N{i}.

The interactions represented in the fill-ins E
′
jk and E

′
kj can

be re-directed through an existing path in the graph, as shown
in red in Fig. 15. Re-direction means updating the matrix
blocks along the existing path, such as updating the cluster
bases, Uej , V

e
j , U

−e
k , and V −ek , and coupling matrices Sjk and

Skj , among other matrices associated with the path. For the
redirection of the fill-in E

′
jk, the matrix must first be factorized

using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), such as

E
′
jk ≈ U

′
jjS

′
jkV

′
kk, (17)

where U
′
jj and V

′
kk are unitary matrices and S

′
jk is a diagonal

matrix containing the singular values. Since the SVD operation
is expensive (scales as O(N3

i )) and the rank of E
′
jk is expected

to be very low, the randomized SVD algorithm [19] is used

in which a partial SVD factorization is computed with a pre-
defined numerical rank, R̃ext. Thus, the sizes of matrices U

′
jj

and V
′
kk are Ni × R̃ext and R̃ext × Ni, respectively. And the

size of matrix S
′
jk is R̃ext× R̃ext. In this implementation, R̃ext

is set to 3.
Before proceeding, the matrix Σuej is defined as the weight

of the cluster basis, Uej . Σuej is obtained as a by-product
during the creation of cluster bases in the DCA algorithm by
performing ACA-SVD on the matrix Zτ̃et σ̃et .

The next step is to concatenate the original weighted cluster
basis, Uej Σuej with U

′
jjS

′
jk, and perform SVD on the concate-

nated matrix as

[Uej Σuej | U
′
jjS

′
jk] ≈ Ûej Σ̂uejΦj . (18)

It should be noted that randomized SVD cannot be used
here since the rank of the matrix is at least the rank of
the cluster basis, Uej . To avoid the matrix E to grow ex-
cessively after updates, only singular values of Σ̂uej larger
than 0.1×ΣOri

uej
(R,R) are kept, where ΣOri

uej
(R,R) refers to the

smallest weight from the original weight matrix of Uej (that
is, before any update is performed). The rank of the updated
cluster basis is Rnew = RU +Rext, where RU is the rank of Uej
and Rext ≤ R̃ext. The matrix Ûej in (18) is the updated cluster
basis and Σ̂uej is the updated weight of the cluster basis. Ûej
and Σ̂uej are stored to be used for later fill-ins’ eliminations
and updates.

Φj in (18) is a unitary matrix and is defined as the
concatenation of two smaller matrices φj and φ

′
j , such as

Φj = [φj | φ′j ]. (19)

The number of columns of φj and φ′j are RU and Rext,
respectively. Using the terms defined in (17), (18) and (19),
rj and r′j are then defined as

rj = Σ̂uejφjΣ
−1
uej

(20)

r′j = Σ̂uejφ
′
jS
′
jk
−1
. (21)

Together with Ûej , terms rj and r′j are used to define Uej and
U
′
jj respectively as

Uej = Ûej rj (22)

U
′
jj = Ûej r

′
j . (23)

Similarly, the update of V −ek is computed through the pro-
cedures described from (18) to (23), however using the V −ek

cluster basis and its weight, and V
′
kk in the concatenated matrix

in (18) instead. V −ek and V
′
kk can then be described as in

(24) and (25). The terms tk and t
′
k can be considered as the

equivalents of rj and r
′
j for V −ek .

V −ek = tkV̂
−e
k (24)

V
′
kk = t

′
kV̂
−e
k (25)

The updated coupling matrix, Ŝjk, can then be expressed as

Ŝjk = rjSjktk + r
′
jS
′
jkt
′
k. (26)
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Fig. 16. Graph of fill-ins after eliminating −I blocks (zy-interactions). Only
one direction for every antenna is shown here to simplify the diagram

Hence, the interaction between antenna j and k with updated
edges can be written as

Êjk = ÛejjŜjkV̂
−e
kk

= Ûejj

(
rjSjktk + r

′
jS
′
jkt
′
k

)
V̂ −ekk

= Uej SjkV
−e
k + U

′
jjS

′
jkV

′
kk.

(27)

This step is repeated for the fill-in E
′
kj in order to update

U−ek , V ej and Skj . Other yy-edges connected to antenna j and
k also need to be updated by multiplying by either rj , rk, tj
or tk as appropriate.

2) xy-interactions: Eliminating −I blocks (zy-interactions)
will lead to compressible fill-ins which need to be eliminated
and re-directed. In Fig. 16, antenna i and j are neighbors. And
interactions between antenna i and k, and antennas j and k
are admissible. As seen in Fig. 16, Gaussian elimination of
the zy interaction of antenna i (diagonal −I block) will lead
to a fill-in between the node y of antenna k to the node x of
antenna j, where j ∈ N{i}, k ∈ Adm{i, e}. Adm{i, e} is
a set of antennas which belong to the directional admissible
region of antenna i and in the direction e. If k ∈ Adm{j, e},
the fill-in E

′
kj is eliminated and re-directed through the red

path in Fig. 16 using the procedure described in the previous
section.

3) zx-interactions: In Fig. 17, Antennas i and j, and anten-
nas j and k are neighbors. Antennas i and k are admissible.
Node x and edge zy have already been eliminated for antenna
i. Eliminating the x node of antenna j will lead to a zx fill-in
between antenna i and k, denoted as E

′
ik. The fill-in can be

eliminated and redirected through the red path shown in Fig.
17.

B. Computational Time and Memory Requirement of Direc-
tional IFMM

In this section, the computational time and memory require-
ment to perform Gaussian elimination on the extended sparse
matrix, E, will be discussed. A bent LPDA antenna similar to
Fig. 1, however with 7 teeth instead and bandwidth ranging

Fig. 17. Graph of fill-ins after eliminating zx-interactions. Only one direction
for every antenna is shown here to simplify the diagram

from 500MHz to 1350MHz, is used. The antenna is meshed for
an excitation frequency of 700MHz with 848 basis functions.
Table III shows the runtime and memory requirement to per-
form Gaussian elimination on the extended sparse matrix, E,
for irregular antenna arrays with inter-element spacing of 0.6m
and consisting of 32 and 64 antennas. The DCA parameters
are selected as discussed in Section III-B, that is, ηhigh = 3
and β = π

2 rad, and the average number of neighbors for the
32 and 64 element arrays are 11.06 and 10.72, respectively.
Three cases of the Gaussian elimination will be discussed,
namely ‘no elimination and redirection of fill-ins’, ‘elimination
and redirection of all compressible fill-ins’, and ‘elimination
and redirection of compressible fill-ins except xy-edge fill-
ins’. Block 1 in Table III refers to the square sub-block of
matrix, E, containing xx and yz interactions on the block
diagonals. Block 2 in Table III refers to the smaller sub-block
of matrix E containing zy interactions on the diagonal. The
Block 2 initially only consists of −I blocks on the diagonal,
but throughout the Gaussian elimination process, this block
will be filled as seen from Fig 12 and Fig 13.

From Table III for the 32 antenna array, the case of ‘no
elimination and re-direction of fill-ins’ has the largest memory
requirement and longest runtime for Block 1, as expected due
to the xx fill-in interactions, each with the size of Ni × Ni.
Block 2 has a shorter runtime compared to the cases where fill-
ins are re-directed. This is because, for every fill-in redirected,
the associate edges are updated as discussed, meaning that
the size of the blocks associated with the updated edges are
increased. This leads to a larger size of Block 2 for the cases
including elimination and re-direction of fill-ins. Irrespective
of the case, the majority of entries of Block 2 are filled by
the end of the Gaussian elimination process. For case of ‘no
elimination and re-direction of fill-ins’ for the antenna array
of 64, the workstation ran out of memory before completion
of the Gaussian elimination.

The elimination and redirection of xy fill-ins are expensive
in the current implementation, as reported in Table III. During
the Gaussian elimination of antenna i, xy fill-ins occurred for
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TABLE III
TIME AND MEMORY REQUIREMENT FOR GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION OF

EXTENDED SPARSE MATRIX

Scenario Block 1 -
time (s)

Block 2 -
time (s)

Memory
(GB)

Array size: 32 elements; Original E memory: 4.21 GB
No elimination and redirec-
tion of fill-ins

395.90 3.04 10.16

Elimination and redirection
of all compressible fill-ins

145.15 8.53 5.80

No elimination and redirec-
tion of xy fill-ins

138.10 6.92 6.06

Array size: 64 elements; Original E memory: 8.27 GB
No elimination and redirec-
tion of fill-ins

− − −

Elimination and redirection
of all compressible fill-ins

566.61 108.27 14.21

No elimination and redirec-
tion of xy fill-ins

477.65 107.47 15.87

all common directional far-field antennas of antenna i and
N{i}. This results in a large number of fill-ins which need to
be redirected individually and hence is expensive. Excluding
the redirection of xy fill-ins from the solver is cheaper in the
current version of the solver, however adds a strain of the
required memory as shown in Table III.

C. Accuracy of the DCA-IFMM Solver

The current coefficients of the 32 elements array used in
Section IV-B and Table III, is solved using the MoM as shown
in Fig. 18. The current coefficient error relative to the MoM
when using the DCA-IFMM solver, described in Section IV-B,
is also plotted, and a very good accuracy can be observed. The
DCA-IFMM solver consists of the elimination and redirection
of all compressible fill-ins. The traces in Fig. 18 are plotted
for every 20-th point to avoid the graph being overcrowded.
The normalized current error in the global current solution is
defined as

Normalized Current Error =
||IMoM − IDCA-IFMM||2

||IMoM||2
, (28)

where IDCA-IFMM refers to current coefficients obtained using
the DCA-IFMM solver. The normalized current error for the
DCA-IFMM solver is 2.18× 10−4.

V. INCORPORATING MBFS IN THE DCA-IFMM
ALGORITHM

The background of MBF is first reviewed in Section V-A,
and then the use of MBFs in the DCA-IFMM algorithm will
be discussed.

A. Macro Basis Function

As mentioned in Section I, MBFs are created by aggregating
linear combinations of RWGs on each antenna to create a
reduced matrix equation that can be solved directly, such that
Ki � Ni where Ki is the number of MBFs on antenna i. An
MBF solver can be categorized into 3 main steps:

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

·104
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−50
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RWG Index
C

ur
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nt
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)

MoM current coefficients
DCA-IFMM current coefficient errors

Fig. 18. MoM current coefficients for antenna array of 32 elements, and the
current coefficient errors using the DCA-IFMM solver. The current coefficient
errors being shown, are defined as IMoM − IDCA-IFMM.

1) Generation of MBFs Definitions: Primary and Sec-
ondary MBFs [5] can be generated to represent self and mutual
interactions, respectively. A primary MBF, Iprim, is the current
coefficient obtained by an excited antenna, i, in isolation as

ZiiIprim = V MoM
i . (29)

The primary MBF from antenna i is then allowed to radiate
onto antennas j, where j are the antennas within a pre-defined
radius around i. The secondary MBFs, Isec, are the induced
current coefficients on antennas j due to Iprim, such as

ZjiIsec = −ZiiIprim (30)

If more accuracy is required, higher-order MBFs (e.g. tertiary
MBFs [20]) can be generated by allowing lower-order neigh-
boring MBFs to radiate onto the antenna. An SVD operation is
then performed on the group of MBFs belonging to an antenna
to obtain the final set of MBFs. This step is important to ensure
that a set of orthogonal MBFs is obtained, but also to trim out
MBFs with insignificant contribution, that is, with singular
values below a pre-defined threshold. For irregular arrays, the
primary MBF is the same for all antennas and can be computed
only once. However, secondary and higher-order MBFs need
to be computed for each antenna.

2) Computation of Reaction Terms: Once MBFs definitions
are obtained for all the antennas, the entries of the reduced
impedance matrix can be computed. The reaction terms are
obtained by pre and post-multiplying MoM sub-blocks with
the corresponding MBF groups. For instance, the reduced
block entry for the interaction between antenna i and j, ZRed

ij ,
is obtained as

ZRed
ij =

〈
MBFHi , ZijMBFj

〉
, (31)

where Zij is the MoM sub-block for the interaction between
antenna i and j. MBFi and MBFj are the MBF definitions for
antenna i and j respectively. On the right hand side on the
reduced matrix equation, the reduced excitation vector, V Red
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is obtained by pre-multiplying the excitation vector with the
MBF definitions, for instance, V Red

i =
〈
MBFHi , V

MoM
i

〉
.

3) Solving the Reduced Matrix Equation: Finally, the re-
duced matrix system is obtained as ZRedIMBF = V Red. In
the final step, the MBF coefficients IMBF is solved for. The
MoM current coefficients can then easily be obtained by pre-
multiplying the MBF coefficients with the MBF definitions.

B. Combining MBF with the DCA-IFMM Algorithm

The size of Block 1 from Table III is (N + (2×Rtot)) ×
(N + (2×Rtot)) and that of Block 2 is (Rtot ×Rtot) where
Rtot is the sum of ranks for all antennas and directions, and

is defined as Rtot =
M∑
i=1

d∑
j=1

Riej . Since the size of Block

1 is much larger than that of Block 2, the former can be a
limiting factor in terms of the memory requirement to solve
for large arrays. The size of Block 1 can drastically be reduced
by employing MBFs to produce reduced MoM sub-blocks for
near interactions, ZNear

R , using (31) and reduced directional
cluster bases, Ue1,...,edR and V e1,...,edR , such as

Uei
Red = MBFHi U

e
i (32)

V −ei

Red
= V −ei MBFi. (33)

The size of the reduced Block 1 is now (Ktot + (2×Rtot))×
(Ktot + (2×Rtot)) where Ktot is the total number of MBFs

for all antennas, and defined as Ktot =
M∑
i=1

Ki � N . The

reduced extended sparse matrix, ERed, can now be solved to
obtain the MBF coefficients, IMBF. Solving for ERed instead
of the original extended sparse matrix allows the possibility
of solving for larger arrays. However, the Block 2 in ERed

now has a comparable size to the reduced Block 1. And, since
Block 2 is mostly filled at the end of the Gaussian elimination,
it might be more efficient to instead create and solve the
fully populated reduced matrix, ZRed, as described in Section
V-A. Incorporating MBFs in DCA-IFMM can potentially be
an attractive approach if a multi-level algorithm for DCA and
IFMM is used instead. In this case, Block M+1 (last diagonal
block) will be the size of the sum of ranks of clusters at the
highest level, which can be small compared to the reduced
Block 1. The extension to a non-directional multilevel IFMM
scheme is presented in [15], [18]. However, reformulation for
the DCA remains a challenging, open question.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a direct solver is implemented to analyze large
antenna arrays. Firstly, the DCA algorithm is used to compress
the interactions of far antennas. It has been shown that using
directional far-field sectors instead of an omnidirectional far-
field when computing DCA factors is more efficient, since
the numerical rank is limited. Secondly, the DCA factors and
MoM near-interaction sub-blocks are used to construct an
extended sparse matrix to be solve using the IFMM algorithm.
In the IFMM, compressible fill-ins are discarded and redirected
during the Gaussian elimination process. Finally, the idea of
using MBFs in a DCA-IFMM solver is discussed. Using the
single-level version of IFMM to solve for the MBF coefficients

will be less efficient than using the fully populated reduced
MBF matrix. The multilevel version of DCA-IFMM with
MBFs must be explored.
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Iterative Radius-Based Domain Green’s Function
Method with ACA for Antenna Array Analysis

Matthews Chose, Keshav Sewraj and Matthys M. Botha, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The method of moments (MoM) is well suited to
the electromagnetic analysis of antenna arrays, but the solution
cost grows rapidly with array size. This paper is concerned
with efficient and reliable MoM analysis of large antenna arrays
consisting of identical disjoint elements in arbitrary layouts. The
domain Green’s function method (DGFM) is a form of domain
decomposition method for array analysis requiring only the
solution of local problems associated with every array element,
to obtain an approximate global solution. Its main drawbacks
are uncontrolled errors and poor runtime scaling. An extended
version is presented, denoted the iterative radius-based DGFM
(IRB-DGFM). Accuracy is improved (by introducing local MoM
domains) and solution error control is introduced (by expanding
it into an iterative scheme), such that the true MoM solution
may be achieved to user-specified tolerance. A hybrid single-
level adaptive cross approximation (ACA) compression scheme is
devised to address computational efficiency. Results demonstrate
very good memory efficiency and rapid convergence of the ACA
IRB-DGFM. The convergence rate is dependent on the local
domain size and not the global array size. The method is ideally
suited to parallelization.

Index Terms—Domain decomposition, electric field integral
equation (EFIE), fast solver, low-rank factorization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The method of moments is well suited to the full-wave
electromagnetic analysis of antenna arrays. For perfect elec-
trically conducting (PEC) antennas an electric field integral
equation (EFIE) formulation with Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG)
basis functions is the typical approach [1]. This does yield
fully populated matrices with the solution cost growing rapidly
with array size. This paper is concerned with efficient and
reliable EFIE RWG MoM analysis of large antenna arrays
consisting of identical disjoint PEC elements.

Existing solutions fall into a few categories. Fast integral
equation (IE) methods based on compression of the global
MoM matrix in combination with Krylov subspace iterative
methods, such as the conjugate gradient-fast Fourier transform
(CG-FFT) method [2], and low-rank factorization methods
such as the multilevel fast multipole method (MLFMM) [3],
[4] and adaptive cross approximation (ACA) [5]–[8]. These
can yield optimal cost complexity of O(NtotlogNtot), where
Ntot is the total degrees of freedom (DoFs). The drawbacks
are that sophisticated preconditioners are required and that
the number of iterations can be large and unpredictable.

This work was supported in part by the South African Radio Astronomy
Observatory (SARAO) and in part by the National Research Foundation under
Grant 75322 and Grant 106033. (Corresponding author: Matthys M. Botha.)

The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engi-
neering, Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch 7600, South Africa (e-mail:
22468994@sun.ac.za, 20635958@sun.ac.za, mmbotha@sun.ac.za).

Domain decomposition methods (DDMs) is another important
category. The full array domain is divided into sub-problems
typically consisting of individual elements or groups of ele-
ments. The problem is then solved on two levels: the local
solutions and the global coupling solution. Finite element
method DDMs [9], [10] and MoM DDMs [11] still involve
solutions which could require many iterations. Furthermore,
the global solutions’ cost scaling is still a function of the total
number of degrees of freedom, though with a more favourable
scaling constant. Another category is macro basis function
(MBF) methods. Physics-based linear combinations of low-
level basis functions (typically with supports constituting
individual array elements) are formed and these are used as
a reduced basis set, yielding a significantly smaller global
system [12]–[16]. Drawbacks are that accuracy depends upon
the validity of the MBFs and that very efficient construction
of the reduced system is required to realize the full potential
of this approach [17]–[20].

Finally, consider the domain Green’s function method
(DGFM) [21]–[23] which is specifically formulated for array
antennas with identical disjoint elements. As a DDM it is
distinctive in that the global solution is approximated by
only ever solving local problems associated with every array
element. This is very attractive, as the local problems are
much smaller than the global problem. However, runtime
scales as O(N2

tot) and the solution error is problem dependent
and uncontrolled. Section III will elaborate further on the
shortcomings of the standard DGFM. However, its distinctive
benefit prompted the present work, which extends the standard
DGFM to address its shortcomings while retaining its aspect
of obtaining the global solution through solving only local
problems. Developmental aspects of this work presented at
conferences [24], [25] has lead up to the formulation and
results presented here.

Section II presents the baseline MoM formulation. Section
III presents the standard DGFM formulation. Section IV then
presents extensions to the standard DGFM to improve its
accuracy (by introducing local MoM domains) and to allow for
control of its approximation error (by expanding it into an iter-
ative scheme). This improved formulation is called the iterative
radius-based DGFM (IRB-DGFM). The computational cost
of a direct implementation of the IRB-DGFM still scales the
same as the standard DGFM. Therefore in Section V a hybrid,
single-level ACA compression scheme which is tailor-made to
the IRB-DGFM is presented, to vastly improve the scaling.
Finally, Sections VI and VII present verification results and
the conclusion.
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Fig. 1. Antenna array geometry of interest, with N identical disjoint elements.
Each element has a unique excitation and current distribution.

II. MOM FORMULATION AND MATRIX PARTITIONING

Formulating the standard EFIE-based MoM to solve for the
electric surface current density on PEC surface structures in
free space, using RWG basis fuctions on conforming triangle
meshes and Galerkin testing, results in the following system
of linear equations [1], [26]:

ZJ = V. (1)

In (1) Z denotes the impedance matrix, J is the column vector
of basis function coefficients (i.e. DoFs: degrees of freedom),
and V is the excitation vector which results from testing the
known incident electric field.

Fig. 1 illustrates the problem of interest, namely a structure
representing an antenna array consisting of N identical, dis-
joint antenna elements with arbitrary layout. Each element is
excited with a unique voltage source value at an elemental
port location (implemented as a voltage gap source [26],
as is standard practice). The elemental port locations are
identical across the whole array. The elemental meshes and
their associated sets of basis functions are required to be
identical copies, with M denoting the number of DoFs per
element. The DoFs are required to be consecutively numbered
per element, such that each elemental set of DoFs forms a
segment of J. In this case (1) can be expressed in partitioned
format as



Z11 · · · Z1q · · · Z1N

...
...

...
Zp1 · · · Zpq · · · ZpN

...
...

...
ZN1 · · · ZNq · · · ZNN








J1

...
Jp
...

JN





=





V1

...
Vp
...

VN





(2)

with Zpq , p, q ∈ {1, ..., N}, denoting the M ×M sub-matrix
containing the coupling coefficients resulting from testing the
effect of element q’s source basis functions on element p.
The M -dimensional sub-vectors Jp and Vp are the DoFs and
excitation coefficients for element p, respectively.

With increasing N the computational cost of solving the
system (2) becomes very expensive. The rest of the paper is
dedicated to the fast solution of (2).

III. STANDARD DGFM FORMULATION

The standard DGFM provides an approximate but memory-
inexpensive solution of (2). Each Jp is independently solved by

making the assumption that from its perspective, any current
Jq , q ∈ {1, ..., N, q 6= p}, can be approximated by a scaled
version of Jp, as

Jq ≈ αqpJp with αqp =
cq
cp

diag(1), (3)

where cp and cq denote the excitation voltages of elements
p and q, respectively. The elemental current Jp is solved by
substituting (3) into the p-th row of (2), as

Jp =


Zpp +

N∑

q=1,q 6=p
Zpqαqp



−1

Vp, (4)

for p = 1, ..., N , to yield the full array solution.
The assumption (3) is exact in case of infinite periodic

arrays with sufficiently regular excitation, while it becomes
increasingly accurate for finite arrays as the inter-element
spacings are increased (i.e. sparse arrays). Generally, the
smoother the variation of elemental currents across the array,
the better. Thus it will not account well for array edge effects,
especially in the case of dense arrays; also not for the effect
of irregular inter-element spacings, when elemental current
distributions can vary strongly between neighbors due to
variations in local neighborhoods. Furthermore, the solution
error in (4) is problem dependent and thus uncontrolled. The
new formulation presented next, which builds on the standard
DGFM of (4), aims to address these shortcomings.

IV. IRB-DGFM FORMULATION

This section describes the two extensions that the IRB-
DGFM adds to the standard DGFM formulation. The first is to
incorporate local coupling via full MoM analysis. The second
is to expand the formulation into an iterative scheme, such that
a given solution is used to improve the α scaling coefficients
(3). The latter extension necessitates a generalisation to DoF-
based scaling coefficients.

A. Radius-Based Formulation

The influence of one element on another diminishes as the
separation distance increases, as quantified by the Green’s
function. To incorporate the strong local coupling effects more
accurately, clusters of strongly coupled elements are formed,
one associated with each array element as shown in Fig. 2.
The clusters are defined by a user-specified radius `, which
is a global parameter. The cluster for element p is p itself
together with all neighboring elements with centroids located
at a distance of ≤ ` from its centroid. It can be expressed in
terms of a normalized quantity r:

r =
`

min|ri − rj |
i, j ∈ {1, ..., N} and i 6= j, (5)

where ri and rj denote elemental centroid position vectors.
As with the standard DGFM a local MoM problem is solved

per element, except that it is now solved per elemental cluster.
Denote the p-th elemental cluster domain by Sp, which is the
union of the set of elements with indices {p, q1, ..., qQ} (Q is
the number of neighbors). The MoM is rigorously formulated
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Fig. 2. Illustration of local domains for the radius-based solution scheme.
Each dot represents an antenna element. Local domains 1, p and N are
highlighted. The minimum distance between two elemental centroids is also
highlighted as dmin = min|ri − rj | (see (5) for reference).

on Sp, with the effect of external elements included via the
α scaling coefficients of the standard DGFM, defined in (3).
This yields the radius-based DGFM solution on local domain
Sp:





Jp
Jq1

...
JqQ





=




Zact
pp Zpq1 · · ·ZpqQ

Zact
q1p Zq1q1 · · ·Zq1qQ
...

...
. . .

...
Zact
qQp ZqQq1 · · ·ZqQqQ




−1


Vp
Vq1

...
VqQ





(6)

where the active impedance matrices are defined as

Zact
mp = Zmp +

∑

i∈pext
Zmiαip with m ∈ {p, q1, ..., qQ}. (7)

In (7) the set of indices pext = {t1, ..., tT } denote the external
elements to cluster p, such that N = 1 + Q + T . The fact
that the active impedance matrices are all located in the first
column of the matrix in (6) is due to all external elemental
currents being represented as scaled versions of Jp, which is
regarded as the most accurately solved elemental current in
the local problem.

The radius-based DGFM solution for the whole array is
obtained by solving (6) for all p = 1, ..., N , retaining only
Jp from each local solution. With ` = 0 this formulation
reverts back to the standard DGFM. As ` is increased the
accuracy will improve, up until the limiting case when every
local problem encompasses the whole array at which point
the full MoM is retrieved. Clearly computational cost will
increase as ` is increased. This provides motivation for the
iterative scheme presented next, which allows for retrieving
the MoM solution to specified error tolerance, while using an
` value which is small and not proportional to the global array
diameter.

B. Iteration Scheme with DoF-Based Scaling

For r values of O(1) in (5), the radius-based DGFM
solution will still exhibit potentially significant errors, which
are moreover still uncontrolled. To address this, an iterative
updating scheme for the α scaling coefficients is introduced.
As will be shown in the results section, this iterative scheme is
capable of converging to the true MoM solution. It has an error

tolerance termination condition exactly as used with standard
iterative matrix equation solvers.

The initial solution with iteration index k = 0, is obtained
according to (3) which uses the standard DGFM’s excitation
voltage based α coefficients. For iteration k > 0 DoF-based
scaling coefficients as developed in [23], [27] are used. These
are defined as follows:

α(k)
qp = diag

(
J(k−1)
q (1)

J(k−1)
p (1)

,
J(k−1)
q (2)

J(k−1)
p (2)

, ...,
J(k−1)
q (M)

J(k−1)
p (M)

)
, (8)

where the entries from the previous iteration’s solution vectors
for elements p and q, denoted by J(k−1)

p and J(k−1)
q are

employed on the right hand side. Thus, these α coefficients
can account for variations in both the amplitude and shape of
elemental current distributions across the array.

The normalized solution residual error at iteration k is
determined in the standard way as

ε(k) =
||V − ZJ(k)||F
||V||F

, (9)

where || · ||F denotes the Frobenius norm. The complete IRB-
DGFM formulation is as follows:

1) Choose the cluster radius ` (5).
2) From ` determine the cluster domains Sp, p = 1, ..., N .
3) For the initial solution k = 0, solve (6) using the α

coefficients defined in (3), for p = 1, ..., N . From each
local solution only retain Jp, to form the overall array
solution J(0).

4) Calculate the normalized solution error ε(k) according
to (9).

5) Test for convergence, defined as ε(k) ≤ µ where µ is a
user-specified error tolerance threshold. If convergence
has been achieved then terminate with J(k) as the final
solution; otherwise continue.

6) Set k := k + 1.
7) Solve (6) using the α coefficients defined in (8). From

each local solution only retain Jp, to form the overall
array solution J(k).

8) Go to Step 4.
As noted already, a larger cluster radius should yield a

more accurate solution and thus a greater reduction in the
solution error from one iteration to the next. Therefore, it is
expected that increasing ` will increase the convergence rate
of the iterative solution; this would of course be at the price
of a higher computational cost per iteration. The next section
deals with the acceleration of the solver, through low-rank
factorization tailored to the IRB-DGFM formulation.

V. HYBRIDIZED SINGLE-LEVEL ACA ACCELERATATION
OF THE IRB-DGFM

An efficient, single-level ACA scheme tailored to the IRB-
DGFM is presented. The ACA scheme hybridizes the standard
version with a translation-based version. The latter allows
for vastly reduced memory requirements and reductions in
arithmetic operation counts, provided it is exclusively applied
to far interactions. Computational cost is discussed at the end
of this section.
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A. Description of the Acceleration Scheme

Given the nature of the Green’s function, it is well known
that the impedance matrix blocks in (2) can be categorized
according to rank. With reference to Fig. 3, these categories
are as follows:

1) Full-rank blocks (self interactions);
2) Intermediate-rank blocks (near interactions where the

elemental bounding boxes are ≤ Rτ apart);
3) Low-rank blocks (far interactions where the elemental

bounding boxes are > Rτ apart).
The blocks from each category are stored in a specific manner,
aimed at minimizing storage requirements together with min-
imizing the runtime cost of constructing the clusters’ system
matrices of (6).

The full-rank (diagonal) blocks are stored directly and since
they are all identical, only Z11 is stored, at negligible cost.

The intermediate-rank blocks are compressed with standard
ACA:

ZM×Mpq ≈ UM×Rpq
pq VRpq×M

pq (10)

where Upq and Vpq are the standard ACA factors determined
according to the algorithm as presented in [7]. These are
uniquely determined and stored for each block Zpq . The
compression rank Rpq is determined by the factorization
algorithm and is dependent upon Zpq and the user-specified
relative compression error tolerance εACA. As long as the
block is not full rank, the result is Rpq < M and compression
is achieved.

Now consider the low-rank blocks, which are the over-
whelming majority for large arrays. Should standard ACA
be used for these, then U and V factors will have to be
stored for each block and furthermore, when forming the active
impedance matrices in (7), each term in the summation will
have to be fully reconstituted before being added to the total.
The latter would mean that the runtime scaling of setting up
the local problems will be the same as for setting up the
conventional MoM matrix, namely O((NM)2). Both storage
and runtime can be reduced, by rather using a translation-
based version of the ACA (denoted TACA henceforth) for all
the low-rank blocks.

The TACA scheme is a single-level version of the nested
cross approximation scheme presented in [28]. The low-rank
blocks are compressed with TACA as follows:

ZM×Mpq ≈ DM×Rp
p TRp×Rq

pq ARq×M
q , (11)

where Dp and Aq are disaggregation and aggregation cluster
basis factors which are solely related to the testing and source
basis functions, respectively; Tpq is the translation factor,
representing the interaction between two cluster bases. The
cluster ranks Rp and Rq follow from the TACA factorization
procedure, of which the details are presented in the next
section. In the case of the Galerkin EFIE MoM formulation
used here it further holds that

Dp = ATp (12)

Tpq = TTqp. (13)

Therefore only N disaggregation factors have to be stored
together with∼ 0.5N2 translation factors. In contrast, standard
ACA would require storage of ∼ 0.5N2 instances of U and V
factors. If TACA is only applied to far interaction blocks then
it holds that Rp ≈ Rq ≈ Rpq , thus the storage reduction with
TACA instead of standard ACA is quite dramatic. However,
inclusion of intermediate-rank blocks for TACA compression
would not be beneficial, as it will force the rank of the aggre-
gation and disaggregation cluster basis factors to be higher, to
cater for the intermediate-rank interactions. Since the TACA
aggregation and disaggregation factors for particular elements
are used for all interactions involving those elements, the
size of all the translation factors representing coupling blocks
involving elements with some intermediate-rank interactions,
will have to be increased. For this reason standard ACA is used
for intermediate-rank interactions and TACA is only used for
the far (low-rank) interactions, where ranks should ideally be
asymptotically low.

The above discussion speaks to the importance of the user-
defined parameter Rτ , to ensuring compression efficiency.
Let bp = bw = b denote the bounding boxes of indi-
vidual elements. The minimum requirement on the distance
between elemental bounding boxes is set by the so-called η-
admissibility condition [5], [28], which states that

Rτ ≥
1

η
max {diam(bp), diam(bw)}

≥ diam(b), (14)

with η = 1 yielding the final result, which is a commonly
accepted value. This guarantees that the TACA factorization
is valid. However, with reference to the above discussion on
the efficiency of the hybridized single-level ACA acceleration
scheme, substantially larger values for Rτ should be chosen.
A multiple of the standard antenna far-field distance [29], i.e.

Antenna far-field distance ≡ 2[diam(b)]2

λ
, (15)

is a good guideline. This is experimentally verified in Section
VI-A.

Finally, these factorizations are used to construct the active
impedance matrices by substituting (10) and (11) into (7),
yielding

Zact
mp = Zmp +

∑

i∈B
UmiVmiαip

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Standard ACA terms

+Dm


∑

j∈C
TmjD

T
j αjp




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Translation-based ACA terms

(16)

with

B = pext ∩mnear (17)
C = pext ∩mfar, (18)

where mnear and mfar denote the sets of elemental indices
corresponding to intermediate-rank and low-rank interactions
with element m, respectively. In case m 6= p the first term
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Fig. 3. Categorization of impedance matrix blocks according to rank.
Intermediate-rank blocks are defined as non-self interactions between elements
where the elemental bounding boxes are ≤ Rτ apart. The case of observer
element p is highlighted, showing how the parameter Rτ defines its set of
Y intermediate-rank source interactions and its set of W low-rank source
interactions, such that N = 1+ Y +W . The former set is compressed with
standard ACA, while the latter set is compressed with TACA.

on the right hand side of (16) should also be reconstituted
using either the standard ACA or TACA factors, whichever is
applicable to it; similar reconstitution applies for the remaining
blocks of the local solution matrix in (6).

B. Construction of the TACA Factors

Consider observer element p in Fig. 3, with its set of far
interacting source elements denoted by W = pfar, where
W will denote the cardinality of the set when used in a
mathematical expression. The cluster basis factors Dp are
computed through an inverse source process which starts
with standard ACA factorization of a reduced version of the
coupling block ZpW , relating p to its far field set W . The
reduced version is used to avoid the expense of working
directly with ZpW , while yet being sufficiently representative
of ZpW such that identified row and column indices (crosses
in the ACA factorization) are appropriate to the factorization
of ZpW itself. Regarding notation, let Mp denote the set of
indices of the degrees of freedom on element p, such that
ZpW = ZMpW .

The reduced version of ZpW is denoted Z̃
M×h
pW . The set

h of columns of Z̃pW is a selected (sampling) subset of
ZpW ’s columns. These source sampling indices are obtained
by selecting the same set of β sampling basis function from
each element in W . On each elemental bounding box (defined
in local Cartesian frames such that all boxes are identical), a
number of Chebyshev nodes are established in each coordinate
direction to yield coordinate points distributed throughout the
volume of the box. The Chebyshev node numbers in the re-
spective coordinate directions (Cx, Cy and Cz) are established
to be approximately proportional to the box dimensions, while
also tightly adhering to the requirement that

β = CxCyCz ≥ max

{
2∆,

⌈
M

W

⌉}
, (19)

where ∆ ∈ {1, 2, 3} is the dimensionality of the bounding box.
The condition (19) ensures a low but sufficient total number
of samples (M ≤ h = Wβ � WM ) as well as sufficient
sampling diversity per source element. The actual set of β
sampling basis functions per element are those with midpoints
closest to the Chebyshev nodes. In practice this is determined
on one antenna and translated to all others in W .

By performing standard ACA factorization on Z̃pW to the
already-specified relative error threshold εACA, the resulting
sets of ACA factorization row and column indices (corre-
sponding to the crosses selected by the ACA algorithm) are
obtained:

τp ⊂Mp {Row indices} (20)
σp ⊂ h {Column indices}. (21)

The cluster basis disaggregation factors Dp can now be
constructed for p = 1, ..., N , as

Dp = ZMpσp

(
Zτpσp

)−1
. (22)

Note that since the ACA with thresholding is an incomplete
LU factorization, the matrix (Zτpσp)−1 in (22) can be obtained
as a by-product during ACA factorization of Z̃pW ; it may also
be directly obtained at slightly higher cost. The cluster basis
aggregation factors Aw for w = 1, ..., N are not calculated
since they are implicitly known via (13), as

Aw = DT
w =

[
ZMwσw

(Zτwσw
)
−1
]T
. (23)

Finally, using the respectively selected indices τp and τw on
the local domains of antennas p and w (p, w ∈ {1, ..., N}),
the translation matrices are directly computed as

Tpw = Zτpτw . (24)

C. Computational Cost

For the purposes of this estimation assume that Rτ is much
smaller than the array diameter and not proportional to it,
i.e. ≈ N2 blocks are compressed with TACA, while O(N)
blocks are compressed with standard ACA. Let κ � M
and ρ < κ denote the average ranks of the standard ACA
and TACA blocks, respectively. It follows that the runtime
and storage costs of forming the standard ACA factors are
O(NMκ). For the TACA disaggregation factors the runtime
scales as O(N2ρ+NMρ2) and the storage as O(NMρ). The
runtime and storage costs of forming the TACA translation
factors are O((Nρ)2). For a sufficiently large array the total
cost is dominated by that of the translation factors, yielding
O((Nρ)2).

The runtime cost of setting up all local problems via
(16) is O(νNM [Mκ + Nρ2]) and that of solving them is
O(νNM3), where ν is the number of iterations. The cost
of the convergence tests (9) is O(νN [Mκ + Nρ2 + Mρ]).
The dominant component of the total runtime depends on
the relative values of N and M . In the limit of very large
arrays with N > M , the total solution runtime scales as
O(νM(Nρ)2). It will be demonstrated that ν is very small
in practice.
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l

w

Fig. 4. Planar bow-tie antenna geometry with l = w = 499.7mm, which is
λ/2 at the simulation frequency of 300MHz. It is meshed with 46 elements
resulting in 55 RWG DoFs. The antenna is excited with a standard edge
voltage source at its centre.

VI. RESULTS

This Section presents numerical results to assess the per-
formance of the IRB-DGFM formulation itself, as well as
the hybridized single-level ACA acceleration scheme. Section
VI-A assesses the impact of the far-interaction radius Rτ and
the ACA error tolerance εACA, upon the TACA ranks. Section
VI-B assesses the convergence performance of the IRB-DGFM
for various array layouts, as well as to verify that the ACA
IRB-DGFM is a true representation of the uncompressed
version. Finally, Section VI-C presents further results for a
more complex antenna array element, in support of the existing
findings; as well as comparing memory requirements with the
MLFMM. All arrays are uniformly excited.

A. TACA Compression Assessment

The performance of the standard ACA for the MoM is well
documented, see e.g. [7]. Here a test is conducted to verify the
expected compression rank behaviour of the TACA scheme.
Consider the simple planar bow-tie antenna array element
shown in Fig. 4. Its overall dimensions are λ/2 × λ/2, with
λ/12 meshing resulting in 55 DoFs. The compressed matrix is
constructed for a regular array of 31×31 = 961 elements with
1λ distance between excitation ports (i.e. λ/2 inter-element
spacing), with varying Rτ and εACA values. Fig. 5 shows the
resulting average TACA disaggregation ranks (i.e. avg(Rp),
p = 1, ..., N ; see (11)). These results confirm that the ranks
increase as the ACA compression error tolerance is tightened.
The results (together with others not shown) also confirm that
the TACA ranks reduce as Rτ is increased, and converges
to a certain minimum value when Rτ is a sufficiently large
multiple of the antenna element’s far field condition (15). Thus
it is important that for a large array, the value of Rτ be
sufficiently large, though not unnecessarily so. Further results
in this respect are presented in Section VI-C.

B. ACA IRB-DGFM Convergence Assessment

With the ACA compression threshold henceforth fixed at
εACA = 10−3, consider next the convergence behaviour of
the IRB-DGFM scheme by plotting the iteration residual (9)
as a function of iteration number, for various normalized local
domain radii r (5). Three arrays constructed from the antenna
element in Fig. 4 are considered: a tightly-spaced regular array
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Fig. 5. Average TACA compression rank as a function of the far-interaction
classification radius Rτ beyond which TACA compression is used, for fixed
ACA compression error threshold values of εACA ∈ {10−3, 10−4, 10−5}.
These results are for a 961-element array of the bow-tie element in Fig. 4.

with inter-element spacing of λ/8, one with moderate spacing
of λ/2 and one with irregular spacing, as shown in Figs 6, 7
and 8, respectively. Three residual plots are shown for each
array, corresponding to the extent to which ACA compression
is used, as described in Table I.

Comparing sub-figures (b) and (c) in each instance, it is seen
that the convergence histories are identical until the residual
drops below 10−3 (the ACA tolerance). In the full MoM
case the error continues to decrease with further iterations,
while it saturates in the case of ACA compression with full
MoM testing. This saturation is due to the compression errors,
converging to a non-zero residual value of

ε(∞) =
||V − ZZ−1

ACAV||F
||V||F

, (25)

where ZACA is the ACA-based approximation of the system
matrix. Further comparing sub-figures (b) and (d) in each
instance, it is seen that the reference convergence history (full
MoM) is effectively identical to the full ACA case (which is
the final formulation for practical use). Particularly so above
the ACA compression error threshold, where the ACA results
can be regarded as the true results. Clearly the hybridized
single-level ACA compression is reliable, meaning that the
errors introduced are below the set compression threshold.
It is recommended to set the iterative scheme’s termination
threshold to

µ = εACA {see Section IV-B}. (26)

Lastly, it is worth noting that in spite of the significantly dif-
fering layouts, a fixed Rτ value (noted in the figure captions)
resulted in practically the same ACA accuracy characteristics
(see sub-figures (c)). This affirms that Rτ may be freely
specified to maximize computational efficiency.

Now consider the actual performance of the IRB-DGFM in
sub-figures (b) (or equivalently (d)). It is seen that the local
domain radius has a very significant influence on convergence
rate. For the tightly-spaced array r ≥ 2 is required for
convergence, while r ≥ 1 suffices for the more loosely spaced
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(a) Array layout.
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(b) Full MoM.
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(c) ACA for solution; full MoM
for residual calculation.
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(d) Full ACA acceleration.

Fig. 6. IRB-DGFM residual vs. iteration count for a regular array with 25×25 = 625 bow-tie antenna elements from Fig. 4, with tight inter-element spacing
of λ/8 in both directions. The hybridized ACA is performed with Rτ = 5λ.

TABLE I
SOLUTION CONFIGURATIONS FOR TESTING THE ERROR CONVERGENCE

OF THE ACA-ACCELRATED IRB-DGFM SCHEME.

Sub-figure label in
Figs. 6, 7 and 8
corresponding to

this test setup

Matrix
representation used

for constructing
local solutions (6)

Matrix
representation used
for evaluating the

residual (9)

(b) Full MoM Full MoM
(c) ACA factors Full MoM
(d) ACA factors ACA factors

arrays. In all converging cases, the convergence is extremely
rapid, requiring 3 (r = 3) or 8 (r = 2) iterations for the
tightly-spaced array and 2 (r = 3), 3 (r = 2) or 7 (r = 1)
iterations for the other two. When considering the two more
loosely spaced arrays, it is seen that the (ir)regularity of the
layout does not influence the convergence rate. Given how
low all of these iteration counts are and given the increase
in size of the local problems (6) when r is increased, it is
recommended to use the minimum r value which yields a
convergent solution. Finally, for all three arrays the solution
diverges at r = 0. This is interesting, since it corresponds to
the standard DGFM being used in an iterative manner. It is
concluded that the standard DGFM should be used with due
caution.

C. Results for a Log-Periodic Dipole Array

In this final section, results are presented for arrays with
a more complex element, namely the bent log-periodic dipole
antenna shown in Fig. 9. The antenna is designed for a −10dB
bandwidth of 100MHz to 1.5GHz [30]. The average mesh size
is set at λ/20. The mesh shown in the figure is for 300 MHz,
yielding 708 DoFs per antenna.

Three arrays with antennas placed regularly on a rectangular
grid are considered at 300 MHz, with λ/4 inter-element
spacing in both directions. The configurations are square with

25 × 25 = 625, 31 × 31 = 961 and 35 × 35 = 1225
elements, respectively. For each of these arrays, the value of
Rτ is varied and the total storage recorded. Fig. 10 shows
the results, which affirms that for sufficiently large arrays of a
given element at a given frequency, Rτ will have an optimal
value independent of the exact array layout and the total array
diameter. Furthermore, the nature of the memory dependence
upon Rτ is as expected. For small values of Rτ the TACA
ranks will be large which results in the translation factors
requiring more storage. For large values of Rτ the TACA ranks
have already converged and increasingly, matrix blocks are
unnecessarily being compressed with more expensive standard
ACA factorization. Table II lists the memory requirements at
the optimal value of Rτ = 8λ.

For the 961-element array, Fig. 11 shows the residual
convergence histories for various r values. For r ≥ 1 rapid
convergence is again observed. Consider now the memory
requirements of the present solver, in comparison with those
from the MLFMM solver in FEKO [31], also listed in Table
II. It can be seen that the hybrid ACA scheme proposed
here is very much competitive with the MLFMM, though of
course for sufficiently large arrays the MLFMM scaling is
well known to be superior. Notwithstanding the latter fact,
the ACA-accelerated IRB-DGFM solver offers a compelling
set of performance characteristics: storage is very low, though
not as low as the MLFMM, but the iterative convergence is
extremely rapid and very reliable, which is in contrast to a
preconditioned Krylov-subspace solver for the EFIE MoM
where the convergence can be unpredictable and very often
requires very many more iterations than the 2 ∼ 8 typically
found with the IRB-DGFM solver. Furthermore, the ACA
IRB-DGFM is ideally suited to parallelization.

Finally, consider an array with a fixed square grid layout,
consisting of 21 × 21 = 441 elements, with 249.83 mm
inter-element spacings in both directions (equal to λ/4 at
300 MHz). Table III presents the storage requirements and
iteration counts for three different excitation frequencies and
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(a) Array layout.
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(d) Full ACA acceleration.

Fig. 7. IRB-DGFM residual vs. iteration count for a regular array with 25× 25 = 625 bow-tie antenna elements from Fig. 4, with moderate inter-element
spacing of λ/2 in both directions. The hybridized ACA is performed with Rτ = 5λ.

(a) Array layout.
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(b) Full MoM.
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for residual calculation.
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(d) Full ACA acceleration.

Fig. 8. IRB-DGFM residual vs. iteration count for an irregular array with 521 bow-tie antenna elements from Fig. 4. Spacing vary across the array with no
two elements touching. The hybridized ACA is performed with Rτ = 5λ.

three different Rτ specifications. Convergence is determined
by µ = 10−3 (see (26)), with r = 2 set in the IRB-DGFM. It
is seen that the iteration counts are independent of frequency,
remaining constant at the low value of 4. Considering the
memory requirements (which are broken down into standard
ACA and TACA contributions), it is seen that at 300 MHz the
required memory increases for Rτ > 8λ due to excessive use
of standard ACA; this is consistent with the results in Fig. 10.
At the higher frequencies it is seen that the total required
memory continues to decrease as Rτ in increased, over the
Rτ -ranges considered. This demonstrates the point that Rτ
should be set to a multiple of the far field distance (15),
which increases linearly with frequency for a fixed antenna
geometry. However, the storage requirements at the higher
frequencies are very weakly dependent upon Rτ over the
considered ranges. Also, the storage requirements scale almost
linearly with DoFs, which is very good. These observations

TABLE II
MEMORY REQUIREMENTS FOR SOLVING BENT LOG-PERIODIC DIPOLE
ARRAYS OF VARIOUS SIZES, AT 300 MHz. FOR THE ACA IRB-DGFM

SOLUTIONS THE OPTIMAL VALUE OF Rτ = 8λ IS USED.

Array elem. Tot. DoFs ACA IRB-DGFM MLFMM (FEKO)
625 442, 500 8.22 GB 6.67 GB

961 680, 388 13.71 GB 10.78 GB

1225 867, 300 17.43 GB 14.91 GB

lead to the conclusion that a broad range of Rτ values around
its exact optimal value, yields very efficient performance.

VII. CONCLUSION

An accelerated iterative method for efficient and reliable
solution of arrays consisting of identical disjoint elements,
is presented. The most important benefits of the method are
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TABLE III
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS AND ITERATION COUNTS (WITH r = 2 TO ACHIEVE CONVERGENCE WITH µ = 10−3) FOR SOLVING A 441-ELEMENT BENT

LOG-PERIODIC DIPOLE ARRAY AT THREE DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES, WITH THREE DIFFRENT Rτ VALUES.

Freq. (MHz) Tot. DoFs Iterations Rτ D-Factors (GB) T-Matrices (GB) Std. ACA-Factors (GB) Tot. Storage (GB)

300 312, 228 4

8λ 0.0233 0.0725 4.653 4.748

12λ 0.0224 0.0716 4.845 4.939

16λ 0.0223 0.0715 5.041 5.135

600 596, 232 4

8λ 0.0381 0.1501 8.675 8.863

12λ 0.0299 0.1063 8.721 8.857

16λ 0.0267 0.0975 8.727 8.852

900 1, 133, 370 4

8λ 0.0714 0.3207 18.741 19.079

12λ 0.0467 0.1621 18.791 19.000

16λ 0.0302 0.0953 18.833 18.958

w

h

l

Fig. 9. Mesh at 300 MHz, of a bent log-periodic dipole antenna, with
dimensions l = 468.05 mm, w = 926.10 mm, h = 270.23 mm and
θ = 120◦.
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Fig. 10. Storage requirements for the ACA IRB-DGFM solution of arrays with
varying numbers of elements, of the bent log-periodic dipole antenna shown
in Fig. 9, at 300 MHz. Each trace is obtained by varying Rτ and recording
the total memory required for the ACA factors and then normalizing the data
for each array with respect to the minimum storage achieved for that array.
The actual minimum values are listed in Table II.

that it converges rapidly and that its memory requirement is
comparable to that of the MLFMM for arrays with in excess
of a thousand closely-spaced elements. Although the memory
scaling is not as favorable as with the MLFMM, the new
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Fig. 11. ACA IRB-DGFM (with Rτ = 8λ), residual convergence histories
for various local domain radii (r), solving the 961-element bent log-periodic
dipole array at 300 MHz.

method converges in a very small number of iterations, with
the rate being dependent on the local domain size and not
the global array size; and no preconditioner is required. This,
together with relative implementation simplicity (in particular
the hybridized single-level ACA compression scheme) and
the potential for very efficient parallelization (since only
local problems are solved) makes for an attractive option for
analysis of very large problems falling within the scope of
applicability.

Comparing the ACA IRB-DGFM with a leading MBF-
based solver for the same class of problems [19], the run-
times scale respectively as O(νM(Nρ)2) and O((NMMBF)3),
where MMBF refers to the number of MBFs per array element
(typically, MMBF � M ). Should MBFs be introduced into
the ACA IRB-DGFM, then its runtime scaling reduces further
to O(νMMBF(Nρ)2), although the property of convergence
to the true MoM solution is then replaced with convergence
to the true MBF-MoM solution. In either case, the ACA IRB-
DGFM would be more efficient for sufficiently large problems
N →∞. For smaller problems, an MBF-based solver with fast
construction of the reduced system (such as in [19]) will likely
be faster. In addition to the runtime scaling analysis in Section
V-C, measured runtimes are not presented as the research code
is not optimized for speed, but the presented memory results do
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confirm the effective performance of the acceleration scheme.
Note that the sparsification and tesselation concepts presented
in [19] can similarly be used to reduce the ACA IRB-DGFM
solution cost for extremely large arrays.

All results have focussed on active antenna arrays. The
IRB-DGFM is also applicable to the case of a single excited
element, e.g. to calculate Z-parameters or embedded element
patterns. However, its convergence rate slows down due to
initial lack of excitation on some local domains. See [24],
[32] for preliminary work on addressing this issue. Another
useful extension would be to allow for array elements which
are not all identical.
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Conference paper — Reaction Matrix
Computation with NCA and DCA [3]
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Abstract—Computing the reduced matrix reaction terms in
macro basis function (MBF) solvers for large antenna array
analysis, is computationally expensive. A hierarchical structure
together with a fast low-rank factorization technique can be used
in order to improve the computational complexity. However,
the rank is expected to increase with the subdomain size for
electrically large problems, hence degrading the performance
of the algorithm. Directional methods are used to ensure a
constant rank for oscillatory kernel applications by subdividing
the interacting region into pyramids. This paper report on
preliminary investigations for using the directional cross approx-
imation method to compute reaction terms.

Index Terms—Adaptive cross approximation (ACA), direc-
tional cross approximation, electric field integral equation
(EFIE), method of moments (MoM).

I. INTRODUCTION

A numerical electromagnetic field solver is a fundamen-
tal tool during the design process of antenna arrays. Ex-
tremely large arrays, namely the Mid-Frequency Aperture
Array (MFAA) [1], will be a central part of the Square
Kilometre Array (SKA) radio-astronomy project [2]. The
MFAA, consisting of several stations (antenna arrays), will
have stringent design requirements such as high sensitivity,
large field of view, and wide bandwidth. The design of the
MFAA is still in the research phase. The array configuration
will either be dense or sparse, and both periodic and irregular
element arrangements are under consideration. The number of
antennas per station will depend on the antenna used and array
configuration, however, due to the high sensitivity required,
thousands of antennas can be expected. It is a serious challenge
to accurately analyze antenna arrays of this size for multiple
excitation schemes. During the last decade, the Macro Basis
Function (MBF) [3] methods have successfully been applied
to antenna array analysis problems for SKA applications such
as the Characteristic Basis Function Method (CBFM) [4] for
periodic structures. An MBF approach together with a fast
interpolatory technique [5] is used for the irregular array
configuration in the SKA Low-Frequency Aperture Array

Funding by the South African SKA Project (SKA SA) towards this research
is hereby acknowledged (www.ska.ac.za). The National Research Foundation
of South Africa also supported this work (Grant Numbers: 75322, 96222 and
106033).

(LFAA) [6]. The Domain Green’s Function Method (DGFM)
[7] has been applied to analyze sparse antenna arrays.

In macro basis function techniques, physics-based functions
called MBFs are used to reduce the size of the Method of
Moments’ (MoM) impedance matrix, which can then be solved
directly. A direct MBF solver for array analysis consists of 3
steps, namely

1) Generate MBFs (primary, secondary/higher-order
MBFs) [8] on individual antenna elements.

2) Create the reduced impedance matrix. The reduced
impedance matrix block for the interaction between
subdomains p and q can be expressed as in (1), where
J is an MBF group and H is the hermitian transpose.

ZRed
pq =

〈
JHp , ZpqJq

〉
. (1)

3) Solve the reduced impedance matrix system to obtain
MBF coefficients.

The first bottleneck of MBF solvers when up-scaling the
size of the array is the quadratic scaling of the computational
time to obtain the reaction terms of the reduced impedance
matrix (step 2) since (1) needs to be repeated for all antenna
interactions (O(M2) interactions, where M is the number
of antennas in the array). Secondly, the size of the reduced
impedance matrix becomes large (tens of thousands of MBFs
for extremely large arrays) and thus expensive to solve directly
(step 3), despite the massive reduction from the original MoM
impedance matrix.

Improving the computational time to create the reduced
matrix has been the subject of various research endeavours. For
periodic array analysis in [4], Adaptive Cross Approximation
(ACA) is applied to factorize low-rank sub-blocks as Zpq ≈
UV T . Matrices U and V have the size of Ni × R, where R
is the numerical rank (depending on a pre-defined threshold),
Ni is the number of elements per subdomain and R � Ni.
The reduced impedance sub-block between subdomain p and
q can then be written as ZRed

pq ≈
〈
JHp , UV

TJq
〉
, which

only consists of vector-vector products instead of the more
expensive matrix-vector product. The Toeplitz nature of the
impedance matrix due to the translational symmetry in the
array was then exploited to compute only O(M) interactions
instead of O(M2). For large irregular arrays, applying ACA to
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O(M2) interaction is computationally too expensive. In [5], a
harmonic-polynomial (HARP) model was created beforehand
based on a limited number of MBF interactions, positioned on
a grid. During the process of creating the reduced impedance
matrix, the reaction terms can then be computed rapidly using
the harmonic-polynomial expression.

Alternatively, one can attempt to improve the computational
complexity of creating the reduced system by partitioning the
entire domain using a hierarchical tree, and use fast factoriza-
tion techniques (for instance, ACA) to factorize matrix blocks
at every level. Two different hierarchical partitioning strategies
to rapidly compute reaction terms at different levels in CBFM
solvers have been used in [9]–[11] for electromagnetic scat-
tering applications, such that the reduced impedance matrix is
only set up in factorized form, saving computational resources.
However, applying ACA to compute block interactions at
every level might not be an optimal solution for large array
analysis, since for oscillatory kernels the ACA algorithm can
scale as poorly as O(N3

i ) when the size of the subdomains in-
crease (Ni →∞) [12]. Instead, directional methods are more
appropriate in such cases. This paper presents an exploration
of this idea with preliminary results.

II. DIRECTIONAL METHOD

A. Nested Cross Approximation

Before going to the directional methods, the nested cross
approximation [13] is first reviewed. Instead of factorizing
matrix blocks as Zpq ≈ UV T as in ACA, it is desired to
factorize the matrix as in an H2-matrix [14] format, such as

Zpq ≈ UpSpqV Tq . (2)

Matrices U and V are called cluster bases which depend only
on the observer (p) and source (q) domains respectively. S is
the coupling matrix having the size of Rp×Rq (numerical rank
of observer and source domains). Secondly, the factorization
is nested. That is, U and V are created only at the leaf level
(deepest level of the hierarchical tree). At non-leaf levels,
cluster basis of a parent (e.g. level l) can be built from that of
its child cluster (level l+1) through a transfer matrix, such as

U lp = U l+1
pc B(l+1,l) (3)

V lq = C(l,l+1)V l+1
qc . (4)

Matrices B and C are the transfer matrices and c refers to
the child cluster of p or q. This structure is more memory
efficient than the ACA for large structures, since only the
transfer matrices need to be stored for each cluster at non-
leaf levels, and coupling matrices for every interaction. These
matrices are much smaller in size compared to the factorized
matrix in ACA when the subdomain size is large.

In nested cross approximation, the following procedure is
used to create the cluster basis, U , of a given leaf-level
subdomain.
• All the elements in the subdomain are selected and

denoted as τ̃t.

• A pre-defined number of source elements is selected from
the far-field of the subdomain by choosing the closest
elements to a grid of Chebyshev nodes. The selected
elements are denoted as σ̃t. This step is performed
hierarchically starting from the top of the tree to ensure
the assymptotic scaling is maintained.

• ACA, with a pre-defined threshold value, is then per-
formed on the matrix block Zτ̃tσ̃t

, which is a small subset
of the full MoM impedance matrix, Z. The selected rows
and columns (or, the pivots) are denoted as τt and σt.

The U matrix can then be constructed as

U = Ztσt(Zτtσt)
−1, (5)

where t refers all the low-level elements in the subdomain.
The inverse in (5) can be obtained as a by-product of the ACA
while obtaining the pivots. The τ̃t elements at non-leaf levels
are obtained by unioning all the τt elements of the children
clusters. The transfer matrix is obtained as

B = Zτtcσt(Zτtσt)
−1, (6)

where τtc is the τt elements of the child’s cluster. If Galerkin
testing is used, matrices V and C can be obtained as the
transpose of U and B respectively.

B. Directional Cross Approximation

The nested cross approximation method has a linear com-
plexity for applications with a smooth Green’s function or
low-frequency. However, this is not the case for oscillatory
kernels as in (7) since the numerical rank increases as the
domain size increases.

G(r, r′) =
e−jk|r−r′ |
4π|r− r′| . (7)

Directional methods [15]–[19] can be used to obtain a fixed
rank compression for oscillatory kernel applications, as in the
case of antenna array analysis. The far-field region (subset
of the two-dimensional plane containing the antenna array)
is subdivided into triangles (pyramids for general volumetric
structures) with angle depending on the subdomain size as
O
(

1
kD

)
, where k is the wavenumber and D is the diameter

of the domain. Hence, subdomains at the leaf level covers the
widest angle. The directional subdivision is done hierarchi-
cally, starting from the leaf level. At every level up the tree,
the triangles are divided into 2 (hence halving the angle). This
leads to the directional far-field of a parent cluster to be a
subset of the directional far-field of its child clusters.

The distance criterion for the interaction between two
subdomains (p and q) to be considered admissible is given
as

ηhigh dist(p, q) ≥ k max
(
D2
p, D

2
q

)
, (8)

where ηhigh is an admissibility constant, and Dp and Dq are
the diameters of subdomains p and q, respectively. Whereas,
the admissibility criterion for nested-cross approximation (for
low-frequency) is given as

ηlow dist(p, q) ≥ max (Dp, Dq) , (9)
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Fig. 1. Blade dipole antenna with meshing for 750 MHz. Dimensions: l =
11.65 cm, w = 14.13 cm, tl = 11.49 cm.

where ηlow is the admissibility constant for low-frequency. The
U matrix in the direction e can then be constructed as

Ue = Ztσe
t
(Zτe

t σ
e
t
)−1, (10)

where σet is the selected elements in the directional far-field
e of the subdomain and τet is the selected elements in the
subdomain due to sources in the directional far-field e. The
transfer matrix in the direction e is then obtained as

Be = Zτtecc σe
t
(Zτe

t σ
e
t
)−1, (11)

where τtecc is the τt elements of the child cluster in the
direction of ec. For a more detailed explanation of the methods
reviewed in Sections II-A and II-B, see [13], [17].

III. EARLY STAGE EXPERIMENTATIONS

The antenna array element used in this paper is a blade
dipole antenna as shown in Figure 1, and a random array
configuration of 1024 antennas is considered, as shown in
Figure 2. Two excitation frequencies are considered, namely
750 MHz and 950 MHz, resulting in 363 and 511 low-level
basis functions per antenna element, respectively.

A. Comparison of Rank for Directional and Non-Directional
Methods

The impedance matrix resulting from the antenna array
shown in Figure 2 is partitioned hierarchically, where an
antenna element is the subdomain at the leaf level (level 7 in
Figure 3). The number of antennas per subdomain is doubled
at every level, and level 1 (in Figure 3) contains the largest
subdomains. The total number of basis functions are 371, 712
and 523, 264 for excitation frequencies 750MHz and 950MHz,
respectively. Figure 3 shows the average rank at each level. The
directional method results in fewer levels due to the distance
admissibility criterion in (8), which depends on the diameter-
squared of the subdomains, rather than the diameter as in

-10 -5 0 5 10

-10

-5

0

5

10

Fig. 2. Antenna array configuration containing 1024 elements with minimum
inter-element distance of 0.3 m. Red circle and blue diamonds refer to
the observer antenna (Ant. 1) and source antennas (Ant. 8, 197 and 713)
respectively, in Table III. The green dots represent the interacting subdomains
at level 4 in Row 3 of Table III.

the non-directional case (9). For non-directional methods, the
average rank per level drastically increases with the subdomain
size. The decrease in average rank for levels 1 and 2 is because
these levels contain fewer interacting subdomains.

For the directional method, the higher rank at level 7 is
because the interaction region has been divided with only 2
directions at the leaf level in this experimental implemetation,
which is not sufficient. Should more directions be used at the
leaf level, a nearly constant rank is expected for the first 3
levels, until the rank drops due to fewer subdomain interactions
at the last two levels.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of average rank per level for directional and non-
directional methods with ACA thresholding of 1e−4.
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B. Memory requirement

The memory requirement to store the U , B and S matrices
for 750 MHz and 950 MHz are shown in Tables I and II.
Only half of the interactions for the coupling matrices have
been stored due to the symmetry of the impedance matrix
(for Galerkin testing). The poor performance of the directional
method to store the U matrices in the experimental implemen-
tation can be seen in Tables I and II. This is because antenna
elements were used as subdomains at the leaf level, which are
actually too large and inefficient. Consequently, even though
the directional method results in lower ranks, large U matrices
(Ni × R) are stored for multiple directions, which leads to
higher memory consumption than with the non-directional
method. This is a strong indication that the antennas should
be further partitioned and compressed. Then at the antenna
levels, only transfer matrices will be used.

On the other hand, the directional method uses less memory
to store the coupling matrices. This provides motivation to use
the directional method as the array size or frequency increases.

TABLE I
MEMORY REQUIREMENT AT 750 MHZ

Directional (MB) Non-Directional (MB)
Cluster Bases (U ) 867.0 490.6

Transfer Matrices (B) 192.2 223.0
Coupling Matrices (S) 462.3 615.4

Total 1521.5 1329.0

TABLE II
MEMORY REQUIREMENT AT 950 MHZ

Directional (MB) Non-Directional (MB)
Cluster Bases (U ) 1187.1 702.6

Transfer Matrices (B) 206.7 239.9
Coupling Matrices (S) 1253.4 1519.0

Total 2647.2 2461.5

C. Accuracy

The accuracy of a few approximated, reduced impedance
matrix blocks at antenna level are shown in this section. An
approximated, reduced impedance matrix block representing
the coupling between subdomains p and q, is given as

Z̃Red
pq =

〈
JHp , Z̃pqJq

〉
, (12)

where Z̃pq is the reconstruced matrix block using the factor-
ized terms from the directional cross approximation method.
Primary and secondary MBFs [8] are used, using a radius of
influence of 1.5m around the antenna in question. A Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) operation is performed on the
MBF groups as in [4]. Both the SVD and ACA thresholds are
set to 1e−4. The error norm is given as

Error Norm =

∥∥∥ZRed
pq − Z̃Red

pq

∥∥∥
2∥∥ZRed

pq

∥∥
2

(13)

In Table III, Antenna 1 is set as the observer subdomain, and
various source antennas are used. Depending on the distance
between the source and observer antenna, the interaction
happens at different levels. The “Highest Level” in Table III
corresponds to the levels (on the abscissa) in Figure 3. Level
7 is the leaf level, containing a single antenna per subdomain,
and levels 5 and 4 contain 4 and 8 antennas per subdomain,
respectively. It can be shown that the accuracy requirements
as set by the thresholding value are met.

TABLE III
ERROR NORM OF APPROXIMATED, REDUCED IMPEDANCE MATRIX

SUB-BLOCKS

Source Antenna Highest Level Error Norm
8 7 1.750e−4

197 5 6.747e−4
713 4 4.993e−4

Observer subdomain: Antenna 1.

IV. DISCUSSION

Hierarchical partitioning is more efficient than single-level
partitioning, for compression of large MoM matrices. The
preliminary results presented in this paper show that numerical
ranks with the directional method, do not increase when
moving up the hierarchical tree, for analyzing electrically large
structures. The directional method shows promise for the fast
computation of a factorized version of the reduced impedance
matrix, for analysis of very large antenna arrays. This is work
in progress.
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Abstract—Computation of reaction terms in macro basis
function (MBF) solvers is computationally very expensive. A
directional cross approximation technique is used in this paper
to compute the reaction terms, which is a multilevel low-rank
compression technique. The motivation to use a directional
method is to keep the compression rank bounded irrespective of
subdomain size, so as a fast algorithm can be ensured. Apart from
the computational efficiency, a controlled and very good accuracy
can be obtained with the directional method. The application
focus of this work is large antenna arrays.

Index Terms—Antenna array, directional cross approximation,
electric field integral equation (EFIE), method of moments
(MoM).

I. INTRODUCTION

Integral-equation based methods such as the Method of Mo-
ments (MoM) are very well suited for the analysis of radiation
problems, including antenna arrays. However, the memory and
computational cost scale as O(N2) and O(N3) respectively,
where N is the number of basis functions (typically RWG [1]
basis functions for 3D electromagnetic problems). Hence, the
analysis of large antenna arrays using the MoM is computa-
tionally prohibitive.

Several acceleration techniques have been designed to be
used on top of the MoM, and most of these techniques are
in the realm of iterative solvers. For instance, among the
most successful techniques is the Multilevel Fast Multipole
Method (MLFMM) [2] to perform fast matrix-vector products
in a Krylov subspace solver. However, for antenna arrays,
direct methods are often preferred since analysis needs to
be performed for multiple excitation schemes, such as when
computing Embedded Element Patterns (EEPs).

Macro Basis Function (MBF) [3] techniques have been
proven to be very effective for antenna array analysis. In these
techniques physics-based functions (macro basis functions) are
used to create a reduced impedance matrix system, which
can be solved directly. However, the process of creating the
reduced system is still very costly since every MoM impedance
matrix sub-block (representing interactions between 2 anten-
nas) needs to be pre- and post-multiplied by MBF groups. The
acceleration of this step in MBF solvers has been an active
area of research. Various acceleration techniques have been
proposed such as using the Adaptive Cross Approximation
(ACA) [4] in a Characteristic Basis Function Method (CBFM)
[5] solver for a regular antenna array [6]. For irregular arrays,

in [7], a Harmonic-polynomial (HARP) model was created and
used to accelerate the reduced impedance matrix fill-ins.

This paper is an extension of [8] with results regarding the
accuracy of solving the reduced matrix system. In [8] and
this paper, the directional cross approximation technique [9]
is used to rapidly compute the reaction terms in MBF solvers
for large antenna arrays. The directional cross approximation
is a fast multilevel algorithm for compression, and ensures
constant rank irrespective of the size of the subdomain.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
reviews the directional cross approximation method. In Section
III, the MBF method is reviewed and the use of directional
cross approximation in an MBF solver is discussed. Numerical
results are presented in Section IV, and Section V concludes
the paper. The implementation in this paper is in the context
of the electric field integral equation (EFIE), RWG MoM.

II. DIRECTIONAL CROSS APPROXIMATION

The directional cross approximation compresses low-ranked
matrix blocks (e.g. Zpq in (1)) in the MoM impedance matrix
as:

Zpq ≈ UepSpqV −e
q . (1)

Zpq is an Ni × Ni matrix, where Ni is the number of basis
and testing functions in cluster p and q respectively. Uep and
V −e
q are the directional cluster bases with sizes Ni × R and
R × Ni respectively, where R is the number of columns
equivalent to the numerical rank according to a pre-determined
error threshold and R � Ni. For simplicity, the rank of the
two clusters are assumed identical. The superscript ‘e’ in the
cluster bases (U and V ) refers to the direction ‘e’. Spq is the
coupling matrix relating the clusters p and q with size R×R.

The directional cross approximation has a directional H2-
matrix structure, meaning:

• The antenna array is partitioned hierarchically into clus-
ters at different levels, as shown in Figure 1. Level 0 is the
entire array and leaf level clusters (finest level) contain
only one antenna element. At each level an admissibility
criterion test is performed to verify if the interaction
between pairs of source and observer clusters can be
compressed.

• Nested structure, where compressed matrix factors at par-
ent levels (larger clusters) are created using information
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gathered from children clusters (smaller clusters), thus
reducing the memory required.

• Directional partitioning of the far-field while computing
the factors of the compressed matrix, to make sure the
rank is constant irrespective of the cluster size at different
levels. At the leaf level, the far-field is partitioned into 4
directions in this implementation.

Fig. 1. Binary partitioning of an irregular antenna array containing 256
elements. Each dot represents the postion of an antenna element. The radius
of the circular array is 15λ.

A. Admissibility Criterion

A distance and angular admissibility criterion need to be
satisfied for a sub-block matrix to be admissible. For each
source and observer cluster pair at every level, the distance-
based criterion test in (2) is performed:

η dist(p, q) ≥ k max
(
D2
p, D

2
q

)
, (2)

where η is an admissibility constant, k is the wavenumber
and Dp and Dq are the diameters of the observer and source
subdomains p and q respectively. Further to the distance
criterion, a field-of-view angular criterion is also given as
O
(

1
kD

)
(shown in Figure 2) where D is the diameter of

the cluster. Thus, as the size of the cluster and the frequency
increases, the directional far-field decreases.

B. Constructing Cluster Bases and Coupling Matrices

At the leaf level, directional cluster bases Ue are created
for every observer cluster and direction, through an inverse
source process as follows:

Ue = Ztσe
t
(Zτe

t σ
e
t
)−1, (3)

where t refers to the set of RWG functions on the cluster,
τt and σt are subsets of RWG functions on the cluster and
directional far-field respectively. Similarly, for every source
cluster and direction, V e cluster bases can be defined as:

V e = (Zτe
sσ

e
s
)−1Zτe

s s
, (4)

where s refers to the set of RWG functions on the source
cluster, σs and τs are subsets of RWG functions on the cluster
and directional far-field respectively. The process of creating
directional cluster bases is depicted in Figure 2. The subsets of
RWG functions on the cluster and directional far-field (τt, σt,
τs and σs) are selected through a process which includes a pre-
selection sampling and ACA. The details of the selection are
described in [10]. The coupling matrix, S in (1), is expressed
as

S = Zτtσs . (5)

For non-leaf levels, transfer matrices (B and C for observer
and source clusters respectively) are used to interpolate or
anterpolate from their children clusters. The B matrix can be
obtained as

Be = Zτec
tc
σe
t
(Zτe

t σ
e
t
)−1, (6)

where c means child cluster in (6). Similarly, the transfer
matrix, C, on the observer side can be constructed as

Ce = (Zτe
sσ

e
s
)−1Zτe

sσ
ec
sc
. (7)

The interaction between two antennas (pc and qc) using a
2-level directional cross approximation can thus be written as:

Zpcqc ≈ UecpcBepc,pSpqC−e
q,qcV

−ec
qc , (8)

where pc and qc are the children clusters of the p and q
respectively. And, ec refers to the direction of the child cluster.

Fig. 2. Inverse source process to obtain directional cluster bases.

III. MBF SOLVER WITH DIRECTIONAL CROSS
APPROXIMATION

As mentioned in Section I, the first step of an MBF solver
is to generate MBFs. Similar to CBFM, up to tertiary MBFs
[11] are generated in this implementation since accurate results
were not obtained using only up to secondary MBFs when the
antennas are closely situated in the array. Primary MBF, IPrim,
is obtained as

IPrim = Z−1
qq Vq, (9)

Zqq is the self-interacting MoM sub-block for antenna (cluster
at leaf level) q, and Vq is the excitation vector for cluster q.
Secondary MBFs are obtained by allowing primary MBFs to
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radiate and induce a surface current on neighbouring antennas
such as

ISec = −Z−1
pp ZpqIPrim. (10)

Tertiary MBFs are obtained similarly by allowing secondary
MBFs to radiate onto neighbouring antennas. The MBFs
generated for each antenna are concatenated in a column
augmented vector, after which a Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) operation is performed. Only MBFs with singular
values greater than a pre-defined threshold are kept. In this
implementation, an SVD threshold of 10−5 has been used.
The new set of MBFs for cluster p is denoted as Jp.

A sub-block of the reduced impedance matrix, ZRed
pq , can

then be obtained as in (11).

ZRed
pq ≈

〈
JHp , ZpqJq

〉
. (11)

Compressing the sub-block Zpq using single level directional
cross approximation, (11) can be re-written as:

ZRed
pq ≈

〈
JHp U

e
p , SpqV

−e
q Jq

〉
. (12)

The product of the MBF definition and cluster bases can be
computed on the fly while generating the cluster bases. For
non-leaf levels, the product of the MBF definition, cluster basis
and transfer matrix for each child at leaf level is computed and
concatenated. Sub-blocks of the reduced impedance matrix is
computed for every admissible interaction pair at every level.
Equation (11) is used to computed the reduced impedance
sub-blocks for non-admissible interactions, that is, self and
neighbouring interactions.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

An irregular antenna array configuration such as in Figure 1
will be used in this paper, however, the number of antennas in
the array will be varied. The mesh of the antenna used in this
paper is shown in Figure 3, with the dimensions stated in the
caption. The antenna is discretized with 363 RWG functions
at 750 MHz.

w

l

t

Fig. 3. Mesh of blade antenna at 750 MHz, discretized with 363 RWG
functions. Dimensions: t = 11.65 cm, w = 14.13 cm and l = 11.49 cm.

A. Accuracy

The current coefficients of an antenna array of 16 elements,
solved by a MoM solver, is shown in Figure 4 (blue plot).
The current coefficient errors (relative to the MoM solution)
obtained by an (i) MBF solver and (ii) MBF solver with
directional cross approximation, are also plotted in Figure 4.
A very accurate MBF solver is used with an average of 17
MBFs per antenna (up to tertiary MBFs and SVD threshold:
10−5), since the emphasis is on the additional error due to the
directional cross approximation. The error norm given by (13)
is 4.459×10−4, when the average rank for the directional cross
approximation (number of columns in cluster bases) is 16. The
far-field electric fields obtained using (i) MoM, (ii) MBF and
(iii) MBF with directional cross approximation are plotted in
Figure 5, and excellent agreement among the three traces can
be observed. The far-field electric field of an antenna array of
64 elements is also plotted in Figure 6, excluding the MoM
solution since the problem is too large (23, 232 RWGs) to be
solved directly. A 2-level directional cross approximation is
used in this setup, and an excellent agreement with the MBF
solver solution can be seen in Figure 6.

Current Error Norm =
||IMBF − IMBF-Dir. Cross. Approx||2

||IMBF||2
. (13)
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Fig. 4. Current coefficients of 16 element antenna array using the MoM.
Current coefficient error (relative to the MoM) using (i) MBF solver and (ii)
MBF with directional cross approximation solver.

B. Rank and Memory Requirement for a Large Array

In this section, the rank and memory requirement of an
irregular array consisting of 256 antennas (92, 928 RWG
functions) is presented. One of the motivations to use the
directional cross approximation technique is to ensure the rank
to remains bounded irrespective of the cluster size, provided
the admissibility criterions are met. In Figure 7, the average
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Fig. 5. Far-field electric field of an irregular antenna array consisting of 16 elements. All antennas are excited with uniform amplitude and in phase.
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Fig. 6. Far-field electric field of an irregular antenna array consisting of 64 elements. All antennas are excited with uniform amplitude and in phase.

rank of cluster bases remains bounded as the size of the
cluster increases. Level 3 is the leaf level, where a cluster
is an antenna element and at Level 1, a cluster consists of 4
antenna elements. The ACA threshold of 10−3 is used during
the process of creating cluster bases (as mentioned in Section
II) to control the accuracy and rank.

An alternative to the directional cross approximation, nested
cross approximation [10] can be used for fast computation
of reaction terms in MBF solvers. The nested cross approxi-
mation is omnidirectional and does not partition the far-field
while creating the cluster bases. In [8], a comparison between
nested and directional cross approximation was performed, and
it was shown that the rank is not bounded when using the
nested cross approximation.

The memory required to store directional cross approxima-
tion factors for an array of 256 antennas is shown in the
second column of Table I. Taking advantage of reciprocity,
only the observer cluster bases (U ) and transfer matrices (B)
are stored, and only half of the near interactions and coupling
matrices are stored. Column 3 in Table I shows the memory
after (i) pre- and post-multiplying the near interactions with
MBF definitions as in (11); and (ii) product of MBF definitions
and cluster bases as in (12).

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a directional cross approximation method is
used to compute the reaction terms in MBF solvers. Using
the compressed factors, a reduced impedance matrix system
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Fig. 7. Average rank of clusters. Level 3 refers to the leaf level where a
cluster is an antenna. Level 1 refers to the level where a cluster contains 4
antennas

is created. Very good accuracy is observed for the current co-
efficients and far-field electric field using the directional cross
approximation. The rank of compressed factors is bounded
irrespective of the cluster size. The memory requirement to
store the directional cross approximation factors for an array
of 256 antennas (92, 928 RWG functions) is presented.
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TABLE I
MEMORY REQUIREMENT FOR ANTENNA ARRAY OF 256 ELEMENTS.

Before MBF
Compression

(MB)

After MBF
Compression

(MB)

Near Interaction 512.8 0.7

Cluster Bases (U) 87.7 3.4

Transfer Matrices (B) 5.5 5.5

Coupling Matrices 99.6 99.6

Total 705.6 109.2
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Abstract—The analysis of antenna arrays using the Method of
Moments (MoM) is limited by the electrical size due to the high
computational cost associated with the MoM. Fast numerical
techniques such as H2-matrices with iterative solvers can be
used to solve for larger arrays efficiently. However, direct solvers
are preferred for array analysis due to the need to solve for
many different excitation schemes. The Inverse Fast Multipole
Method (IFMM), which provides a direct solution for an H2-
matrix formulation, is proposed for antenna array analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of large antenna arrays with the Method of
Moments (MoM) is computationally expensive. Thus, fast
numerical techniques based on the MoM need to be used.
One such technique is H2-matrices [1], which can be thought
of as an algebraic version of the fast multipole method. In
this technique the entire structure is hierarchically partitioned
and interactions by far subdomains at every level are factored
into low-rank representations. Furthermore, the H2-matrix has
a nested structure meaning that factors of a parent subdomain
(at a higher-level) can be built from that of its children sub-
domains (at a lower-level), hence leading to a more efficient
memory storage scaling. The product of an H2-matrix with a
vector can be performed in linear time complexity for smooth
kernels, hence the H2-matrix technique finds its application
in fast matrix-vector products in iterative solvers. The Inverse
Fast Multipole Method (IFMM) was proposed in [2] as a direct
solver based on the H2-matrix formulation, and used in [3]
to construct preconditioners in iterative solvers. The IFMM
makes use of an extended sparse matrix formulation, followed
by compression and redirecting compressible fill-ins during
the Gaussian elimination process. In this paper a single-level
cross approximation method [4] is used to generate the H2-
matrix factors for antenna array problems and the IFMM will
be used to solve the problem once the cross approximation
factors are available.

II. SINGLE-LEVEL CROSS APPROXIMATION

For subdomain interactions to be compressible, the admis-
sibility condition in (1) needs to be met:

η dist(i, j) ≥ max (Di, Dj) , (1)

where dist(i, j) is the minimum distance between subdomain
i and j. Di and Dj are the size of subdomains i and j,

respectively and η is a parameter set to a value of 1 in this
paper. For each antenna, observer and source cluster bases, U
and V respectively, are defined as in (2) and (3).

U = Ztσt(Zτtσt)
−1 (2)

V = (Zτsσs
)−1Zτss. (3)

In (2) and (3), t and s refer to all the basis functions (Rao-
Wilson-Glisson (RWG) [5], solving the electric field integral
equation) on the observer and source domains, respectively.
Indices τt and σt refer to a few selected RWGs on the
observer’s local and far-field domains, respectively. Similarly,
σs and τs refer to a few selected RWGs on the source’s
local and far-field domains, respectively. The details of how to
obtain the sampled RWGs in the local and far-field are found
in [4]. For every compressible interaction, coupling matrix S
is defined such as

S = Zτtσs . (4)

The interaction between two admissible subdomains is then
given as

Zij = UiSijVj . (5)

III. SOLVING THE MATRIX SYSTEM

After obtaining the factors from the cross approximation
stage, an extended sparse matrix (described in (6)) is con-
structed, upon which Gaussian elimination is performed to
obtain the solution. N in (6) is the sub-matrix containing
the self- and near-interactions. The N sub-blocks are MoM
solutions for non-compressible interactions according to (1).
U and V are the cluster bases as given in (2) and (3). S
contains the coupling matrices given in (4). The block −I
contains negative identity matrices. In (6), x is the unknown
current coefficient that needs to be solved for; z and y are
auxiliary variables. On the right-hand side, v is the excitation
vector.



N U
V −I
−I S





x
z
y


 =



v
0
0


 (6)

After a block row and column re-ordering in (6), the ex-
tended sparse matrix structure resulting from a planar irregular
antenna array of 16 elements is shown in Figure 1 (left).
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Fig. 1: Extended sparse matrix. Left: Before Gaussian elimination. Middle: After Gaussian elimination, with fill-ins. Right: After Gaussian elimination, fill-ins
are eliminated and redirected. The number of non-zero entries in the sparse matrix is denoted as nz.

The row and column re-ordering is performed since the x
and z variables for a subdomain are first eliminated during
the Gaussian elimination process before moving to the next
subdomain. Perfoming Gaussian elimination on the extended
sparse matrix in Figure 1 (left) will lead to undesirable fill-ins
as shown in Figure 1 (middle). Instead, as described in [2]
and [3], during the elimination of each variable, compressible
fill-ins are eliminated, compressed and re-directed towards ex-
isting compressible paths. The extended sparse matrix after the
IFMM process is shown in Figure 1 (right). The elimination of
the fill-ins is important to preserve the sparsity of the matrix
and scalability of solving the problem.

A. Accuracy of IFMM

The electric far-field of the 16-element array with uniform
excitation is computed using both the standard MoM and
IFMM solver, as shown in Figure 2. Very good agreement
between the two methods can be observed, even after the
elimination and redirection of compressible fill-ins.
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Fig. 2: Electric far-field: Comparison between a standard MoM and IFMM
solver.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the single-level cross approximation method
(single-level H2-matrix formulation) is used to describe an-
tenna array problems. Instead of using the cross approximation
in an iterative solver, the IFMM is proposed to be used for
a direct solution. The IFMM provides accurate results when
compared to the MoM. A single-level cross approximation
method is used in this paper since an oscillatory Green’s
function is used in the formulation of the problem. Using a
multi-level H2-matrix formulation, the rank of the subdomains
increases with the size of the subdomain as discussed in [6]. A
non-bounded rank is harmful for the complexity of the solver.
Further work is required in this area.
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Abstract—Efficient electromagnetic analysis of very large an-
tenna arrays is important for various applications, including
e.g., radio astronomy. The method of moments (MoM) is gener-
ally the most suitable computational electromagnetics method to
deal with such open-region problems. However, its computational
cost grows rapidly with problem size. This paper presents a brief
overview of past work as well as the latest developments by the
authors, on devising fast MoM-based methods for arrays with
identical disjoint elements and arbitrary layouts. Two different
lines of development are reported on, namely methods aimed
at efficiently solving the full MoM system through the use of
macro basis functions and adaptive cross approximation (ACA)
acceleration, and a fast-converging iterative method involving
localised solutions.

Index Terms—Adaptive cross approximation (ACA), domain
decomposition, macro basis function (MBF), sparse direct solver.

I. INTRODUCTION

Efficient electromagnetic analysis of very large antenna
arrays is important for various applications, including radio
astronomy. For example, the Square Kilometre Array Mid-
Frequency Aperture Array (MFAA) is envisaged to consist
of thousands of elements with dense and/or sparse layout
[1]. During the design of such arrays, many full-wave elec-
tromagnetic analyses of candidate designs are required. The
method of moments (MoM) is generally the most suitable
computational electromagnetics method to deal with such
open-region problems. However, its computational cost grows
rapidly with problem size. Therefore acceleration schemes are
required to increase its efficiency to meet the challenging
design requirements. This paper presents a brief overview
of past work as well as the latest developments by the
authors, on devising such methods for arrays with identical
disjoint elements and arbitrary layouts. Two different lines
of development are reported on, namely methods aimed at
efficiently solving the full MoM system and a method of
decomposing the full MoM problem into a set of smaller
problems. Further progress will be reported at the symposium.

II. FAST SOLUTIONS BY COMPRESSING AND REDUCING
THE GLOBAL SYSTEM

The storage requirement for the full MoM matrix can be
dramatically reduced by using low-rank compression schemes,

The financial assistance of the South African Radio Astronomy Observatory
(SARAO) towards this research is hereby acknowledged (www.ska.ac.za).
This work was also supported in part, by the National Research Foundation
of South Africa under Grant 75322.

such as the MLFMM [2] and adaptive cross approximation
(ACA) [3], [4]. The dimension of the system matrix can
also be reduced by making use of macro basis functions
(MBFs), which are well-suited to array analysis [5]. MBFs
are fixed linear combinations of the low-level basis functions.
The combination of ACA-based compression and MBF-based
reduction is discussed in this section.

A. Macro Basis Functions

Various schemes exist for generating MBFs for antenna ar-
rays, such as the characteristic basis function method (CBFM)
[6], the sub-entire-domain basis function method [7] (the
“windowed MBF” scheme proposed in [8] is very similar),
and iteratively refined MBFs [9]. In the results to follow, the
CBFM is used.

B. Fast Construction of the MBF-Reduced System Matrix

When using MBFs, the reduced matrix is often small
enough to be fully stored and solved directly. To be efficient,
this approach requires a low-rank factorisation of the original
MoM matrix which is amenable to being multiplied out to re-
constitute the reduced matrix. This is done by using the nested,
directional, multilevel ACA [10], [11], with preliminary results
having been presented in [12].

C. Sparse Direct Solver for the Factorised MBF-Reduced
System Matrix

For sufficiently large arrays, the MBF-reduced matrix be-
comes too large for full storage and a direct solution. A new
sparse direct solver based on the IFMM [13] was developed
for the ACA-factorised MoM matrix [14]. It is based on
redirecting fill-ins during the LU decomposition process. This
solver is currently being extended to the MBF case, and a
preliminary result is shown next.

D. Results

The same small test problem as in [14] is considered,
namely an array of 16 blade dipoles. Each element has 363
Rao-Wilton-Glisson basis functions for a global total of 4, 356
degrees of freedom. The extended sparse matrix representation
of the MoM matrix in terms of the ACA factors is shown in
Figure 1a. The sparse direct solver in combination with the
use of the MBFs, yields as end result the LU decomposition
of the extended sparse MBF-MoM matrix shown in Figure
1b. Note that the full MoM matrix has 18, 974, 736 non-zero
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(a) Extended sparse matrix representation of the MoM matrix in terms
of the ACA factors: NNZ = 9, 293, 372.

(b) Corresponding sparse LU-decomposed MBF-MoM matrix:
NNZ = 387, 306.

Fig. 1. Non-zero matrix entries for the ACA-based sparse direct MBF-MoM
solver applied to a small test array.

entries, while its extended sparse version has 9, 293, 372 non-
zero entries, with the final sparse LU-decomposed MBF-MoM
matrix only having 387, 306 non-zero entries. In this small
test, these differences are not very dramatic, but they should
become much greater as the problem size is increased.

III. FAST SOLUTIONS BY DECOMPOSING THE GLOBAL
SYSTEM

Another approach to solving large problems is to break them
up into a collection of smaller problems. One such method
is the domain Green’s function method (DGFM), which is
applicable to arrays with disjoint, identical array elements.

The standard DGFM is taken as a starting point and further
developed into an iterative scheme, such that the solution error
is controllable. To enable the scheme’s practical use for very
large arrays, a tailor-made ACA acceleration scheme is added.

A. Standard DGFM

The standard DGFM requires solving a small MoM problem
for the current distribution on each individual antenna [15],
[16]. The effects of the other elements in the array are incor-
porated into the local solution via the DGFM approximation.
It assumes that the current on each of the other elements can
be expressed as a scaled version of that being solved for, with
the scaling constant being the ratio of the excitation voltages.

B. Iterative Radius-Based DGFM (IRB-DGFM)

The drawback of the standard DGFM is that it can be quite
inaccurate, due to rapid variations in the shape of elemental
current distributions, e.g., at array edges. Furthermore, the
error relative to the true global MoM solution cannot be
controlled. To remedy these issues the IRB-DGFM is being
developed, with progress reported in [17], [18].

When solving the current on a specific element, a local
radius is introduced around it, with the effect of those elements
being taken into account via rigorous MoM analysis. Only the
effects of the elements external to this local neigbourhood are
accounted for via the DGFM assumption. This radius-based
formulation naturally increases the accuracy of the DGFM, as
in the zero radius limit it yields the standard DGFM, while in
the infinite radius limit it yields the rigorous MoM.

Incorporating these finite local domains does however not
solve the problem of uncontrolled errors in the results. This
issue is addressed by expanding the method into an iterative
scheme, where the previous solution is used to improve the
scaling coefficients used in the DGFM parts of the radius-
based method. This results in the IRB-DGFM, which can
converge to a solution within any specified error tolerance to
the true MoM solution.

C. Acceleration of the IRB-DGFM

An ACA-based factorisation scheme tailored to the require-
ments of the IRB-DGFM is being developed. The full details
are beyond the scope of the present paper, but it allows for
fast reconstitution of the local system matrices from the stored
ACA factors.

D. Results

Figure 2 shows a mesh representing 49 × 49 = 2401
bow-tie antenna elements, each element has 171 Rao-Wilton-
Glisson basis functions for a global total of 410, 571 degrees
of freedom. The accelerated IRB-DGFM reduces the storage
requirement to 0.7% of the full MoM requirement. This is
a preliminary figure which might be further reduced with
fine-tuning of the compression scheme’s parameters. Figure
3 shows the normalised solution residual (||b − Ax||/||b||)
convergence history for various local radii. The array is
uniformly excited. It can be seen that the iterative scheme
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Fig. 2. Antenna array with 2401 bow-tie elements, spaced one wavelength
(λ) apart.
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Fig. 3. Accelerated IRB-DGFM residual error convergence history for local
radii of 0, λ and 2λ.

converges rapidly for a sufficiently large local radius. The
indicated convergence threshold is the ACA compression
tolerance (10−3).

IV. CONCLUSION

Developments are presented on two types of specialised
methods for efficient MoM analysis of large arrays consisting
of disjoint elements. The sparse direct MBF-MoM solver must
still be tested on larger problems and with different MBF
schemes. It could potentially be very useful for analysing a

given array with various excitation configurations. The full
potential of the accelerated IRB-DGFM method must still be
realised through fine-tuning of its user-specified parameters.
Its fast convergence is a significant benefit over conventional
iterative solution methods.
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